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Introduction Academicism : Modernism

Anthony Vidler

The Modern Movement defined its progressive stance as much in opposition
to the empty formulas of academicism as with any positive vision of the
"spirit of the age." Indeed, the shining purity of machiner art was rendered
the more heroic by contrast to the ornamentalism, eclect,icism, and pattern
making of the Academic tradition. Throughout the first cluarter of this
century the modernists, confronted and threatened by ttLe ever-present
forces of reaction and archaism embodied in the Academ,y, proclaimed the
redeeming virtues of production and abstraction. This white crusade
demanded a highly visible battleground and an identifiable enemy; it found
both in the brown world of nineteenth century bourgeois kitsch, surviving
almost intact within the dogmas and practice of the Ecole des Beaux
Arts.

Thus, underlying the programs and manifestos of the 19il0,s is a continuing
and implicit attack on the Ecole; every modernist princip,le seems to have
been framed with its negative counterpart in mind. The historical styles are
defeated by their dissolution into abstraction, the unitary principle oi modern
expression; ornament, already characterized by Loos as rtecadent, is similarly
pronounced redundant with the final triumph of stereometric geometry; the
dots and lines of Beaux-Arts plans-those "recipes" for star p*rtt"rr.
condemned so vehemently invers une Architecture-are deniea by the
modernist "plan with intentions," "plans of battle" as Le corbusier called
them, which summarize in their mathematical clarity the characteristic new
structures of the new society.

This anti-Academic discourse, however necessary to the ;polemics of
modernism, nevertheless encouraged the formation of a myth around the
architectural production of the nineteenth century and specifically around the
institution of the Beaux-Arts, and this myth has tended t,o obscure all
subseguent attempts to analyze not only ihe conditions oll that production but
also those of the Modern Movement itself. The retrospective and apologetic
history of modernism has seen only the struggre for the e,mancipation of
geometry from ornament, new technology from old, a nevv functionalist ethic
from Academic formalism. The sociar bases of the new architecture have
similarly been traced from single currents of utopian socialism-technological
utopia from saint-Simon and social utopia from Fourier. lcor the rest, despite
the real attempts of historians in the last decade, no easy. way of
comprehending the architecture of the nineteenth centurSr in its entirety has
been found. Thus the Gothic revival is more studied for its evidently
proto-modern ideology than for its revived stylistic language; the work of the
arts and craft movement is understood more readily inlerms of social
engagement than according to any aesthetic criteria. The modernist
sensibility has so profoundly engaged our standards of criticism and modes of
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perception as to render it all but impossible to see the nineteenth century
with any clarity.

The recent exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art has been heralded as an

indication that this sensibility is changing. "Post-modernism," it is claimed,

allows an appreciation, if not an enthusiastic espousal, of ornament, pattern,

colors other than primaries, symmetry, monumental fantasy, even of the
pure technique of rendering for its own sake; with the critique of
functionalism, pure abstraction, and the machine utopia, realms of experience

up to now forbidden by the stern purism of modernism are opened up. We

are also shown evidence that a new generation of scholars is able to examine

2 dispassionately the evidence of the previous century and to write its history
for the first time without bias or second sight. The exhibition emerged in fact

as the Museum of Modern Art',s auto-critical act, exorcising in 1977 the
Modern Movement principles it had so heartily embraced in 1932.

And yet the attempt to counter modernism by resurrecting its longstanding
opponent seems merely to repeat, or at least to be blinded by, a similar
historical mythology. The simple unrolling of student drawings, however
elegant in themselves, is hardly more than to challenge the Modern
Movement on its own terms and through its own flawed vision. To accept the

mythological status of the Ecole as supreme enemy is in effect to confirm the

ideology of modernism by accepting its terms of reference. A truly critical
history of the modern period must be more than such a neat reversal.

It becomes increasingly clear that to accept the ideological rupture proposed

by modernism itself as the instrument of its own interpretation is to

deliberately obscure the circumstances of its origins and the nature of its
production. If we are indeed entering a period of post-modernist sensibility,

then a clear understanding of modernism should be Sought, one that begins to
establish the ontological bases of its project rather than one that repeats the

ideological polemics of its intentions. For such an understanding it is
impossible to accept the clear lines proposed as'essential to modern

architecture between realism and abstraction, between academicism and the
avant-garde, between craft art and machine art, between historical styles and

"style.;' The dissolving of these lines however implies a comprehension of the

modern period as a whole, not as a field for tracing lines of influence but as a

total condition of culture that, responding to the profound industrial, political,
and social changes of the nineteenth century, resulted in a radical

transformation of the concept of man in relation to his environment.

This issue ofOppositions has been developed as a counter to those kinds of
historical interpretations of nineteenth century architecture that rest solely

on stylistic or ideological models of explanation. The articles selected, while

necessarily remaining partial in their scope, are all in different ways

dedicated to an understanding of the pre-conditions of modernist architecture
and specifically to a widening of the definition of "modern" to include

ideologies and designs that without superficial formal or cultural similarity
nevertheless constitutionally belong to the beginnings of modernity and its
conscious self-formulation.

The self-conscious experience defined by the poets of the mid-nineteenth

century as ,,modernity" was bound up with and a direct consequence of, the

emergence of metropolis; the incredibly rapid transformation of the large

The Academy and tlrc Modern
Moaement: Le Corbusier seeks

Enlightenment.
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towns and cities of the first industrial revolution into the metropoli of the
second. This transformation prepared the conditions for modernism in
architecture in two distinct levels.

The first level was progressive and positivistic, an immediate reflection of the
increasing size of the city, and conflrmed the place of architecture in the
construction of bourgeois society by virtue of creating a demand for new and
highly differentiated building types. At the same time it delineated an
interconnection between architecture-the "art of embellishment"-and
urbanism, the science of urban development. In the process of building the
metropolis, these relations between society, architecture, and urbanism

4 seemed to bear out the progressive philosophies of the Enlightenment, even
to the extent of ratifying the intimate connection proposed by the late
eighteenth century between architecture and utopia.

The second level, marked by an increasing emphasis on artistic technique and
the internal forms of text and painting, from the realism of Courbet to the
proto-symbolism of Baudelaire, began to describe what might be called a
"pre-formalist" condition. This condition, while on the surface dividing over
issues of the social relations of art embodied in the programs of realism,
naturalism, and symbolism, was essentially united around the questions of
technique, production, and the position of the artist-producer as increasingly
isolated, individualized, and alienated. Such an emphasis on technique was
the inevitable response to industrialized production on the one hand and the
burgeoning taste culture of the middle classes on the other; the alienation of
the artist was effected not only by the revolution in production and the
accompanying division of labor but also by the personal experience of
metropolis.

These two levels-the positivistic and the formalistic-were in the nineteenth
century largely distinct and apparently serving different interests, the one
buttressing the dominant power of liberal and conservative government, the
other disaffected and implicitly critical of dominant culture. Their final
welding into the internally contradictory modernism of the 1920's was, of
course, the product of the ideological and social practice of an architectural
avant-garde. It was, finally, in the "invention" of this avant-garde, in project
and reality, that the nineteenth century metropolis had its greatest effect on
modern architecture.

In seeking to understand the conditions for the production of modernism,
Oppositions has concentrated on one city-Paris-and one dominant
ideology-academicism. Firstly, we have chosen to reveal the transformation
of Paris in the nineteenth century through an examination of its
"symptomatic" environments-that is, those spaces, collections of buildings,
and processes that demonstrate most clearly the interface between bourgeois
society, architecture, and urbanism. Thus the cemetery not only makes
evident in its layout the class structure of the new society, it also provides a
realm of experimentation for the architect as he seeks to understand the
limits of characterization and monumentality. The development of the types
of bourgeois housing, at once a product of social need and the result of the
architects' attempt at typification of that new need, demonstrates the
increasing separation of private and public realms, first in the streets and
boulevbrds and then in the villas in the garden suburbs. The design of the
Parisian promenades makes complete the artificial rendering of nature and



confirms the patterns of leisure of metropolis, while the successive
exhibitions of trade and industry, of which that of 1889 is perhaps the most
powerful example, exhibited not only wares, but also all the emerging
contradiction of an increasingly powerful bourgeois culture in which kitsch
was provided and supported by an industrial growth whose needs and
determinants (exemplified in the Eiffel Tower and the Gallery of Machines)
ran counter to this dominant culture.

Secondly, these transformations in environment and production naturally
presented intractable problems for architectural theory and design, an
ideology, still, by the mid-nineteenth century, largely dominated by the
humanist inheritance of the Renaissance and the Enlightenment as
transmitted through the doctrines of the Academy. In the process of
redefining a practice, this body of theory was gradually de-composed and
reconstituted with ever more contradictions to ratify modernist production.
Thus the idea of type, an essentially neo-platonic classicism, was entirely
reformulated under the pressures of utility and science; the question of style,
at first "solved" by an eclecticism on the same level as fashion in clothing,
ended by opening the question of architectural ontology in a way as
fundamental as the Renaissance's confrontation of the Middle Ages.
Throughout the century the dreams of all thinking architects were haunted
by the consciousness of the possibility that this ontology, once found, might
indeed produce of itself an entirely new architecture, appropriate to new
social order and as unique for modernity as previous architectures seemed for
their own cultures.

In addressing these themes, and seeing them as critical to any informed
discussion of modernism, and thereby of "post-modernism," it is not the
intention ofOppositioms to found a new orthodoxy, nor to chronicle the
events of the past as accomplished, knowable facts. Rather, we hope to
encourage the investigation of the recent past as an instrument for the
analysis and criticism of the present, not once more as any fulfillment of the
"spirit of the age," but now as an aid to understanding the impossible
contradictions of our own practice.
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The Text of the City

Peter Brooks

Oscar Wilde, in one of those epigrams that cut to the heart
of the matter, states our subject in broadest outline: ,,Balzac
invented the nineteenth century." The remark is profoundly
true, in that the identification of an era-its shape, salient
characteristics, its meaning-depends on its having been
self-consciously conceptualized and articulated. The sense
of an era comes to consciousness when it becomes a text.
And Balzac's ComAdie Humaitte is pre-eminently the text
in which the nineteenth century takes cognizance of itself,
recognizes itself as modernity, a new epoch governed by
new sets oflaws, criss-crossed by new codes ofsignificance.

Balzac is in fact one of the first writers to be aware of the
radically changed situation of literature in the new age: an
age that for the first time made of literature itself a com-
modity, a commercial product which depended on the play
of market forces, including advertising, journalism, ,ra tf,L
attraction of investment capital, rather than on the old
system of royal or aristocratic patronage. This transforma-
tion is the theme of lllusions perd,ues, possibly Balzac,s
greatest novel, which has been described by Georg Luk6cs
as the epic of "the capitalization of spirit.,, Along with the
commercialization of the very medium in which he was
working, the other inescapable phenomenon facing the
writer of Balzac's era was, not yet so much industrializa-
tion-this was only beginning to make its impact in conti-
nental Europe in the 1830's-but urbanization. From the
time of the French Revolution through the 1880's, the popu-
lation of Paris had nearly doubled, largely because of immi-
gration from the provinces-an example of which was Bal-
zac himself. The growth of the city was apparent to the
observer principally in two ways: in the building of new
residential areas in what had previously been suburb (to the
accompaniment of considerable land speculation) and, much
more strikingly, in a greatly increased density of inhabita_
tion in the old quarters of the city, especially in the
working-class districts. The urban crowd, became a recog-
nizable phenomenon and a felt presence. There *r. u n"*
sense of the city as a total dynamic entity and way of life, a
total horizon bounding one's perception and one,s life, be_
yond which was simply the unthinkable darkness of the
provinces. As the fates of so many Balzacian characters
show, while life in Paris may be a struggle, there are no

viable alternative worlds elsewhere

Balzac made the choice of Paris-resisting all his family,s
urgings to return to the provinces--and immersed himself
in its commercial, journalistic, and literary lives. yet his
reaction to the modern urban miUeu is curiously one of
nostalgia and loss. The sentiment of'loss has to do with the
density, anonymity, and uncenteredness of modern urban
life, or, in a term I find more specifically appropriate to his
problems as an artist, its indifferentiution. Again and
again, we find Balzac complaining about the ,,platitude', of
modern existence: its flatness, the rvay it has been leveled
and has lost what he believes to have been an earlier system
of traditional distinguishing charactt:ristics and marks. The
refrain comes back repeatedly; it is perhaps most succinctly
stated in the preface to one of his novels, (Ine Fille d,,Eae
(1839), where he argues that in the hierarchical society of
the Old R6gime one could tell who people were from their
outward appearance and demeanour, even from their
clothes. Bourgeois, merchant or ar.tisan, noble, enslaved
peasantry: all had their distinctive and defining marks.
Now, however, equality has produced a world of ,,infinite
nuances." Previously, he writes, ,'l,he caste system gave
each person a physiognomy which was more important than
the individual; today, the individual gets his physiognomy
from himself." This is a lucid statement of a historical pas-
sage from what a sociologist would call a system of ,,as-

signed identity" to one of "achieverl identity.,, Curiously,
this new individual self-definition makes it more, not less,
difficult to tell who anyone is, makes the process of differ-
entiation infinitely more subtle and problematic. With the
eclipse of the political and spiritual center of social
authority-monarch and church-th,ere has been a loss of a
clear and accepted system of signs with unambiguous,
hierarchized referents.
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Balzac, a self-proclaimed political reactionary, flnds what he
calls the "disorder" ofmodern existence to be both deplora_
ble and exciting. The profusion o:f life styles and self_
definitions which it offers creates a challenge and a problem
for the novelist. The writer who turns his attention to the
portrayal of modern life, particularly' life in the urban land_
scape, must encounter and overcome the fact of indiffer_



8 entiation. He must find the system of nuanced distinctions,
contrasts, hierarchies which will allow him to create mean-
ing in a social world that appears threatened by a loss of
meaning. He must discover-or invent-those codes that
will allow him to make sense of the grayish phenomena
(blackish, in fact, since that has become the predominant
color of male dress) before his eyes. Indeed, since meaning
has in some sense been occulted, he may have to reach
beyond the surface appearances of reality, to uncover those
latent systems of signification which the surfaces mask.

We can witness Balzac attempting to recover meaning in
the urban landscape in such an early and apparently trivial
text as his Petit Dictionnaire critique et anecdotique des
Enseignes de Paris (1826)-dictionary of the tradesmen's
signs hung above shop doors along the streets of Paris.
Signed "Par un batteur du pav6" ("By a stroller of the
streets") the Dictionary suggests already the Baudelairian
figure of the urban fld,neur: the curious stroller or prowler
of the urban landscape. l But here the stroller is concerned
to organize a systematic interpretation of legible meanings
in the .urban landscape. Recording and commenting upon
the shop signs in fact becomes a "semiotic" enterprise, a
consideration of how shops' names and pictorial emblems
relate to the interior aspects of the shops, their merchan-
dise, the character of the establishment and its proprietor.
The Dictionary becomes an inquiry into one of the sign-
systems which the city has created to organize and convey
certain of its meanings.

The Diction,ary is an early and relatively crude vet'sion of
what was to become an almost obsessive concern with
finding the bases of an urban semiotic: a way of discovering,
elaborating, the codes which would allow the indiffer-
entiated surfaces of modern urban existence to reveal their
systematic meaning. In the manner that modern linguistics
has discovered that Ianguage is fundamentally a system of
differences-that a system of differences, beginning with
phonological oppositions, subtends the process of selection
and combination which creales the code and makes possible
the message-Balzac, we find, is concerned to locate differ-
ences, clistinctions rvhich will allorv him to discern basic
units of meaning, and their articulation in netu,orks of sig-

nificance. In a series of occasional texts, such as the "New
Theory of the Luncheon," "The Study of Manners by Way of
Gloves," the "Physiology of the Toilette," he returns again
and again to the problem of distinctive m.arks or signs.2 For
instance, in the first part of "Physiologie de la Toilette,"
entitled "On the Cravat, Considered in Itself and in its
Relations u,ith Society and the Individual," he begins: "The
French Revolution was for the toilette, as for the civil and
political order, a time of crisis and anarchy. . . . During the
Old R6gime, each class of society had its costume; one
recognized by his dress the lord, the bourgeois, the arti-
san." The cravat held no personal importance. Then
Frenchmen gained a theoretical equality, and differences in
the cut and material of clothing were no longer a sure
measure of social distinction. Threatened with this uni-
formity, how could one distinguish the rank of an indi-
vidual? From this moment on, the cravat took on a new
destiny: "for it was called upon to reestablish the Iost
nuances of the toilette." The cravat, tied by its owner,
becomes the sign by which man "reveals and makes himself
manifest." After Balzac has categorized the different man-
ners of cravat-tying, the various possible messages made
available by its codes, the cravat has come, at the end ofthe
article, to approximate the literary text: an "expression of
thought, as is style." The cravat has thus been established
as a key signifier in the social text, a sign that traces
differences and distinctions.

Balzac apparently intencled to group such articles as those I
have mentioned, plus a number of others projected but
never written, in a volume which would bear the title,
Pathologie de LcL aie sociale, a complete "codification" of the
"laws of exterior existence" and what it expresses. The
title, "The Pathology of Social Life," cannot but recall
Freud's Psychopathology of Eaerydu'y Li.fe, which is also
about the ways in which people reveal themselves in what
may at first appear to be the innocent and insigniflcant
gestures of quotidian reality. The most important fragment
of Balzac's projected pathology is no doubt the "Theorie de
la demarche," a curious text which registers his discovery
that everything in a person's bearing or gait, each posture
and gesture, is somehow' revelatory. The whole of human
movement is meaningful; it bears the imprint of rvill and



thought. Thus "a simple gesture, an involuntary tremor of
the lips can become the terrible d Anouement of a drama long
hidden within two hearts." This essay emanates a sense of
Balzac's excitement at his discovery that a whole realm of
human existence can become semiotic, a realm of messages
made available to the writer. These messages are in fact
latent within the demeanour and comportment of man in
society; the "Th6orie" is a demonstration of how to read the
Iatent text in and through the manifest text, how to recover
the significations of the one through the indicators of the
other. As in Freud's Psychopathology, in Balzac's fragmen-
tary PatltologA we have a sense of a new field of meaning
recuperated for human discourse.

The discovery of a new way to read meanings in human
behavior-in the presentation of selves in everyday life-is
peculiarly tied to modern urban existence in that it permits
the decipherment of those occulted signs of characler and
meaning in the urban crowd. It allows the ,,observsy,'_2s
the Balzacian narrator will so often label himself-to make
distinctions in the sea of bodies, faces, attitudes, gestures
before his eyes, and to penetrate to the latent signifieds
which these signifiers both conceal and reveal. Rehearsed
many times in Balzac's fiction is the moment where the
observer's insistent gaze directed at reality begins to or-
ganize its signs, then in a moment of penetration passes
through surface forms to the messages they represent,
strikes through to a vision of the networks of soiial and
psychological meaning which constitute the latent texts of
individuals or social groups, and which allow them to be-
come legible.

This kind of observation can be applied to the city as a
whole, as in the "Histoire et Physiologie des Boulevrrd. d"
Paris," where Balzac begins by recording his preference
for Paris over London, Vienna, St. petersbo"g, bu.rr.",
despite the encroaching indifferentiation of modern exis_
tence,, Paris displays a greater capacity for self-representa_
tion, for spectacle: it puts itself on slrow more tlian other
cities. Paris to the observer who has trained himself in the
distinction of social nuance can be highly dramatic, the place
where repressed conflict and hidden symbolic action are
ever on the verge of becoming manifest. The boulevards of

Paris constitute a free performance. And in fact, as Bilzac
proceeds with his sociological g2rl6,graphy of paris in this
article, the spiritual center ofParis, the place ofits essential
drama, comes to be, not the Tuileries or the Assembl6e
Nationale, nor even the Banque, but rather the Boulevard
du Temple, place of the principal popular theaters of the
city. Eight theaters, fifty open-air vendors, and a dense
crowd-the world recreated in Les Enfants d,u parad,is:
here we have a kind of concentrated theater within the
generalized theater ofParis, the place where a culture puts
itself self-consciously on the stage, recognizes the need for
acting out its central concerns, l,egitimizes its informal
drama. That the productions of the Boulevard du Temple,s
theaters at this time were principally melodramas is not
unrelated to Balzac's quest for meaning. For melodrama is a
form that calls for heightened mearnings, meanings made
explicit through their overt manifestation and acting out.
Balzac sometimes complains that social comedy as it was
known in the Old R6gime-based ars it was on a system of
clear social norms and distinctions--no longer is possible in
the modern era. Melodrama has irL fact come to take its
place, to enact with obviousness and force essential truths
about people and their relationrs, about ethical and
psychological forces that risk remaining latent in everyday
reality. Melodrama thus presents a,nother version of Bal_
zac's concern with making manifest l;he systems of meaning
that can be uncovered within and b,ehind the indifferentia_
tion of surfaces.3

Were there space here for more extended discussion, one
might consider further some of th,: psp.,"rts in Balzac,s
novels that show the narrator-observer at work, interrogat_
ing the surfaces of urban life, searching for the systematic
orders that will allow him to detect the presence of mean-
ing, exercising on fagade, contour, posture, gesture a pres_
sure of insistence that makes them yield their significance in
legible texts. tr'or instance, in Fenagus (the first of the
"Scdnes de la Vie Parisienne"), the narrator begins by an
effort to organize the web of Paris streets into a morally
significant network: "There are in paris certain streets ai
dishonored as a man accused of infanry; then there are noble
streets, then simply honest streets, then young streets on
whose morality the public hasn,t yet formed an opinion;
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10 then homicidal streets, streets older than old dowagers are
old, estimable streets. ." But this is not enough; the
narrator goes on to lay out the interrelations of different
quarters of the city and their characteristics, then finally
articulates the whole as the anatomical parts of a monstrous
body. The monster provides an organic metaphor of the
city, whose every detail is a "lobe of cellular tissue" in the
whole; but the image of the monster's articulations also
suggests how a significant message is put together from the
elements of the code. In another instance, at the start of trcl,

FiLle aur yeutr d'or, Paris becomes a set of circles in imita-
tion of Dante's Inferno, through which we spiral up or
down, moved by the universal principle: gold and pleasure.
In lllusions perdues, the ambitious young provincial, Lu-
cien de Rubempr6, goes for his first stroll in the Tuileries
garden and discovers he is at a performance, where the
littlest things-the "world of necessary superfluities" -aysused to create messages concerning vital social discrimina-
tions.

Central to the different metaphors and schemes, grids of
perception and rhetorical devices, used to organize,
categorize, and explain the physiognomy of Paris, is the
sense of city as theater:a not spectacle merely, but the
potentially revelatory enactment of meanings, of the sort
theoretically formulated in the "Th6orie de la d6marche."
The observer is thus never a passive spectator: he must
work on what is before his eyes, bring to it a pressure of
insistence that" will make the latent text show through the
manifest text. Balzac's best-known novel enacts for us in its
final scene the ambition ofthe narrator-observer: at the end
of Le Pbre Goriot, Eugbne de Rastignac stands at the top of
the slope'of the Pbre Lachaise cemetery, and looks down on
Paris, stretched along the snakelike Seine, as dusk gathers
and the flrst lights begin to shine. Paris is spread before
Rastignac like a map to be read, and the quarter inhabited
by high society-the world where Rastignac desires to
succeed-is marked out as by two grandiose drawing pins:
the Column of the Place Vendome and the Dome of the
Invalides, both of which incidentally evoke the conqueror
Napoleon, and which organize the map into symbolic legibil-
ity. Rastignac, who began the novel in the sordid quarters
which the narrator called a "valley of plaster," has now

attained an altitude from which he can read Paris, seize it in
one possessive glance, interpret its messages, and utter his
famous line of challenge: "A nous deux maintenant!" ("Now
it's between the two of us!") which presages what we know,
from the sequels, to be a successful campaign of conquest.
The conquest of Paris ultimately depends on the reading of
Paris: being able to seize the city as a legible and meaningful
text.

This condition of legibility is one that all the ambitious
young Balzacian heroes aspire to, and one that their nar-
rator must attain. AII that we have said about Balzac's
efforts to work on and work through the apparent indiffer-
entiation of surfaces, to systems of meaning which make of
the cityscape and the urban crowd legible texts, could be
summarized in the statement that Balzac is everywhere
seeking to find, to postulate, to invent the semiotic precon-
ditions that make the modern novel possible. The very
existence of what we think of as "the Balzacian novel" and
indeed as "the nineteenth-century novel" depends on this
effort to make meaning in modern urban life. Starting from
the anxiety that this new world, deprived of its former clear
codes of meaning, might be threatened by loss of
meaning-as, socially and politically it is threatened by
chaos-Balzac's response is the insistence on meaning. By
claiming, as he most explicitly does in the "Th6orie de la
d6marche," that nothing is meaningless, that the world
cannot not mean, he makes possible the text of modernity.
He invents the nineteenth century by bringing to con-
sciousness the very shape of modernity as a set of texts
subject to our reading and interpretation.

By way of conclusion, I want briefly to reach beyond Balzac
to the poet whg was his great admirer and who best under-
stood the importance of the city to the artist of modern life:
Charles Baudelaire. Baudelaire's celebrated essay on Con-
stantin Guys, "The Painter of Modern Life," comes closer
than any text I know ofto defining the aesthetic ofmodern
urban art, "tyrannized by the circumstance," concerned
with the transitory and the fugitive, dedicated to wresting
beauty from the restless crowdedness of the city streets.
There is a poem set as epilogue to Le Spleen de Paris
(Baud.elaire's collection of prose poems) in which the



speaker, imitating Rastignac's position at the end of Le Pbre
Gortot, climbs to the heights of Montmartre to look down on
and possess through his gaze Paris stretched below him.
But I want to say a word instead about one of the poems
from the section of Les Fleurs du mal called "Tableaux
parisiens," the sonnet entitled "A une passante" ("To a
passer-by").

La rue assourdissante autour de moi, hurlait.
Longue, mince, en grand deuil, douleur majestueuse,
Une femme passa, d'une main fastueuse
Soulevant, balangant Ie feston et l'ourlet;

Agile et noble, avec sa jambe de statue.
Moi, je buvais, crisp6 comme un extravagant,
Dans son oeil, ciel livide oi germe l'ouragan,
La douceur qui fascine et le plaisir qui tue.

Un eclair . . . puis la nuit!-Fugitive beaute
Dont le regard m'a fait soudainement renaitre,
Ne te verrai-je plus que dans I'eternite?

Ailleurs, bien loin d'ici! trop tard! jamais peut-6tre!
Car j'ignore or) tu fuis, tu ne sais of je vais,
O toi que j'eusse aim6e, 6 toi qui le savais!

(The deafening street roared around me. Tall, slender, in
heavy mourning, majestic grief, a woman passed, with a
sumptuous hand raising, swinging the flounces and hem of
her skirt, agile and noble, with legs like a statue. I drank,
tense as a madman, from her eye, livid sky where tempests
germinate, the sweetness that fascinates and the pleasure
that kills. A lightning flash . . . then night! Fleeting beauty
by whose glance I was suddenly reborn, shall I see you no
more except in eternity? Elsewhere, far, far foom here! too
late! neuer perhaps! For I know not where you fled, you
know not where I go, O you whom I would have loved, O
you who knew it!)s

The poem describes an urban encounter, which is not quite
ameeting. The anonymous woman suddenly emerges from
the crowd, from the deafening street, while the speaker of
the poem watches, fascinated, reading from her costume

and attitude, precisely from her dbmarclle indeed, the pos- 11

sibility of a new sweet and dangerous pleasure. When we
move from the quatrains to the tercets of the sonnet, the
encounter is already over; she is gone, she has passed by
like a lightning flash in the movement of the city street. This
urban beauty is unstable, fleeting, fugitiae. What we have
had is a promise of meeting in love, and hence of a new
meaning-a lightning-like knowledge of reciprocity, mes-
sage of revelation from the insta,ntaneous reading of an
encounter-which is then obliterated, effaced. We have
here the dynamics of urban sentiment, always intermtptus,
always menaced with effacement by that very crowd which
confers on this sentiment its excit,ement, its perverse ten-
sion. The excitement depends on the dynamics of urban
reading and interpretation, where the text may offer the
flash ofrevelation, the fugitive transparency oflatent mean-
ings, but is then immediately subject to the pathos of loss,
effacement. Meaning is indeed fugitive in the urban land-
scape. The act of reading is consubstantial with the act of
erasure, significance incorporate rvith loss. This is why to
those nineteenth-century writers who had chosen the city
as context and text, the city called for an ever-renewed
semiotic enterprise. Have we in our own time seen this
enterprise lose its potency: has the city ceased to be legible?
Has it been surrendered to loss of'meaning?

Notes
1. On thelrine'u,r, see Walter Benjamin, Charles Baudelaire: A
Lyric Poet in the Era of High Capit\alism, trans. Harry Zohn
(London: New Left Books, 1973). My remarks here are in general
indebted to Benjamin's remarkable study of Baudelaire as urban
poet.
2. These, and other essays mentioned here (including the Dic-
tionnaire), can most conveniently be consulted inBalzac,Oeuares
diuerses,3 vols. (Paris: Conard, 1935-40). Translations from Bal-
zac ate my own.
3. On melodrama, and Balzac's relation to it, see my study, The
Melodramatic Imaginatioz (New Harren: Yale University Press,
1976).
4. I owe this phrase, and the suggestive concept, to Richard
Sennett, The FalL of Public Mon, (New York: Knopf, 1976).
5. I take this prose translation, whictr has the advantage of liter-
alness, from the very useful anthologJy edited by Elaine Marks,
French Poetry from Baudelaire to the Present (New York: Dell,
1962).



Cemeteries of Life and Death

"Between words and things," wrote
Quatrembre de Quincy in 1788, "there
almost always erists an inuoluntary
relationship of analogy." Thus, tlrc
word at one time used, for burial
place 

-charnier---+xactly 
expres sed

the reality of tlrc infectious tabbish
tips or ch,arnel houses so long
festering in tlrc heart of the city,
while the word that emerged and was
used more commonly in the later
eig ht e e tdh century ---cimetidre or
"place of sleep" --perfectly
summarized the qualities desired of a
last resti,ng place.

Two formal models contested, for
prtmacy in tlr,e last years of the
century in the attempt to design a
typical and com,pletely harmonious
enaironment for burial. The first,
based on the medieaal campo santo al
Pisa, and espoused by Quatrembre
and his fellow neo-classicists, was
completely arcltitectural in design.
Surroundnd, on all sides with porticos
enclosing niches, each with
monurruenta| tab\ets or urns and a
small chapel at tlrc center, it formed
a precinct bounded by walls und rows
of cypress trees, where ntemory of the
d,ead miglr,t be combined toith a
lrcalthy remoual of burial from the
city. The second, emerging as a
coro\lary oftlte landscape garden
fashion just before tlte Reuolution,
and espoused, by the pre-Romantic
philosophers and architects
influenced, by Rousseau, conceiued of
the cemetery as an arcadian realm, a
landscape garden itself, with
indiuiduul monuments set
picturesquely within groaes of trees

linked by winding paths

In both these parad,igms, the city of
the dead was conceiaed as parallel to
that of the liaing, and, it is not
surprising to 11.nd tlte same
enuironmenta,l qualities desired of
both. From the cltaracter of the whole
layout to that of each indiuid,ual
monument, the design of a cemetery
represented in microcosm that of the
architectural problem of the city as a
whole. Furtlrc'r, cemeteries tltat were
built at tlte belTinning of the
nineteenth cen,tury rapidly became a
part of the rhythms of daily life in
the quarters to which th,ey were
attached, in nany cases seruing as
parks for croutded quarters of
habitation.

The blurring of tlte distinction
between tlw cemetery and park on
one scale, and' the funeral monument
and the urchitectural monument on
another, produ,ced in the nineteenth
century a lantlscape of the dead,, so to
speak, that in',timately refl,ected that
of life. In most instances, indeed, the
cemetery ruiglLt surpass tltat
attainab\e in t\te city, founding in
this uay a aeritable utopia in reality,
and prouiding intimations of city
embellishment', long before the actual
transformatio,,tt s occumed. Thus the
cemetery of Pbre Lqchaise
anticipated, tlle proTmenadas of
Alphand on th.e Buttes-Chaumont bg
some fi,fty Aeairs.
AV
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1 Cemetery entrance by moonlight by
J. Lecointe-
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Landscapes of Eternity:
Funerary Architecture and the Cemetery, l7gg-1gg1.

Richard A. Etlin

In the eighteenth century the European conception of the
city underwent a radical transformation. The reforms that
were sought were significant not only for the new attitudes
toward individual elements of the urban fabric, but also and
more especially, for the comprehensive vision of a new city
they evoked, and together with this city, of a new society.
This vision of the new city questioned both the physical
aspect of the urban infrastructure-squares, streets, and
the network of houses-and the public institutions which
traditionally were located there. The reforh program was
twofold in its aims. First, it sought to refashion the city
through an amelioration ofthe public thoroughfares and thL
private dwellings. Second, it embarked upon a campaign of
exclusion which sought to rid the inner city of institutions
which harbored disease and decay. The hospital, the prison,
the slaughterhouse, and the cemetery were the social in-
stitutions and architectural elements that were to be re-
moved from the city and relocated along its fringes. By the
end of the century, indeed, this reallocation of sitei for
insalubrious institutions had become a commonplace of ar-
chitectural theory. Thus, Durand, testing his students at
the Ecole Polytechnique as to the means for decorating the
broad avenues leading into a city, was able to imagine a
"truly simple" solution. A city would be suitably arranged if
those buildings which ought not to be located within its
boundaries "such as hospitals, cemeteries, etc. were rele-
gated to the land outside the city walls.,' Durand,s ac-
ceptance of this solution is the more remarkable when it is
noted that for centuries these institutions had been situated
deep within the city or parish and that their presence had
manifested their place in the spiritual life of the community.
The H6tel-Dieu, the major hospital of paris, was operated
by the church and located next to the spiritual center of
Notre Dame; likewise the cemetery, similarly a church in-
stitution, was placed next to the parish church. To depart
from these time-honored arrangements constituted a radi-
cal alternation of the meaning and nature of these institu-
tions, and thereby of the city itself.

This change in meaning took place in the short space of
some fifty years; while Durand in 1805 was able to write in a
matter of fact way about the new prescriptions for siting
unhealthy institutions, a commentator like the Abb6 por6e

writing in 1743 was in some sense a pioneer as he described 1b
his vision of a city of the future in thr: form of a pilgrimage to
a new "radiant city." "What a sight for the traveler! Let us
imagine it now (this will be its onl1, reality unless those in
authority adopt our ideas). From afar I spy the city; its
towers, whose points disappear into the sky, inform me of
its religion. Further I remark its ramparts which show me
its protective forces; then, approaching the city, I see the
buildings which tell me about its size, its commerce, its
riches, its taste. There I am sure to find the living, for I
know that the dead are all within the expansive confines of
those funerary buildings which I had noticed along the
way."'

The Abb6 Por6e's Letters on Sepulc,hers was in fact the first
published French work of an extensive body of literature,
reform projects, and architectural designs that would ques-
tion and condemn the traditional intimacy between the
cemetery and the city. These works would continue to ap-
pear over the next six decades until the promulgation of
Napoleon's Imperial Decree on Burials of 1804, which effec-
tively ratified the separation ofburial grounds from habita-
tions.

While the instance of the cemetery lwas only one case of the
continuous movement toward the segregation of the institu-
tions that threatened the health, aspect, and social stability
of city neighborhoods, it was neverrbheless characteristic in
every respect. The cemetery united in its varied environ-
mental forms almost every type of architectural and land-
scape space and afforded in its progressive transformations
from the middle of the eighteenth century until the first
quarter of the nineteenth a microcosmic view of the con_
ceived relations between living and dead, living and living,
monument and landscape, city and country in such a way as
to provide a mirror for the transfor.mation of the city as a
whole during this period. In a ver;, real sense the inhabi-
tants of the eighteenth and nineteenth century citv con_
structed their world as much in the city of the dead as in
that of the living, demonstrating therir fears and aspirations
about collective and individual life in their proposals for a
new type of burial ground. The new cemetery was not only
a solution to the insalubrity of traditional burial practices,



2 Mortuary Chnpel. J.-Ch.
Delafosse, arch,itect, c. 1 7 80

3 Project for a Partsian cemetery
J.-C lL. Delafosse, architact, 1 77 6.
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thereby restoring the primitive purity of a separate com-

munity of the dead from the living, and serving as an in-

strumlnt of preventive medicine, but it was finally to be a

cultural and social institution in itself-a museum of great

art, its funerary monuments stimulating emulation among

arc'hitects and sculptors, exhibiting the highest degree of

expressive character demanded of true monumental ar-

chitecture, and at the same time, a school of virtue, whose

commemoration of great achievements would inspire a re-

sponsive citizenry and whose environs were conducive to

the art of memory and contemplation'

From Charnel House to ElYsium
From mid-century onward, it is possible to identify three

successive architectural models for the cemetery' In the

first burial grounds proposed for the outskirts of Paris, the

architects accepted the customary system of burial and

organization of social distinctions. The wealthy would still
bJgi.ren an individual grave or a family sepulchral vault and

the rest of the population relegated to the customary mass

graves, eighteen io twenty feet deep collecting hundreds of

f,odies.' Aistere in their architecture, generally devoid of

trees and sometimes decorated with skulls and bones, the

cemetery projects of this period perpetuated the Baroque

tradition o1fun""ury art and of Catholic theology (figs' 2, 3)'

Perhaps the major difference between the old and new

cemetlries would be space-the mass graves would not be

reopened until all the bodies had been decomposed-"q
geometry-architectural regularity replaced the visual

fhaos of-the traditional intra muros burial ground (fig' 6)'

Now, in the new cemetery, social distinctions would be

given a topographical clarity with each concentric zone

iestined foi Jdifferent class of citizens (see fig' 3)'

The second type of burial ground constituted a brief inter-

lude in the hiitory of the reform movement (c'1783-1787)

but it furnished the magnificent designs by Etienne-Louis

Boull6e. Developing a doubly new genre of an "architecture

of shadows" (flg. t) and a "buried architecture" (fig' 5)'

Boull6e designed the cemetery as an Egyptian wasteland'

Here architecture presented an image of timelessness

evoked through the central monument reminiscent of ar

Egyptian pyramid, set upon an arid field, expressive ol
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.l Funerary chapel. Etienne-Louis
B oullbe, architect, c. 1 Z 8 S.

5 Funerary monument.
E tienne-Louis B oulke, architect,
c.1785.

6 Cemetery of the Innocents, Paris,
1780. Plan.
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7 Cemetery of the Innocents, Paris,
by Bernier, 1786. View looking
toward tlte rue aux Fers.

18 "immutability." In such a burial ground, death was no

Ionger a defeat or humiliation dependent upon redemption
at the Day ofJudgment, but rather, as Jean Starobinski has
justly observed, a triumph which could be seen in the as-

cendancy of the vast pyramid, this multi-faceted icon of
Death, Nature, and EternitY.

By the time of the Revolution, however, the specter of the
mass communal grave, which was still common in the heart
of Paris, evoked expressions of horror in authors who
sought an alternative conception of the cemetery that would
satisfy their new understanding of both life and death.
Writing at the end of the century, the architect Pierre Patte
was speaking for an entire decade when he recorded his

"horror arising from the idea of those prodigious graves,

from those great confused heaps of bodies, like veritable
refuse dumps that debase the honors due to the dead." 2 The

traditional cemetery was not only pernicious to the health
and revolting to the senses, it also denied the very dignity
of human life itself. Furthermore, the visual reminders of
man's corporeality made it difficult to retain a conviction of
human immortality. Thus, a contemporary was sickened by
the thought of leaving his dead mother at the cemetery by

the Barribre Blanche, where she would be "thrown . . . into
a fetid hole, amidst putrefying cadavers." For a moment,

this picture of a "dishonored humanity" made him doubt
that man had "an immortal soul and that his body, so mar-
velously organized, was in fact the work of a god."'

Burial practices, however, not only engaged the individual's
deepest personal convictions, but influenced his social be-

havior. If the dead were treated as so much refuse, like the
corpses of animals discarded "so as not to infect the air,"
then relationships among the living would inevitably suffer:
"when one attends to the remains of a human as no more

than those of a dead animal, any basic feeling of humanity is

inevitably destroyed; one is prone to regard a living person

with as little respect as one would show toward some unrea-

soning beast."a Thus, the image of the cemetery, together
with the ceremonials of the funeral and the methods of
burial, affected equally one's consciousness of Life and

Death.

ry

Against the view of death as "suffering and destruction,"
made manifest by the very aspect of the old cemetery (fig.

7), architects and social philosophers proffered an alterna-
tive vision of death as a "sweet rest" which could be nur-
tured and sustained by a different architectural setting. If
"exterior signs" 5 were responsible for demoralizing man

facing death, then perhaps these same physical "acces-

sories" 6 might also be employed "to soften . . . the natural
fears of death." 7

The traditional burial ground, abounding in skulls and bones

and with its "atrocious trenches," depicted "only the rapaci-

ousness of death and ignored its repose'"8 A more fitting
cemetery would have to provide a radically different atmo-

sphere as well as a new method of burial. At stake was the
ability to control a deep-rooted anxiety at the thought of
death as total destruction, "this involuntary impression one

experiences, that insurmountable repugnance to annihila-
tion. " e

The new cemetery which would console rather than
frighten, the third image of the cemetery offered to reform-
ers and architects, was conceived as an Arcadian "field of
rest" (see fig. 1). Designed as a verdant landscape in which
ideally each individual would be given a separate and iso-

lated grave, this burial ground would provide solace for
both those who were dying and those who were mourning.
In such a man-made Elysium, the living might imagine their
relatives' eternal rest and even anticipate their own. The

physical setting would instill such "a calm ' . . that one will
insensibly forget his loss even to the point of envying the
deceased."10 Surrounded by friends and family, the dying,
sustained by "sweet tears," would expire with the happy

assurance of a "cherished memory." In death, remembrance

would be sustained through repeated visits to the grave, at

once an anchor for expression of friendship, love, and filial
respect, and, through its tombstone, a guarantor ofidentity
into the future.

The vision of the cemetery as Elysium provided a new

dimension to the goal of locating the burial ground beyond

the city. Now the site would not only ensure salubrity, it
would also allow the cemetery to join nature itself. Whereas



the old urban cemetery had been doubly enclosed, once
within the city and then again inside the walls of its sur-
rounding charnel houses, the new Arcadian cemetery would
become an integral part of the countryside. In the first two
alternatives to the traditional cemetery, the new Christian
burial ground, and the Egyptian wasteland, the architects
had sought to avail themselves of sterile terrain so that the
dead would not reduce the available arable land close to the
city. With this last transformation, the pleasures of a visit
to a park seemed to justifu the occupation of fertile land.
Even so, several authors envisaged the new Elysium as a
veritable paradisiacal garden, replete with "useful" fruit-
bearing trees.

With the cemetery assimilated to the countryside, and
featuring aromatic plants, flowers, birds, and, if possible, a
murmuring stream, the burial ground would become a type
of Arcadian dreamland. Here the living, through the media-
tion of nature, would commune with the dead. The tomb,
wrote Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, stood as a monument
"placed on the frontier between two worlds":
"Through the charms of this site, called toward their faded
remains
We will come to mourn those whom we cherished
We will imagine seeing their attentive shades float about;
We will imagine that to our plaintive souls
Their voices respond in saddened tones
In the voice of the winds sighing around them . . .

In the flowers, in the woods, escaping fate
Our parents will return to converse with us."11

Since this third vision of the cemetery as a field of rest was
to become the basis of. the nineteenth century Parisian
burial grounds, it is necessary to identify its temporal ori-
gins and successive transformations from a Revolutionary
affirmation of egalitarianism to a post-Revolutionary cele-
bration of individual privilege and wealth.

Tlte Contradictions of Bourgeois Equality
The concept of the cemetery as a field of rest was officially
born during the Terror as a classless "garden of
Equality."12 On October 19, 1793, Chaumette, Procureur-
Syndic of the Commune of Paris, proclaimed that hence-

forth funerary honors for the wealthy and the poor should lg
be the same. Rejecting a report on burial grounds by the
Administration on Public Works, Chaumette affrrmed that
the cemetery should not demonstrate signs of melancholy
but rather should "inspire less somber and more tender
feelings." "I want Elysian fields . . . where visitors would
not encounter skulls and bones."l3 The new report, pre-
sented on January 10, 1794, complied with the admonition
"to replace images of sadness and despair with sweeter,
more philanthropical ideas." Proposing four ertra nlu?.os
"fields of rest" for Paris, the commissioners outlined a mode
of egalitarian burial set within a sit,e "at once simple, rustic,
isolated, and surrounded by silence."ra Whereas the ar-
chitect and teacher Jacques-Frangois Blondel had onee
advocated a cemetery design replete with vermiculated rus-
tication to recall the "destruction oI'matter" and with kines-
thetic reminders of "the terrible but inevitable" end which
awaited all mortals (for example, one would walk down into
the cemetery),ls now Avril enviszlged a diametrically op-
posed architectural landscape to obviate just such remind-
ers and to foster "a sweet melancholy" to charm one,s sad-
ness. The cemetery would not be enclosed by a somber and
lugubrious charnel house to collect the exhumed bones, but
rather by a kind of ha-ha or large ditch, protected by a
waist-high hedge on the exterior and planted with grass
along its outer sloping wall. The terrain of the burial ground
itself would likewise be grassed over and would be raised up
to present a pleasing view and to counter any fearsome
intimations about death. Proscritring both the "haughty
mausolea" of the Ancien R6gime as well as the revolting
mass grave, the commissioner stipulated that all bodies
would be buried in an egalitarian and modest way in linear
trenches of single rows one body cteep. Following the cus-
tomary practice, the graves woulcl be reopened and used
again after the bodies had decomposed.

This egalitarian ideal continued to enjoy favor under the
Directory as legislators and concerned citizens made new
proposals for the burial grounds which would, in the event,
not be established until the beginning of the nineteenth
century. Aft,er Thermidor, the idea of equality that a
cemetery could foster seemed to be a powerful tool to assist
the development of domestic and p,ublic virtues that would



8 Cemetery project for Paris.
Jacques Molinos, architect, 1799.

9 Country sepulclter scene bY A
Belanger.

l0 Bois des Tombeaux, Park
Monceau, by L. C. de Carmontelle,
1779.
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stabilize the social order. In his report to the legislative
body, Leclerc, for example, sought to assume an "equality
in tombs" for all Frenchmen. Everywhere, graves would be
"uniform." To sustain the institution of the family within an
egalitarian framework, each family would be apportioned
spaces together, but no "visible divisions" would distinguish
one cluster from another.'6

During this period and until the first years of the next
century, a new literature flourished which decried the re-
volting burial conditions in Paris'cemeteries. In one sense,
these complaints reflected more a new sensibility than a
major worsening of conditions. The old mass graves had
now become totally unacceptable. Moreover, the comforting
traditions of the religious ceremonial had been ruptured by
the Revolution. Certain parish cemeteries had also been
closed, others were becoming overcrowded by accommodat-
ing larger sectors of the city, and new places of interment
were hastily being pressed into service. Finally, the distinc-
tion between church burial and individual graves within the
cemetery was no longer available. All of these conditions,
coupled with a nostalgia and attachment to the homeland,
contributed to an emerging movement for a right to burial
on one's private property, a movement inevitably running
counter to the egalitarian pretensions of the early Revolu-
tionary years.

The ideal of interment on a privately owned domain intro-
duced a pastoral element into cemetery literature. For sev-
eral decades before the Revolution, wealthy landowners
had placed tombs, often empty, in their landscape gardens.
The use of the sepulchral monument as fabrique in a land-
scape park was finally codified by Delille in his poem Les
Jardins (1782) where he advocated real burial in place ofthe
architectural conceit. Toward the end ofthe century, social
philosophers indulged a propensity toward a highly favored
melancholy as they shed sweet literary tears over the image
of a young woman crying softly (but not bitterly) by the
solitary grave of her dead husband (fiS. 9). To the cham-
pions of private burial, Rousseau's much visited tomb,
erected by "the hands of friendship" in the park at Er-
menonville, became an exemplary model which helped jus-
tify their arguments.

11 Cemetery projectfor Paris.
Jarques Molinos, architect, 1799
Plan.

The response to this new movement was twofold. On the 2l
one hand, burial on private land would threaten the ideal of
equality in death and would undermine the social cohesive-
ness sought through establishing tlhe new cemetery as an
embodiment of the collectivity. Fu::thermore, government
leaders further argued that the vicissitudes of land owner-
ship made the inviolability of such graves extremely pre-
carious. Only the system of separate burials within the
communal cemetery would satisfy t;hese several social and
political ends.17 Before Thermidor, certain revolutionaries
had envisaged a diametrically opposite solution. To Saint-
Just and Jean-Charles Laveaux, egalitarianism and patrio-
tism would best be served if each farnily possessed a piece of
land, either garden or field, in which to bury its dead.rs

The aesthetics of the landscape garden, both as the most
suitable support of the ideology o,f separate burials, not
even in linear trenches but in truly isolated graves as
guarantors and expressions of inclividuality, became the
basis of the Cambry report of 1799 which won the approval
of the municipal government.le

Cambry, an administrator of the Department of the Seine,
advocated a new burial ground designed by the architect
Molinos which would be constructed at the abandoned quar-
ries of Montmartre. Except for a monumental pyramid at
the geometric center of a circular piece of property, the
"field ofrest" would, in all other respects, be arranged as a
landscape garden (fig. 8). Irregular paths would meander
across the site, planted with a var:iety of trees and deco-
rated with isolated funerary monuments of all architectural
types (fig. 11). The underground quarries themselves were
to be exploited, as architects, sculptors, and painters would
fashion them into sumptuous sepul:hral vaults evocative of
the ancient Italian catacombs.

Molinos' architectural parti was blg no means a new idea.
The pre-Revolutionary landscape parks had had similar
areas consecrated as fabriques designed as funerary
monuments. The atmosphere of thLe "bois des tombeaux,"
for example, in the Park Monceau, can be seen in Carmon-
telle's engraving which shows fashionable Parisians prom-
enading among the tombs (fig. 10). In 1784, Bernardin de



22 Saint-Pierre had described an Elysium which was nothing
other than a landscape garden in which the sacred funerary
grove had invaded the entire park: "within this vast terrain
. . . there will be no alignments . . . no manicured lawns, no
pruned and shaped trees, nothing that resembles our [for-
mall gardens." 20

While elements of this architectural vision can be found in a
few pre-Revolutionary cemetery projects, the underlying
spiritual imperatives were not widely felt until the Revolu-
tionary era. However, the social and political conditions at
the time that the first official fields of rest were envisaged
made the aesthetic premises of the landscape garden, with
its emphasis on the individual monument, unacceptable.
The social climate had changed, though, by the end of the
century. Hence Cambry's report became an apologia for the
visible expression of socio-economic differences. Here the
space of equality was finally abandoned in favor of a delight
in the contrasts between humble memorials for the poor and
magnificent mausolea for the rich: "Allow everybody then
the freedom to act according to his tastes, his will. You
modest people, be content with a simple urn; you wealthy
ones, raise tombs that will nourish the architect, the
painter, and the scores of workmen you employ. . . . All
wills, all caprices should know no limit. Ah! Who could
deprive a free man of the right to dispose of his ashes and
use a part ofhis fortune to shelter them from the ravages of
accidents and storms, or the ferocity of men?"

Whereas the belief in special distinctions for the meritorious
dead was complemented by the belief in egalitarianism dur-
ing the Terror and Directory, the individualism of the Con-
sulate and the Empire accepted and justified for social,
economic, and artistic reasons the "vanity" which prompted
the erection of elaborate mausolea. "No doubt death
equalizes all men," Quatrembre de Quincy explained to the
municipal government, "but it is precisely the injustice of
this leveling that men should rectify."21 The nineteenth
century cemetery did, in its final form, satisfy this desire
both in its apportionment of space and time and through its
ideology of individual and family monuments.

attempted, albeit unsuccessfully, to acquire the Park
Mongeau as a municipal cemefiery. He did manage to pur-
chase the magnificent hilltop estate once owned by the
confessor of Louis XIV, Pdre Lachaise (fig. 13). Here was a
ready-made, resplendent landscape park. It was opened in
1804 as the first ofthree cemeteries prescribed by Frochot's
order of 21 Ventose Year IX (March 12, 1801), later to be
joined by the Cemetery of Montparnasse (1824) and the
Cemetery of Montmartre (1825), and serving as "ideal bur-
ial" grounds to assist the nineteenth century Parisian in his
quest for an Arcadian place of final rest. These cemeteries,
though, were notjust for the dead. They contributed to the
pleasures and edification of city life. With their resplendent
greenery and melancholy prospects, they provided an op-
portunity to promenade in a rustic setting close to the city.
"The living fled the old cemeteries which were hideous and
depressing; but the new cemeteries, which have the charm
of a beautiful garden attract a crowd of curious visitors."22
Here the stroller's physical vigor would benefit from the
"pure air" and his moral constitution from the sight of so

many funerary monuments.

To assist the visitor to Paris' new Arcadian dreamlands, a
special literary genre arose. Complementary to the guide-
books which introduced the wonders of the city to the liv-
ing, these new publications served as companions to a tour
through the city of the dead. Much as the earlier pilgrim to
Rousseau's tomb at Ermenonville was directed to the di-
verse fabriques scattered throughout the park, now the
visitor was sent from tomb to tomb, each noteworthy for
the illustrious dead which it housed or for the architectural
merit which it displayed. The monument was to become an
integr:al feature of the nineteenth century Parisian ceme-
tery whose landscape, as a backdrop, would recede before
the encroachment of omnipresent stone constructions.

M onuments to I ndiuiduality
In the nineteenth century, the families of "the well-off class

of society"2s constructed their world as much in the city of
the dead as in that of the living. Funerary monuments
were, in a manner of speaking, generously proportioned to
the size of a family as the Op6ra was to the size of a crowd,
or rather, as one ofits ideological patrons expressed it, to aWith these goals in mind, Frochot, Prefect of the Seine,



12 Cemetery of Pbre Lach,aise, paris
A. T. Brongniart, architect, c.1815.
Idealized uiew showing the proposed,
pyramidal chapel.
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1l Cemetery of th,e Pbre Lachaise bY

Ciaeton, 1829.

15 Tomb of Mme. Delaroche,
Cemetery of Montmartre, Paris.
Felir Duban, arclfitect, c.1851.

16 View of the Cemetery of Pbre
Lachaise, Paris, by Couruoisier,
c.1815.

17 Tomb of M. Alcide Billaud,
Cemetery of Montmartre, Paris. S
C onstant-Dufeur, arclt itect, 1 8 /17.
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gathering of "the best in French society.,,2a This develop-
ment of the monument becomes clear when two early views
of the Pdre Lachaise drawn about 1815, onl with
Brongniart's never-to-be-realized pyramid (fig. 12), the
other with the house which this chapel was to replace (fig.
16), are compared with an engraving of 1829 (fig. 1 ). By tlie
later date people of modest taste or means might still con-
tent themselves with a simple stone, but the wealthy were
commissioning tombs that were truly pieces of architecture.
The Restoration had indeed precipitated a vogue for
monumental funerary architecture, and thus the architect
gained final ascendancy over the cemetery caretaker as the
designer of memorials as he developed what was to become
a veritable building type to house his client in the city of the
dead.25 In a Catholic France, the funerary monument tes-
tified to a religiosity that promised an after Iife and invoked
Divinity "in favor of the deceased.,, The tomb as small
chapel, a "sacred retreat" evocative of the guardian church
or its adjacent mortuary chapel which had sheltered the
remains of the privileged under the Ancien R6gime, now
became a popular type (fig. 15).

While the mausoleum easily assimilated itself to a Christian
theology attuned to what Lord Byron would term ,,the
rapture of repose . . . the loveliness in death,,, it also
underwent a more difficult grafting to the eighteenth cen-
tury tradition of expressive architecture. In 1g69, C6sar
Daly, looking back over more than a half century of funer_
ary architecture, was to lament that so few monuments had
succeeded in vanquishing the "supreme difficulty" of this
genre, that "of flnding the appropriate expression, of em_
bodying the correct character for each memorial.',26 The
tomb, as the "dwelling place of the deceased,,, had, in fact,
to express an individual personality. Architects believed
that if the funerary monument were to display the ,,interior
life" of the commemorated person, then ,,one could not
adopt the same sepulchral forms for all people indiffer_
ently." Thus, the designer sought to differentiate his crea_
tion by accounting both for general qualities or
conditions-youth, maternity, heroism-and for particular
accomplishments. Inscriptions were important, but the es_
sence of the monument resided in its architectural composi_
tion. "Let us forget lfor a moment] the name inscribed on
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18, 19 Tomb of M. Alcide Billaud,
Cemetery of Montmartre, Paris.
S. C onstant-Dufeur, architect, 1 817
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20 Tomb of M. Dumont d'Uruille,
Cemetery of Montparnasse, Paris.
S. C onstant-Dufeux, architect, 1 8lL

21 Tomb of M. Bottbe d,e Toulmon,
Cemetery of Pbre Lachaise, Paris.
Albert Lenoir, architect, c.1853.
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28 this tomb and ask if the monument itself tells us what type
of remains it protects, and what is the memory it conse-
crates," admonished Husson.27

The truly individualized monument fulfilled a double pur-
pose. While explicitly characterizing the individual and
marking the social status and often the temporal continuity
of his family, it also implicitly satisfied the aesthetics of the
landscape garden, which required differing forms. Over the
course of the century, the Reuue gAnbrale published those
monuments which successfully realized these ends. In these
the architect employed symbolic forms aided by sculptural
relief and inscriptions to give physical presence to his poeti-
cally conceived program. Thus, the tomb for Madame De-
laroche was designed in the form of a reliquary (fig. 15),

with a cross conceived more as "a smile, a blossomingi' than
as a "symbol of suffering," to convey this woman's saintli-
ness; delicate in its articulations, the monument was also
intended to express the woman's elegance and beauty. Simi-
larly, to demonstrate the musical achievement of Monsieur
Bott6e de Toulmon, whose specialities were both Antiquity
and the Middle Ages, the architect Albert Lenoir combined
Classical and Gothic styles, overladen with numerous in-
scriptions (fig. 21); while the navigator Dumont d'Urville
enjoyed a manner of apotheosis through the verticality of
his tomb, around which a bas-relief of ships "sailed" to
designate his remarkable achievements (fig. 20). Finally,
although the architect Constant-Dufeux chose the popular
form of a chapel for the tomb of the dead architect Alcide
Billaud, he personalized it with sculptural motifs from Bil-
laud's work (figs. 17-19).

Thus conceived, the funerary monument required a special
and close relationship between the architect and the client.
"An architect," wrote Daly, "is charged to make a tomb.
Suppose that he does not know the deceased; that the de-
ceased's personal history and feelings are unknown to the
artist. What will this tomb then be? Either falsehood or a
commonplace."28 At best, an existential bond, fashioned
through some significant event in life or death, should be-
come the basis of the relationship between creator and
commemorated. Constant-Dufeux, having served as "first
inspector" for Billaud in the construction of one of the dead

architect's major works, thereby enjoyed a privileged
status for designing his tomb. In this manner, the monu-
ment was doubly individualized: through its characteriza-
tion of the deceased and through the homage paid by the
architect to his client. Similarly, Constant-Dufeux, as a
survivor of the railroad accident which killed Dumont
d'Urville-thus sharing both the horror of the event and, in
a manner of speaking, the moment of his death-was the
candidate par excellence to erect a commemorative monu-
ment.2s These special relationships, though, were not in
themselves sufficient to create an appropriate memorial. If
so much funerary architecture did not succeed, "the cause,"
stated Daly, "can almost invariably be found in this circum-
stance: that the architect did not arrive at a precise enough
notion of the idea or feeling that he wanted to express."30

Perils to Eteru,ity
Security was a requisite condition for a peaceful rest in the
nineteenth century Parisian cemetery. The poetry, of a

monument alone, however, was certainly no guarantor of a
safe future for very real and material perils endangered any
architectural pretensions toward eternity.

Firstly, the very ambience of the cemetery might be altered
or even destroyed. In the cemetery of Montmartre a land-
fill, accompanied by the destruction of trees finally ruined,
in the eyes of an observer, the atmosphere of "eternal rest"
so necessary to inspire "the calm and the inward silence"
imperative for a visit to the grave. Formerly, these open-
faced quarries had presented a veritable "valley of tombs,''
with the solitude of their excavated pits, their mysterious
light, and the glimpses of monuments through the foliage.
Now the altered landscape had lost its visual screening and
psychological isolation from the surrounding dwellings that
towered above.3l

Then, the garden-like quality of the Elysium could be de'

stroyed simply by the erection of increasing numbers o:

monuments. At mid-century, Daly praised an engraving o-

a monument with its "beautiful setting of living and varie
gated foliage, symbol of the eternal source of creation that

animates the world." This verdant depiction, though, war

entirely imaginary "because in the city of the dead, at thr



Pbre Lachaise, Iodgings are as costly as among the living,
and the tombs crowd together there, so cramped among
each other, that each monument imprisons itself within an
iron grillwork in defense against encroachments."32

Moreover, the land itself offered varying degrees of secu-
rity. Certain sites within the cemetery were "much more
favorable to the stability of constructions" than others.33
Being obliged to build upon recently moved earth hurt even
the most modest hopes for a semblance of an everlasting
rest.3a The past history of the cemeteries of Montmartre
and of the Pbre Lachaise, with their underground galleries
and steep escarpments from earlier quarrying, haunted the
stability of the fields of rest; from time to time, the land
caved in or the ridges gave way, tumbling down and even
"swallowing up entire graves."35

If the site contributed greatly to compromising the promise
of "that pompous inscription, 'perpetual concession'," the
very construction of the tombs constituted another threat.
Not all monuments could boast of solid stones erected with
elaborately interlocking pieces, skillfully detaiied with
channels to aid drainage and moldings to protect carefully
positioned joints (flgs. 17, 18). Constant-Dufeux's tomb for
the Billaud family might well have been so well built that
Sirodet could praise its firmitas as second only to carving a
monument out of a single block of stone,36 however, other
tombs possessed "walls only twelve to fifteen centimeters
thick, built for the most part on bad foundations, placed on
land fills made only a feu, years earlier" as their means "to
follow time in its rapid march toward eternity."sT "How
many tombs have we seen erected hardly fifteen or twenty
years ago that have fallen into ruin!"38

The greatest danger to permanent repose appeared, how-
ever, in the 1860's when once again it seemed that the
cemeteries would be transferred out of the city. The three
cemeteries of Montmartre, Montparnasse, and Pbre
Lachaise were becoming crowded and would, according to
Haussmann, soon be totally filled. In addition, the 1860
annexation of neighboring communes now placed these
cemeteries within the newly extended city limits and thus in
contravention of the law of 23 Prairial, year XII. Finally,

the water passing through the sub-sc,il of these cemeteries 29
was polluting the city's wells and the river Seine.3e

The most radical solutions envisaged the establishment of
vast burial grounds at a considerable distance from the city,
using special railway Iines for access. Interment, according
to La Patrie, could occur in the "great sacred forests of
Fontainebleau or Compibgne" where all citizens might be
assured of a peaceful rest. "Every human being, however
humble his condition, would have the right to a separate
plot, and would remain there forever, his remains never to
be exposed to the immoral and vile desecration that we
witness today. " +o

Such was the strategy adopted, but; without success, by
Haussmann. Choosing a plateau at M6ry-sur-Oise whose
size and soil seemed the most propitic,us to inhumations, he
proposed a new cemetery system. The temporary conces-
sions and the free burials would remain untouched for thirty
or fifty years, "that is to say the equivalent of perpetuity;
for after thirty years, the grave of a single individual is
generally no longer visited or cared Ibr."

While the distance to the proposed cemetery at M6ry would
make the funeral procession on foot an impossibility, the
slow march out to the peripheral ce:neteries proposed by
one group of his opponents would, acc,ording to Haussmann,
be truly fatiguing. In contrast, a special railroad, with sta-
tions built at the three existing cemeteries, would provide a
rapid service across the intervening twenty-two kilometers
to M6ry. He envisaged a two-stage ceremony. As in the
past, the procession would proceed f:r.om the funeral home
to the place of worship and then to one of the old
cemeteries. Here in a special "vast hall," replete with
funerary chapels, most of the funeral party would address
its farewells to the deceased. The rest would then continue
with the body to the cemetery at M6ry in a voyage esti-
mated to be approximately twenty m.inutes. To assure that
all would be able to enjoy the benefit;s of this system, free
train tickets would be distributed to the poor.al

In the mind of his opposition, Haussmann's project would
leave Paris without its soul. "Pas de cimetidre, pas de



30 eit6," tz without the cemetery, there could be no city as a
viable organism of human community, so bound into the life
of the nineteenth century city had the new cemeteries be-
come. The distance from Paris would discourage visits and
break the popular "cult of the dead.',a3 This was the great
epoch of the visit to the cemetery.aa On All Saints, Day of
1866, one hundred and eighty thousand came to the ceme-
tery of Montmartre, which received a third of paris, dead;
the next day, eighty thousand. a5 As a ,,workers, petition" to
the Emperor published inLe Temps explained: ,,The worker
prizes being able to accompany his family, employers,
friends, companions, in effect, all who have been dear to
him, to their final resting place, on foot and with bared
head. He likes to visit the cemetery with his family; and
these pious visits that call for a contemplative mood incon-
testably have the advantage of strengthening the ties of
union, affeetion, and tenderness between members of the
family." a0 In the end, the projects of Haussmann and later,
in 1881, those ofthe Prefect Duval, "excited so general and
strong an opposition that they had to be abandoned.',42

A Class Portrait
In its concrete realization, the nineteenth century parisian
cemetery mirrored the social contradictions which beset the
community of the living. Even in theory, the benefits of its
most immediate predecessor, Molinos' magnificent garden
and catacombs, would have been available only to the
wealthy because the poor were to have been cremated in
furnaces skillfully hidden in the central pyramid-their
ashes were to have been relegated to factory-produced
funerary urns cheap enough for anybody to purchase!
Likewise, the three new Parisian burial grounds had their
own means of providing for certain classes by neglecting
others. Writing in 1874, the commissioner H6rold, future
Prefect of the Seine, explained that throughout the
nineteenth century in order to "judiciously employ the
available land, free burials in Paris had continued according
to the old manner." At first, the coffins had been superim-
posed; later, they were aligned side by side in long rows.
"The dead were still placed head to head with only a minis-
cule twenty centimeters of earth between them.,,a8 In this
manner, even articles four and five of the Imperial Decree
of 1804 with their slightly more generous spacing (thirty to

forty centimeters to the sides and thirty to fifty head tc
foot) were not being satisfied.

Thus, in order to realize the ideal of the Arcadian cemetery
as a landscape garden an unavoidable disparity of conditions
had to be maintained. The wealthy and privileged couli
enjoy the isolation of an individual gr:ave surrounded b;
vegetation only if the poor were crowded together. Frorr
the earliest days ofthe Pbre Lachaise, this social portrait ol
the cemetery was assured. The prefectorial AmAft of March
6, 1805, clearly designated the "plain" (fig. 18, lower lefl
corner labeled "G") for communal graves. Temporary
gravestones, to be removed after six years when the space
would be reoccupied, were to be permitted there. Around
the periphery of this area and along that of the main lawn in
front ofthe large chapel with Brongniart hoped to construct
on top of the hill, burials of "long duration" could be marked
with monuments which would be removed if they fell intc
disrepair. This provision for temporary graves independent
of the/osse conl,nlune was regularized in 7827 and 1829 for
the limited duration of first six, then five years. From 1808
until 1824, the cemetery of Pbre Lachaise was the only
Parisian burial ground in which the more prestigious ,,per-

petual concession" was permitted. By 1864, the portrait was
complete. Viewing the Pbre Lachaise from its uppermost
heights, Jacot found here the physical image of Parisian
society in microcosm: "The important people, the high dig-
nitaries, the various.celebrities occupy the upper parts ol
the hill; the middle classes are ranged in tiers along lhe
slope; gathered together, the populace lies at their feet to
form the tail of this procession."4e
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Housing the Middle Classes

The middle classes were forced, to
look at tlrc "housing question" in two
d,istinct ways in the nineteenth
century. The Jirst, wltich rela.ted,
d,irectly to their interest in the
wellbeing of tlr,e working classes, was
focused on the possible forms of
worker habitation. Thus, proposals
for collectiue dwellings (as economic,
seruiceable, and eminently easy to
control) were deueloped by managers,
reformers, and utopian speculators
alike. These proposals emplrusized
the sharing of communal seruices
(whetlter for reasons of economy or of
philosoplry), a minimum
enaironnxent (wlrcther for reasons of
parsimony or emph,asis on tlr,e public
realm) and isolation (eitlrcr as a
requirement of control and order or
of rural decentralization). Thus the
"workers barracks" conceiued, by the
architects of Napoleon III sh,ared
certain com?non characteristics with
the communes, phalansteries, and
ru,ral collectiues of quasi socialist
grows throughout the century. The
type forms adopted for these schemes
genera\ly deriued in some taay from
the "palace" (whether "palace" for the
people or "palace" of Labor).

The second housing uision of tlrc
midd,le classes concerned their outn
housing and its appropriate form.
The upper ranks of society emulated,
the h6tel of seuenteenth and
eighteenth centutry aristocratic life,
and together with the hdtel i,n the
city, many combined a villa in the
country. If the former was modeled
on the prototypes of Mansart and
Blondel, the latter wcls cL deueloping

type that demanded copybook uariety.
From the geometrically unifi.ed, but
stylistically eclectic models of
Led,our's student Dubut (d,one in
1803) to the elegant line engrauings
of Normand soyne Aears later, the
Parisian bourgeois of the first half of
tlrc nineteenth century sought euer
rnore exaTtlples of the villagenre. But
for many tlrc prospect o/ h6tel or villa
was remote; accordingly the greatest
building enterprtse ofthc century
was deueloped about the rental
apartmentlhe maison i, loyer. This
type, hardlg known in th,e preceding
century until the speculatiue uenture
of tlrc Duke of Orleans at th,e Palais
Royal, burgeoned with the rise of the
middle classes th,emselaes until by
the 1840's it was perhaps the most
characteristic and omnipresent of att
buildings; i,n many quarters the
apartment house formed the
continuous and homogeneous fabrtc
of newly deueloped quarters.

In the debate oaer the correct form of
tlrese dwelling types, from the 1810's
until tlte 7880's, no one fi,gure uas so
influential in his writing and his
publishing as tlrc ubiquitous C1sar
Daly. Daly's fi.rst experiments in
housing were on behalf of a utopi,an
socialist reform, with Victor
Considerant and then with Flora
Tristan working to institute a
Fouriertst community and to deuelop
its arclitecture. For Flora Tristan,
who saw uery clearly indeed the
dfficulty of d,eueloping an
architecture for a yet to be instituted
society, Daly was the only architect
of her generation who migltt succeed.

The outcome of this Fourierist
actiaity was thc Revue g6n6rale and
a theory of social architecture which
continued to d,eaelop througltout tlrc
nineteenth century. It is
charactertstic that the first number of
thn Revue contained, an article by the
S aint-Simonian engineer H ector
Horeau on the planning of a new
apartment house type in fireproof
iron.
AV
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1 Cbsar Daly, 186[. In afantastic
structure that is both stage curtain,
stage and, build,ing facade, where in
and, out (inside and outside) are
transmuted, tlrc three housing types
appear in their ideological order,
each under an appropriate leafy

uegetation. In th,e real order of
publication tlw villa came last. Here,
howeuer, it is the centerpiece, placed,

under the doae of peace. Did DaLy

foresee a d,aluge that would, destroy
the urban dwellings?
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Housing The Bourgeoisie: C6sar Daly and The Ideal Home

H6lbne Lipstadt

It would not be fair to make us responsible . . . either for the
failures of this century, or for the fact that a mod,ern work,
useful for the study of one of its aspects, might be less
recommendable for that of anotlter.
Cbsar Daly
Revue generale de l'architectwe, 1g65, p. 10 (uot. 91).

The bourgeois apartment house, the maison d, loyer,l is the
oustanding monument of nineteenth century paris, ,,the

origin of the transformation" of the city.2 The construction
of speculative housing along the new boulevards and
streets, on empty or underbuilt lots within the ancient
urban tissue, and in vast numbers on the semi-rural land
annexed to the city in 1860 definitively modified the
physiognomy of Paris. The maison d, loyer was in many
ways the material and the tool of the urbanism of Baron
Haussmann and Napol6on III. The basic architectural unit
of the cityscape, the discreet backdrop for the new
monuments and monumentalized spaces, and the origin of
many prominent Second Empire fortunes, it was at once
wealth, capital, and dwelling place. More than merely
habitat, it was, for its inhabitants, a means of expression of
status and an instrument in the bourgeois struggle to make
the city their own.

This was not always the case. Daly's early activism in the 85
Fourierist movement, his relations with the master himself,
and his lifelong friendship with Victor Considerant, chief
disciple of Fourier, should have committed him to a stance
of direct opposition to the cities of the period in which he
lived. Indeed, Daly's early initiatives in architectural jour-
nalism were praised in the Fourierist journal Democratie
Pacifique, and several of his articles on housing were re-
printed inLa Phalange.6 Tacit approval from the latter, the
major Fourierist organ, implies that Daly,s early thoughts
on housing were consistent with the tenets of orthodox
Fourierism.

The utopian ideas ofCharles Fourier and their architectural
embodiment-the phalanstbre-challenged the forms of
nineteerth century domestic architecture and presupposed
a belief in the potential role of architecture in fhe improve-
ment of society. The phalanstbre was by definition a com_
plex multiple dwelling, a transmutation of the palais Royal
into a vast harmonious apartment house. Fourier's projects,
which took into account all aspects of the environment from
galleries to zoning laws, went beyond any theory of habitat
within architecture itself. Informed by these Fourierist be-
Iiefs, Daly's writings potentially contained a theory of
domestic housing and of mass habitat far in advance of its
time.

Within the profession, proponents of classical architectural
theory had long been indifferent-if not actually hostile-to
multiple dwellings. J. F. Blondel spoke of them with disdain
in his Cours, while Durand dismissed the type with the
following remark: "Maisons d, loyer are destined to shelter
several individuals or families. A proprietor, who often has
his own individual home, scarcely builds one except to draw
a revenue from it. To assure that revenue, as much as
possible, in all times and all circumstances, it is necessary
that these houses be distributed in a manner that permits
the rooms within the apartments to be rented, ,t *ilt,
separately or independ ently." 7

By the late 1820's, advanced architectural theorists like
Louis Bruybre, following the lead of L. A. Dubut and early
nineteenth century proponents of the detached single family

C6sar Daly (fig. 3), founder and editor of France,s leading
architectural journal,3 the Reaue gAnArak de l,urchitecturi
et des trauaux publics (1839-1888) recognized as early as
1840 the central role that the maison d, loyer was to play in
French architecture.a Twenty-four years later, in 1g-6+,-his
continuous preoccupation with the problem ofthe bourgeois
home culminated in the publication of Architecture prtabe
sous NapolAon III, a luxuriously illustrated collection of
contemporary examples of Parisian mansions, apartment
houses, and villas, completed by a long theoretical preface
and a laudatory dedication to Haussmann. prescriptive in
style, the text describes the "conditions of art" propitious to
the creation of a perfect domestic architecture; it is Daly,s
manifesto of the ideal bourgeois habitat. The praise given to
the creator of the new Paris, with its defense of both his
architectural and political policies, makes Daly appear a
faithful spokesman of Second Empire urbanism ,rd-, ,rp-
porter of contemporary domestic architecture.s



36 dwelling, suggested that small houses with gardens

situated in "quarters far from business centers, woulcl re-
duce the party walls to mere enclosures fcl6tttt'es),
would improve the circulation of air, and would make the
streets more agreeable by the appearance of patches of
green between the buildings."s

L6once Reynaud, at mid-century, held a more moderate

point of view. He found it "quite difficult to take a position"
on the reiative advantages and disadvantages of the multi-
ple versus the single family dwelling. The former was "less
protected, less quiet"; it was without privacy, its staircase a

public thoroughfare, the lower floors without light and air,

and the surrounding streets and courts unhealthy and

humid. Moreover, the inhabitants were forced "to climb

painfully" to the upper floors. On the other hand, the latter,
too, had stairs which made the servants' u'ork more difficult
and necessitated a Iarger staff than the single floor apart-
ment. Family members, as well, were often obliged to climb

up and down. The construction of a single family home was

also more expensive, and the city was divided up by the
extensive land use this housing type required. In spite ofhis
apparent open-mindedness, Reynaud seems to have been

positing the choice between ill-health and expense. It is

difficult to consider his remarks a defense of the maisott d
loyer.s

As late as the 1860's, when Haussmann's Paris had already
been planted rvith rows of proud bourgeois apartment
houses in stone, Viollet-le-Duc could still rnrite with undis-
guised animosity: "Nothing is better made to demoralize a

population than these big nruisorts d loyer in r,r'hich the
personality of the individual disappears and where it is

icarcelv possible to allow the love of home lfoAer) ' . . from

the love of home springs the love of work, or order and r'l'ise

economy." The repetitive facades reminded him of the

"cages of a zoological park." His final conclusion on the
question of housing is well known: "In our opinion' a State

cannot proclaim itself morally civilized before the day when

each citizen has his own lodging." This sentence should not

be misconstrued: it was not an early call for a governmental
housing program' but a diatribe against the maison a

Loyer.ttr

While architectural theorists disapproved of the type itself,

doctors and hygienists criticized the unhealthy conditions

within it.11 Despite its apparent luxury-the false marble

and gilt, and the large, decorated formal reception rooms

described by ZoIa in Pot-bouille-Lhe plan of the bourgeois

apartment was thought by some to be a degradation of the

family's environment. Felix Abate, a reformer who sought

to implant the English town house on French soil, Iisted the

faults: "dependence of the bedrooms on the passage lthe
long narrou, unlit corridorl, misplacement of rooms, Ioss of

.pr-a", absence of necessary rooms due to missing light, air,

and ventilation, lack of cleanliness and quiet."r2

However, the historical importance of the maison d' Loyer,

especially in the urban fabric of Paris, makes it the obliga-

tory starting point for a study of Parisian housing types (fig'

2). As u .outce for such a study, the Reuue gbnArak de

L'architecture imposes itself on the historian because of its
preeminent position and the long period of its publication

itsgg-t8S8). Here, finally, the multiple dwelling could be

expected to flnd a defender.

In the 1840's, Daly compared the multiple dwelling with the

eighteenth century aristocratic mansion, themaison d Loyer

of his time with the h6tet of the past. In 1858, the appear-

ance of a new sort of mansions, the modernized "h6tels of
ministers, of our famous bankers and our great indus-

trialists," surpassing everything built in the previous cen-

tury, inspired him to "take up again the study of the models

of private architecture." r3 The Architecture priube, which

he tegan publishing one year later, is the fruit ofthat study'
In it Daly clescribes the general condition of domestic

bourgeois architecture in Paris, and the three dominant
housing types, lhe h6tel rnod,erne, Lhe maison, d loyer, and

the detached uiLta. Of these three types, each examined in

detail by Daly, only one, the uilla, ultimately meets his

criteria for the perfect nineteenth century bourgeois home

(see fig. 1).

The Artistic Qualities o.f Domestic Arcltitecttrrela
From 1840 to 1864, Daly maintained that the house ex-

pressed the organization and structure of the family and

society, as well as the supporting technoiogy. This was



2 Cbsar Daly!slrst paralldle of th.e

Second Order, 186/1. Daly used
parallbles, similar to those of
Durand, to sltow additional ltouse
plans in each class of each building
type, iLlustrating typical solutions to
problems of siting.

3 CAsar Daly and hisfamily. A
plt otograph from C onsid"erant's

familg album. Identified by tlrc
presence of Daly's tltree sons Marcel,
Victor, and Raymond.
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I H\tel for th,e Minister Fould, rue
de Ben'i. Henri Labrouste, architect,
1850. Facade. The fi,rst hdtel priv6 to
a,ppear in the Revue G6n6rale de
l'architecture: double doors lead to
two id,entical mansions for the
Minister and his family (destroyed).
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revealed in "a thousand ways," he wrote in Architecture
prfuAe. Further, the plan of the house affected the ,,domes-

tic functions," "the discretion of intimacy,,, and ,,the ex-
terior relations of friendship"; the decoration occasioned
"permanent humiliation" or "triumph" for its owner. Daly,s
theory echoed that of Considerant, whom he cited surrep-
titiously in the second volume of the Reuue with the phrase
"Architecture writes historv." r5

Endowing the house with the power of an environmental
force facilitated Daly's task in Arcltitecture priube: the de-
fense of domestic architecture, the "feminine or minor
branch," against public architecture, the "masculine and
major branch." Public monuments "expressed the national
sentiment of beauty"; domestic architecture, that of ,,an

individual, a family, a group." Thus, domestic architecture
might have "its own style" but not "style" in the more
general sense. Its qualities were to be "amiable grace, pret-
tiness, picturesqueness, and fantasy." As for the ,,distribu-

tion" or plan organization of the house, Daly's stricture is
elliptical: "a house wants comfort."

Implicit in Daly's vision of domestic architecture is a direct
relationship between architect and client, whose ,,tastes,,

and "fantasies" are to be translated in the program. The
house is the reification ofthe client's desires, ofhis property
rights, of his liberty of self-expression. 16

Thus Daly laid down Lhe "caractbre d'o,rt" of domestic ar-
chitecture, the conditions for the ideal dwelling-a strange,
impoverished utopia, whose major features can only be
inferred by subtraction from the dominant male entity of
public architecture.

The H6tel Moderne
The h6tel modernerT was a most unlikely model for the ideal
bourgeois habitat (fig.  ). Daly was conscious of its anachro-
nistic position in "egalitarian and democratic" France. He
exploited the contemporary ideology of social mobility and
unlimited social ascent to justify both the existence of the
type and the recent increase in its numbers. It was, he
argued, a "very natural fact" of the current social transfor-
mation. The aristocratic h\tel exemplified the "noble blood

and tradition" ofits owner; the modern version represented Bg
the wealth and "life savings" of the bourgeois banker, in-
dustrialist, or merchant seeking "a means of well-being,
more than a "source of pride." After the rigors of a public
life during which he had made his fortune, he sought in the
Ir,6tel moderne advances in hygiene and comfort unknown in
the eighteenth century h6tel and a privacy unattainable in
the maison d, loyer.

The style of the modern h6tel, according to Daly, should be
different from that of its predecessor. The "architect of
taste" should know how to give the mansion a "partieular
nuance" that would reflect the rank and profession of the
client, a "physiognomie pittoresqtle." The furniture and
interior decoration, Daly advised, should give an air of
gravity and suggest a permanent.appropriation of its
spaces; in all, it should be clearly distinguished from the
maison d, loyer. The proprietor, he concluded, is ',supposed
to be established forever in his house."

As for the plan, Daly recommended the traditional division
of the rooms used for "the duties and pleasures of family
life" from the rooms where the public was received. Be-
tween them, separated but integrated, should be the spaces
for domestic services. These rules, he further maintained,
should be applied to all sorts of houses.

Above all, Daly preferred mansions planned for extended
families, which he compared to "those beautiful tropical
trees whose branches extend to the ground where they take
root and are transformed into new trees." Such sentimental-
ity appears in his description of a home for "the sacred
family group . . . which constitutes a sort of transition be-
tween the h6tel of a single family and the high style maison
d Loyer." This is a significant point as it provides a clue for
comprehending Daly's unexpected argument. Daly is the
only architectural theorist to assign a special place to the
extended family mansion; he alone places in it a transitional
position between the hdtel and the maison d,loyer. Indeed,
he has integrated into his account of the ideal bourgeois
habitat an essential element of the Fourierist system, the
housing of the city of the sixth period.



40 Fourier had foreseen the need for an intermediary housing
type as instrumental to the foundation of the phalanstbre.
The spatial organization and decoration requirements of the
city of the sixth period-a sort of dictatorship of the
pittoresque-would oblige most of the population to take up
residence in apartment houses with shared dining facilities.
This intermediate form of housing halfway between the
private dwelling and the plrulanstbre would accustom them
to life in utopia, the seventh and eighth periods.

From the time he flrst wrote on domestic architecture in
1840, Daly expressed fears that his appreciation of the
aristocratic house might be misunderstood. His intention
was not to reestablish the rich homes of the faubourg
Saint-Germain, but to use them as a criterion for the exam-
ination of the contemporary ntaison d loyer. Both the
form-"what was truly great and beautiful about those
former dwellings"-and the "needs" satisfied by the h6tel,
he argued, should be analyzed to achieve "architectural
results at least equal, if not superior, to those whose loss we
deplore." The aristocratic h,6tel would then serve as both
social and physical model for his improved bourgeois
habitat. It alone satisfied his aesthetic requirements, ex-
pressing through "variety" and "harmony" its social and
architectural organization. The classical distribution into
corps de logis and wings for services might be read "like a
book printed in beautiful characters." 18

Daly's Fourierist beliefs account only in part for the position
he took toward the h6tel. The model of the Palais Royal
provided Fourier not only with the galleries but with rn'hat
may be called the'royalty' of his phalanstb.re. There, the
poorest member of the community could say "I am better
served than the kings of civilization." 1e Fourier accepted
the palatial form, but rejected the social content: the social
organization of the phalanstbre of Harmony. Daly, on the
other hand, adopted the model of the aristocratic lz6lel in its
entirety-its hierarchy of spaces, forms, and functions. He
missed the old style h6tel and sentimentalized its unciett
r1ginte mix of masters, servants, and dependents. Whereas
Fourier manipulated his model, Daly was overcome by it.

t)ie," was an appropriate dwelling for the elite. But for Daly
it approached an ideal habitat only when it brought together
many branches of an extended family. In the end, the se-

riousness and "duration and fixedness" of the single family
h6tel made it more a public monument than a "home," which
in contrast had to be picturesque, graceful, and full of fan-
tasy.

Th,e Maison ii Loyer
In Architecture prtube, Daly insisted continually, almost

obsessively, on the ultimate banality of the maison d

loyer.2o It was "the dwelling for everyone," "intended for the
crowd"; it had to "satisfl' the common needs and tastes of
the great mass of the population" (flg. 5). This most usual of
houses was a "commonplace" ("lieu commun") for which
architectural "common sense" was sufficient. In this sense,

Daly seemed to exclude it from the category of architecture
and high art: "If it is not art, in the elevated sense of the
word, it is at Ieast the practicai reality of life." Daly's
disdain extended from the house to its inhabitants' These he

described as petit bou,rgeois who had just begun to partici-
pate in an extended social life of receiving and visiting' But
his severest criticisms were reserved for the style of the
house. While domestic architecture in general was to have
its o'*,n style, as opposed to "style" in the high sense, the
maison d, loyer was to have no style at all' It should be

"entirely unexceptional," without "any originality of
physiogrromy," the opposite, indeed, of the hdtel, which was

all physiognomy and picturesque as well. He proscribed
"elevations of style," "flights of imagination," and above all
"fantasy." Thus, the architect u'as told to avoid the Renais-
sance, Antique, or Gothic modes, for only the "sober" forms

of a "wise" or "well-mannered" [soge] taste would do.

The maison d loyer was thus excluded-by its appear-
ance-from the category of domestic architecture in Daly's
account. There was little left then to recommend it as a

bourgeois habitat except its plan. Daly therefore renewed
his call for a proper division ofthe house into three zones, a

division made all the more imperative because the three
zones had to be contained on a single floor. In addition, he
recommended standards of hygiene: good circulation of light
and air, adequate water supply and evacuation of wastes,The hbtel ntoderne, "de'nteure botLrgeoise ficlte, aisAe iL lcr



5 Maison i Loyer. Raban, arcltitect,
1857-1858. The first ltouse of tlr,e first
class. 7, auenue de l'Impbratrice,
now Foch, tltus the Etoile.

and gas lighting. The salient feature of the bourgeois 4l
apartment was the antechamber, which divided the home
from the outside world and protected it from the noise of its
neighbors. Within the apartment, it served as a "no man's
land [terrain neutref" between servants and masters and
separated those permitted to enter the public or private
zones from those excluded. Equally important was the serv-
ice stair which, indeed, "it [was] absolutely necessary to
have."

The solicitude expressed for the well-being of the family, for
their "liberty and potential for isolation," indieates a sen-
sitivity to psycho-social needs. At the same time, it is clear
that Daly's major preoccupation was the assurance-
through the plan-of a high rental value. Daly argued that
the proprietor of amaison d, loyer, because ofhis daughters'
dowries and his sons'careers, considered the house "above
all else . . . a good investment of capital." For him, as for
the author of Architecture prbAe, what mattered "above all
the rest" was the distribution and comfort of the apartment.

In the Reuue, articles plans had mattered, too. In 1840, and
again in 1852, Daly had insisted on the importance of the
study of the distribution of apartments. In his article enti-
tled "Les Maisons de Paris," written in 1852, he published
the plans of thirteen houses without reference to their
facades or even the name of their architects. During this
period, the functional criteria for a good plan remained
unchanged. From the beginning Daly insisted on the need
for an easy circulation for servants, sufficient light and air,
and the presence of a service stair. The latter was the sine
qua non of bourgeois status, a feature which "all frankly
bourgeois houses must have." 21 The antechamber appeared
as an additional requirement in 1852, equal in importance to
the service stair. In fact, the only apparent difference be-
tween the apartment described in 1840 and that described
in 1864 is the placement of the servant's room. At first, it
appeared in the apartment itself, but by 1864, Daly as-
sumed it to be under the roof, separated from the bourgeois
section of the house.

The significant difference between the writings of 1840 and
those of 1864, however, is the change in the rules for style.

5



6 Th,eVilla of Light, Croissy. J. M
Duc, architect (fi,rst published in
187D.

42 Twenty-four years before he had described the maison d

loyer as a "commonplace," Daly had called it a "true work of
art," "the result of a complete revolution" in domestic ar-
chitecture. Daly regretted only "the insipid monotony" of
its appearance, which detracted from the progress achieved
in comfort and hygiene. The necessary corrective, he then
suggested, was to make the maison d, loyer more similar to
the h6tel, with its complex social structure and hierarchy of
forms.22 Daly's probable intention was to overlay his ar-
chitectural theory with a Fourierist model, specifically the
improved dwelling designated by Fourier for the city of the
sixth period.

The architect who followed Daly's strictures on style in
Architecture prtabe could not help but produce the very
house that Daly had attacked in 1840. Its "absence of excep-
tional traits," which Daly suggested in 1864, could only lead

to the "tracings of a common type," which he had decried in
the Reuue years before. Thus, the maison d loyer, because
of its style as much as its social function, failed to meet
Daly's conditions for a good domestic architecture and an

ideal bourgeois habitat; this left only the uilla.

The Villa
The bourgeois suburban uilla,zs Daly maintained, was a

product of the same social and economic forces that created
the elass which inhabited it (fig. 6). Thus, it was a culmina-
tion of a social revolution and an architectural evolution.
Daly traced the slow change in the meaning of the word,
from a Roman country residence, to an aristocratic and
haute bourgeoise cowtrv house, to the contemporary defi-
nition: "a new word which designated the class of construc-
tion more elegant than vast, sought by the bourgeois with a

middling fortune."

Drawing upon a long tradition of architectural ideology-
inherited from Pliny, Alberti, and the Venetians2a-his de-
scription of the pleasures of rural life and family joy con-
cretized in the uilla the social aspirations and values of the
new class. Here was the perfected bourgeois habitat, the
architectural statement of the "absorbing power of the
bourgeoisie, so characteristic of contemporary France" and
the symbol of the nineteenth century. Like the temple and
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the pyramid, symbols of ancient civilization, "suburban
architecture could serve to indicate the genius and charac-
ter of modern civilization."

Moreover, the ailla met all of the conditions posed by Daly
for domestic architecture; it was "feminine," picturesque,
free as the nature in which it was situated, and destined for
liberty and the expression of fantasy. Released from the
constraints of symmetry, it was also the most functional,
and thus the type that best satisfied the need for "comfort."

In the introduction of Arcltitecture prfuAe, Daly presented
his most complete theoretical statement on bourgeois hous-
ing. His final word on the subject, concerning auilla by the
Beaux-Arts master Duc was a reminder of the necessity to
"reduce to the minimum" the relations of servants and mas-
ters, because of the irreconcilable differences of "ideas,
habits, and education," a change that would be "of equal
benefit to both classes." Dttc's ailla at Croissy, near Paris,
ended Daly's search for a perfect example of the bourgeois
habitat. Here, in a home where class distinctions were
respected, he found the very antithesis of the primitive hut:
"the House of the savage is the shadow; the House of
Croissy, the light" (see fig. 6).25

Cbsar Daly: Ideologist of the Bourgeois Habitat
Daly's first objective, boldly stated in the section called "the
purpose of this book," was to provide the architect with
pictures, not words; with "solutions," not "manners to re-
solve problems." He wished to "address the eyes with im-
ages lparler a,ufr Aeur par le d,essiru)." 26 Architecture priuAe
could be, and was, used without the aid of the text, which
was published in 1864 as the last installment of the five year
long subscription. Daly's text, however, when considered
apart from the plates, was, in fact, a veritable manual of
strategies for the architect, a guide to the manipulation of a
new sort of client, the bourgeois of the Second Empire. The
commission for a hdtel could come from such nouuealtr
richn,s, whose fortunes had been made in a shorter period
than previously possible because of the rapid industrializa-
tion and general enrichment of the middle class, if not
because of "frenetic speculation" in property. As for the
owners of the nxaison d, loyer, the change in their social

status was dramatic. "During the first half of the nineteenth 43
century, the middle class, especially store owners, domi-
nated, numerically speaking, the milieu of Parisian prop-
erty owners." By the end of the Empire, however, the
apartment houses of Paris had become "an investment
lbi,en) reserved for the most bourgeois and richest
categories of the population." The architect would come into
contact, in both cases, with powerful members of the newly
enriched class; the actual builders of the muisons d, loyer
were "entrepreneurs . . . rich capitalists or groups ofinves-
tors, or more rarely single individuals disposing of more or
Iess large sums."2? Villas were, after the revolution of
1830, sought by both the middle and lower bourgeoisie.2s

Architecture prtube guided the architect by informing him of
the ideological needs of the middle classes, their status
symbols and burgeoning consciousness. The desire to ex-
hibit wealth ostentatiously through clothes, life style, and,
above all, lodgings was recognized by the sharp-tongued
mother-in-law of Adolph Thiers: "One cannot accuse these
gentlemen of our times of trying to hide their newly made
fortunes."2e Motivating the behavior of this group was the
widely held belief in social mobility. Adeline Daumard's
recent research has shown that the "majority of Frenchmen
of the time held before their eyes an ideal society founded
on the principle of the equality of men of equal aptitude.
This was at least the motivation for their individual and
family comportment." 3o

The wealthy bourgeoisie had appropriated the city and its
houses for themselves; it was their wealth, their "spatial
practice," and their "spaces of representation."sl They ef-
fected the first of these conquests by the slow exclusion of
the small investor from the class of property owners; the
second by their adoption of the new constructions of the
Second Empire-the cafes, boulevards, parks, galleries, and
houses-as the spaces for their rituals and status seeking;
and the third by transmuting the new Paris-regularized,
aligned, and apparently freed of poverty-into an image of
their ideal world.

In such a society, the author of Architecture prtaAe found it
easy to justify his method and to explain away the impres_



44 sion that his division of each housing type into three classes
of houses corresponded to a parallel system of social strat-
ification. Daly argued that the degree of social mobility in
France was virtually infinite: "To pass from the lowest rank
of society to the highest, with the exception of the throne,
the Frenchman meets no other obstacle than that which his
own imperfections and the treachery of fortune put before
him." In addition, he frankly associated his publication with
the urbanism of Haussmann. He intended to "make known
the homes built in Paris and its surroundings since the
administration, inspired to good effect, had undertaken by
immense public works the establishment of a harmony that
was formerly missing between the great Parisian city and
its inhabitants . . . inspiring an equal effort on the part of
speculators and architects." It was to "make them evident,
to spread them and generalize the fortunate results that we
publish this book."

Daly was thus the spokesman for all that the urbanism of
Haussmann represented: the development of an industrial
economy and the regularization and social homogenization
of the city. The "harmony" of Daly's Fourierist beliefs sadly
does service here as the metaphor for Haussmann's effort to
purify the center of Paris of "dangerous classes." 32

Finally, a perceptive analysis of bourgeois behavior permit-
ted Daly to insert, by allusion, a lesson for architects in the
new ideology. Daly helped the architect to recognize the
needs of the newly arrived class and to apply them to their
homes. And the architect required Daly's guidance. Models
of behavior and cultural values were rapidly and drastically
changing. The bourgeois notions ofprobity and prudence, of
the value of work remained, but the modes of expression of
bourgeois status now differed. The self-made man, de-
scribed in Architecture prfuAe, sought to display in his home
qualities that were previously forbidden by the traditional
ideology of architecture, that of biensAance and the conue-
nances. Eighteenth century theorists had taught that pro-
priety in architectural form corresponded to the client's so-
cial position in the ancien rAgime structure;33 classical
theory and its building types were imbued with this belief.
In the eighteenth century, bourgeois and aristocratic
houses had been differentiated: "the relationship they ex-

hibited between the streets and the private spaces, the
order of the rooms, the plot and the siting, the definition
and the meaning" were diametrically opposed to each
other.3a But the nineteenth century bourgeoisie inherited
the aristocratic type and transformed it. Daly understood
this transmutation and built into his text guidelines for its
use.

In the h\tel, Daly's client was aperaenu, to whom Napol6on
III alluded when he said "we are all paruenus." This
nouueau riche wanted his house to resemble and even to
surpass the aristocratic dwelling. He adopted the distribu-
tion, the formal ordering and circuit of the reception rooms,
but in addition required spaces to shelter his smaller nu-
clear family. Daly strongly implied that the architect should
protect the client from his own wish to imitate the style of
the aristocratic dwelling, in order that the "picturesque
physiognomy" be entirely bourgeois. He might parade his
own status symbols, but not those of the ancien rAgime.
Daly's image of the architect was that of a statesman, arbi-
trating between eighteenth century architectural ideology
and nineteenth century values.

"The bon bourgeois, the rentier who lives off his invest-
ments, and the heads of industry suffer constantly from
their inability to show off their wealth." 35 The hbtel
satisfied only the third group; the others found reliefin the
Haussmannian maisons d loyer. Thefu alignement and con-
stant repetition reflected the combined forces of wealth,
shared values, and class cohesion. This homogeneity ofclass
in the Parisian apartment house has usually been described
as an after effect of Haussmann's urbanism, even as it has

been assumed that the inverted social py'r'amid charac-
terized the houses of the first half of the century. Nowhere
in Daly's theory, however, or in his published plans, is such
a "pyramid" apparent. Daly tacitly assumed from 1840 to
1864 that the maison d loyer was inhabited by members of
the same class, with varying degrees of wealth, and his
interpretation of social reality is supported by recent re-
search on the houses of Paris.36

While in the face of the phenomenon of the new class con-
sciousness ofthe bourgeoisie, Daly appeared as a conserva-



tive for whom only propriety would do, when confronted by
the uilla, he was very much a child of his own century and
felt free to invent a new ideology. This perfect habitat,
guarantor of family happiness and cohesion, was intended to
assure health and prosperity. Influenced by the study of
English models, Daly's position represented an advance
over earlier writers like Durand, whose vision of the uitta
was a heritage from P1iny and Palladio, and from his own
earlier idea that the last "perfectly understood" country
houses were built under Louis XV and Louis XVI.37

Interestingly, a basic schism exists in the very structure of
Architecture priuAe. In the three volumes of plates, the
housing types are presented as models of equal importance
and merit,38 but in the text, theuitta emerges as the single
ideal bourgeois habitat. Its preeminence results from Daly's
absorption of the h6tel into the category of public architec-
ture and his exclusion of the maison d, loyer from the cate-
gory of domestic architecture. These contradictions in Da-
ly's presentation reveal his ideological intentions.Be

Daly proceeds from the assumption that unlimited social
mobility exists; he adapts the conuenances and ta bien-
sAance to mid-century social reality. He announces the ap-
pearance of "suburbanism" a0 as a mass phenomenon in in-
dustrialized society, taking the ailla as the symbol of
modern civilization. In this way, he anticipates, if he does
not help to formulate, the justification used by the
bourgeoisie for their flight from the city. Ultimately, then,
he is as anti-urban as the bourgeoisie he describes. Heir to
the English picturesque tradition, he transforms his
Fourierist belief in a perfected mass habitat, a multiple
dwelling in the countryside, into the image of a single family
dwelling in the suburbs.al In the end, he returns to the
hated individualistic housing and economy that had elicited
Fourier's vision and his own solution of a societv of the
Phalanstdriens.

Daly's dedication to Haussmann is, nevertheless, a paean to
the urbanism of Napol6on III, to the "panorama of the new
Paris emerging . . . as if from a fog." nz It is clear that his
uilla depends on a "city of art" made rational and healthy; a
financial, commercial, and cultural capital. Unlike a true

utopian, Daly understood too well the "failures of his cen- 4b
tury" to destroy the industrial city. His proposal is not a
return to nature or to craftsmanship, but a continuous,
unimpeded appropriation of space by the urbanized
bourgeoisie of industrial society.

In 1864, Daly asked that he not be held responsible for the
faults and contradiction of modern architecture; neither he
nor the architects of mid-century Paris were to be faulted.
Architectural theory relegated the multiple dwelling to the
status of a necessary, but not admirable, aspect of urban
life. It taught the necessity of applying the spaces and
values of the aristocratic typology to the bourgeois apart-
ment, and the bourgeoisie welcomed this hand-me-down,
which they needed to legitimize their rituals and status
seeking. The functions of the apartment were thus divided:
the family functions were dismissed to the dark and ill-
ventilated rooms giving onto the court, while the formal
reception rooms were favored with light, air, and a view
onto the street. Architects projected onto the city the
aesthetics of symmetry and regularization and re-absorbed
them into the distribution of the apartment. The spaces of
the city were endowed with one social and artistic value
which transformed its boulevards, parks, and cemeteries
into a veritable salon.

In mid-century imperial Paris, the bourgeoisie made the
city its own. With the ailla, it extended its power to the
suburbs-, to the colonialization of the land.
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Promenades for Leisure

The most characteristic forms of
Haussmann's Paris, besides th,e

monumental public buildings, were
tlrc neut bouLeuard and tlte new park.
Unitino park and bouleuard into one
c ontinuous inted ocking enaironment,
sometimes linear, sometimes
centralized, the concept of promenade
reigned in the uocabulary and tlte
practice of the day. The actiuity
"promenade" was the slow strolling
of tlte crowd; it was also tlrc special
weekend excursion to the great parks
of Boulogne and Vincennes, tlte
picnic by the artificial Lakes. The
space "promenade" represented these
leisure actiuities inserted into th,e city
and rapidly becoming the daily
enaironments of business and labor.

Comprehending, in its section, tlte
sidewalk, with all its attendant
furniture, as well as tlw road,way,
with its lighting and drainage, both
tree-lined like some infinitely long
and straigltt park, the
bouleuard I promenade ruas the
soph,isticated instmr,ment of the
transformation of Paris into the
Enlightenment city of Napo\eon's
dreams. It was also th,e mechanism
by which city became metropolis. It
was hy gienic ----o,nswering tlrc need,
articulated, since Voltaire, to bring
air, greenery, and light into the
crowded districts; it toas strategic,
prouiding straight, fast transpot-t to
and through riotous quarters; it was
pleasurable, endowing the culture of
cafA and concert with a mis-en-scbne
of elegant uerd,ure. The aestltetics of
th,e Linear promenade were of course
those of the Baroque as adopted by

E nlightenmnnt arcltitects like Pien'e
Patte and, Pier"re Moreau---<t series o.f
straight routes cutting through tlte
old city and forming a network of
emb ellis hment that w ould d,istribute
the tangible benefits of enlightenment
to its inhabitants. In the eighteenth
century the city had been Likened to a
forest (Laugier) and the planner to a
gardener, cutting and pruning,
taming and cultiuating. In the earlg
nineteentlt century the
S aint- Simonian reformer s adopted
tlr,is prototype form, and aduocated
the cutting of routes, tltis time not
tltrough a city-forest, but through a
city-bod,y, a body whose pathology
indicated sickness and cancer and
the needfor surgical cutting. Thn
bouleuard tlten became a teclmique
inaested witlt, all the scientifi,c
promise of tlrc Saint-Simonian
project. The engineer Perreymond
argued,, in th,e columns of Daly's
Revue, for the tohole of Paris to be

operated upon in this way. In the
promenade of Haussmann as
designed by ltis engineer Alpltand,
thc two practices of gardener and
surgeon came together in a street that
was at once park and scientifi,c
seruice.

T he original E nlightenment
metaphor, city as park, had giuen to
the form of the cutting, llou)euer, a
pattern euocatiae of the old hunting
parks of the early eigltteenth century,
with their straight all6es intersecting
in rond-points and euenly cut out
meeting places. The simple
transference of this form to tlrc city
al\owed the al\6es to become auenlles,

and tlte rond-points to become
squares in whiclt, public monuments
could, be isolated thus terminating th,e

uiew without obstructing tlre traffi,c.
Haussmann adopted this aesthetic
eractly for his streets. But by tlte
beginning of tfu nineteenth cenhtry
the image of the park itself had
rad,ically changed from the lr,unting

forest to tlte land,scaped garden. And
by the 1850's the aristocratic priaate
landscaped garden, imitatiue of the
English fasltion, had become the
image of public leisure and
relaration. N apoleon II I, returning
from his exile in England, had
determined that Paris should no
longer be depriued ofits Saint Jantes'
Park, its Hyde Park, its Regent's
Park. Accordingly, lte opened the
rogal hunting forests of Boulogne
and Vincennes to thn public, and
encourag ed H aus smann and
Alphand to deuelop new smaller
parks within the city. Thnse hunting
forests, with thpir a7l6es, were
immediately transformed into
landscape gardens, adopting all the

forms of tlrc picturesque in the
saraice of artifi,cial informality.
Similar picturesque parks were
installed on th,e ru,bbislt tip of
Chaumont and near the reser"uoir of
Montsouris. Tltus, at the same
instant as tlte lrunting forest was
fi.nally opened, up to thn city fabric,
the landscape garden replaced, it in
the parks, a reuersal which succeed,ed
in making nature and city
interchang eable and uni.fi.e d under
the d,esigner's talent for artifi,ce.
AV
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1 Frontispiece to A. Alphand, Les
Promenades de Paris, 7869.
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The Promenades of Paris

Antoine Grumbach

Translated by Marldne Barsoum and H6lbne Lipstadt

"Art is beauty realized by utility," pronounced Baron
Haussmann in his memoirs, written between 1890-1898
after his disgrace. Too long considered solely in respect to
their circulatory and military aspects, the public works
directed by the Prefect Haussmann also deserve to be ap-
proached as a system of beauty.l In a memorandum pre-
sented to the municipal council of Paris, he wrote: ,,The new
plan [of Paris], very much different from the old projects, is
inspired not only by a careful study ofthe Parisian riots and
by a perfect knowledge of the daily movement of the popu-
lation and the interrelationship of the quartiers, but also by
a strong feeling for art."

In the light of this "strong feeling for art, " an analysis of the
unprecedented physical upheaval suffered by paris from
1853-1869 may be allowed to deviate from an overly literal
interpretation of the building works. A simple exegesis of
Haussmann's doubtful and complex financial transactions,
which led to the publication of the Fantastic Accounts of
Haussmann by Jules Ferry in 1868, and the ultimate dis-
grace ofthe Prefect in 1869, does not exhaust the questions
that the visible realm of the city-the "presence', of the
buildings of the green areas-still pose today. The history
of cities cannot be written solely by deciphering their condi-
tions of production: the relative autonomy of constructed
objects, in their physical manifestations, can also be demon-
strated. We will analyze this autonomy as it is demon-
strated by the deliberate fabrication of "beauty," speci-
fically in relationship to the historical fabric of the old city
and the celebration of the sentiment of nature in the new
parks.

The Arithntetic of Beauty
To carry out his task, Haussmann surrounded himself with
numerous collaborators among them Jean Alphand, ,,In-
g6nieur des Ponts et des Chauss6es," whom he recruited in
1854 after meeting him in Bordeaux. Of the man who would
create the Offrce of Promenades of Paris, the Prefect said:
"I charge him to embellish what I have made clean and
healthful." Thus Alphand became the manufacturer of the
"beauty" ofParis; between 1869 and 1873 he published ?fte
Promenades of Parts (fig. 1), a presentation of all the pro-
jects that he had accomplished. This book can be considered

the essential treatise on urban art for the second halfofthe 51
nineteenth century, as influential for architecture as
Durand's was in the first half.

One of the conditions for the creation of beauty in the city
achieved by Alphand was that it could be named, measured,
and tallied: any superfluous beauty was inconceivable in this
age of materialism. Thus, throughout Alphand,s text one
finds a detailed accounting of the attempt to create beauty
accompanying each project, as for example in the descrip-
tion of the square des Innocents (fig. 2).,

For the "inexpressible" beauty jealously guarded by the
artists and architects of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts since the
founding of the Academy, an arithmetic of ornament was
substituted. Thus, applying himself to these enumerations
with an almost carnal passion, "the city of paris is a mis-
tress who demands much of her servants, imposing on them
unceasing and burdensome labor which requires their com-
plete self-sacrifice and their entire life," Alphand marshaled
his figures in a way that recalls Fourier,s insistence on
numbers. Calculating the number of linear feet of flower-
beds, or detailing the typical ornaments of the grillwork
around the squares, became, for him, a passion exactly
characteristic of his professional mind-that of an engineer
of bridges and roads, except that the calculation of the
resistence of materials led here to a "calculation,, of sump-
tuousness.

This furious arithmetic deserves respect. What city, what
administration in the past had ever expended so much
energy in calculating public beauty! It is evident that this
expense on sumptuousness, beyond that of flscal specula-
tion, bears witness to an unprecedented attention lavished
on the public realm. The creation of the Office of prom-
enades of the City of Paris, in 18b4, is further evidence of
the recognition ofprecisely that aspect ofthe city not taken
into account by the economic and social domain: that of its
collective pleasure. Historians who have attributed the
building works to Napol6on III's obsession with hygiene,
resulting from his exile in England before 184g, have not
satisfactorily explained the shift in Haussmann's thought
from a concern for salubrity to this celebration ofbeauty. In



52 fact, areversal ofthe values traditionally ascribed to nature
on the one hand, and to the city on the other, is manifested
in Alphand's use of the word Promenade in the title of his
book. The promenade, originallv a rural walk conceived as

an alternative to the motion of city life, was built by Al-
phand into the city fabric itself as the domain of its citizens'
pleasures. A century before the publication of Alphand's
work, Jean-Jacques Rousseau had anticipated this reversal
inhis RAueries du Promeneur Solitaire, the title referring
to promenades which he took inthefaubourgs of Paris, at
the edge of the built city. This "edge realm" offered to
Rousseau the same advantage as that which one derived
from "writing on liberty when one is confined, and on
spring, when it snows." From then on, the literary genre of
the promenade bore the mark of Rousseau's critique of the
city.

The creation of an Office of the Promenades of the Citv of
Paris institutionalized this reversal.

The wide circulation of Alphand's work underlines the im-
portance of his concern for the alchemy of pleasure in the
city. The three lists of "persons who receive the Prom-
enades," which appear at the beginning of the work, de-
scribe its dissemination: there was no great city, no prince
who did not receive it. One could easily trace a geography of
the progressive embellishment of nineteenth century cities
by marking on a map of the world the places where this
work was sent. No other architectural treatise, no other
technical work had hitherto had the benefit of such a diffu-
sion.3

There is, however, a more concrete and mundane reality
that conceals the reciprocal play of images and text which is
opposed to the universal vocation to which the Promenades
aspire. Thus, the meticulous description of certain tech-
niques and their illustrations would seem to have a kinship
with Diderot's Encyc\opAdie-that great catalogue of arls
et mAtiers that demonstrates all the trades and crafts, its
plates populated with busy workers-were it not for the
fact that throughout Alphand's work, with the exception of
three plates-a few silhouettes laboring in the icehouses of
the Bois de Boulogne (flg. 3) and in the St. Maur factory,

and elsewhere a gardener handling a water hose nozzle (fig.
4)-the gardeners and the workers do not exist. In the end,
apparently, the "beautiful" can only exist outside of all
consideration of labor.

Similarly, the apparent blindness to the social events for
which Paris provided the physical setting, and to which the
great works undertaken themselves remained indifferent,
further reveals this underlying conception of the perma-
nence of cities. Following the destruction of the city during
the fall of the Paris Commune in 1871, Alphand, the faithful
servant of the now disgraced Haussmann, was named by
Thiers as Director of Works for Paris. The ruins left by the
Commune clearly had to be eradicated, and Alphand applied
himself to the task with "competence and efficiency." In the
Promenades of Paris, the front page of which is dated 1868
(although a note indicates that the work was in fact elabo-
rated between 1868 and 1873), this is the only mention made
ofthe events ofthe Commune: "The benches, the necessary
accessories of the planted routes, were 8,428 in number
before the painful events which Paris has just suffered;
nearly a third have been destroyed or lost. We are busy
replacing what remains by making a new allocation between
the different boulevards and avenues."a

The foundations of the arithmetic of beauty had not been
disturbed: "the painful events" were just the pretext for
another game of calculation, a game of calculation which is
related to the culinary art: "the mixture" (la combinatoire).

The Art of Urban Cuisine
The composition of a cookbook obeys certain laws, and the
Promenades of Paris, book of urban cookery, does not
escape these rules.

A history of the art of gardens, submitting to the laws of the
genre, opens Alphand's book. Having for its objective the
description of the promenades created in Paris by the
municipal administration, the book is accordingly divided
into three parts: the Bois de Boulogne, the Bois de
Vincennes, and the interior promenades of Paris. The open-
ing historical narrative authenticates the author as one
competent to speak-whether on melted butter or planting:



2 Square des Innocents.

3 Interior of an icehouse in the Bois
de Boulogne.

I Gardener lrundling a water hose.
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5 Plan o.f Parts, 1869.

6 Place de Grenelle.

7 Place de la Chape\Le.

8 Place du Chd,teau d'Eau
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"In the first part-the Bois de Boulogne-we have de-
scribed the methods utilized in the execution of the works,
methods which are the same for all the promenades. The
other parts do not reproduce these details, for the sake of
not being tediously repetitious." Thus, from the introduc-
tion on, the reader is advised that the book is a compilation
of recipes presenting the tools, the ingredients, and the
materials most frequently used: earthworks, roads and
walks, distribution of water, irrigation, lakes, brooks and
waterfalls, plantings, lawns and gardens, works of architec-
ture. These ingredients are divided into two large families:
the built and the vegetal. The built is described and illus-
trated first in the body of the text and is followed by the
vegetal.5 The general plan ofParis (fig. 5), presented at the
beginning of the volume of plates, warns the reader that the
recipes will be disconcerting. The web of Parisian streets,
with all its twists and turns has been cut by straight lines
and regularized, while the woods of Boulogne and
Vincennes, old royal hunting grounds, originally cut by
rectilinear alleys and by a system of starshaped crossroads,
have now been transformed into labyrinthine promenades
composed in curves and sinuous lines that are more natural
than nature itself. Thus the city can be seen to reinforce its
built character, while the vegetal constantly attempts to be
ever more natural: this paradox constitutes an outline ofthe
theory of urban art.

The interior promenades of Paris (parks, squares, planted
public ways), abunclantly described, measured, and num-
bered, are amply illustrated in the text, but the presenta-
tion of the plates involves many ideas articulated only
through their graphics.

The Art of Accommodating the Leftouers
The analysis of Haussmann's projects has too often been
Iimited to a consideration of the notion of alignment as a
mode of composition of planted spaces, and, on the other
hand, the treatment of gardens, lawns, and flower beds has
merited no particular attention, seeming to be of interest
mainly to gardeners. This blindness bears witness to a
reading that is too preoccupied with the theoretical and
typological aspect of public space. The profound originality
of the promenades (services and parks themselves) consists

precisely in something which eludes any typological ap- Sb
proach: the organization and the practice of individual
cases, of dealing with those residual spaces left by the
intersection of boulevards with existing streets, or of or-
ganizing those spaces with innumerable forms that result
from the overlay of elements of different systems, as when
the starshaped crossroads meet bordering constructions.
Alphand's practice appears as a veritable art of accom-
modating these leftovers, ordering disorder by means of
imposing the spirit of geometry upon a sedimentary city
(that is, a city laid down over time), and by means of
exploiting the unconscious slips (lapses) of theoretical dis-
course. The oversights in the system of alignment-those
street corners and those irregularly shaped places and
squdres of deformations-compose a treatise on urban to-
pology.

When the system of alignment is rendered explicit with
details, it does not exclude repetition, and Alphand doubles
or triples spaces in order to constitute places; thus, the
place de Grenelle (fig. 6), place de Ia Chapelle (fig. 7), and
the place du ChAteau d'Eau (fig. 8). In this way, theplace is
simply the glorification of alignment, unmindful of the com-
positional principles of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts; and thus
the ordering of the buildings is preferred to the order of a
false nature.

The geometrical places and squares to which a certain per-
fection in plan gives an air of clarity, such as square
Montholon (fig. 9), square de la Trinit6 (fig. 10), square de Ia
R6union (fig. 12), square Louvois (fig. 13), square Popin-
court (fig. 15), square de Montrouge (flS. 14), square Sainte
Clotilde (fig. 16), are opposed to the ordering of residual
spaces and to situations where a need to preserve the traces
of the old city determines the composition. The square of
the Ecole Polytechnique (fig. 11), for instance, a triangular
plot Ieft by the crossing of the rue Monge and the rue des
Ecoles, bears witness to this illusionist art, which consists
of indicating the presence of symmetry by simultaneously
destroying its geometric qualities. The small triangular
Iawns, which are the veritable instruments of this il-
lusionist's game, exemplify the art of accommodating the
leftovers. Similarly, two squares situated to the east and



56 west of the Invalides Esplanade (figs. 18, 19) attest to this
art of arranging, an art learned only through practice. To
the east, the transition from the Boulevard des Invalides,
with its typical alignments up to the edges of the partenes
"d, lafranqaise" in front of the buildings, has been given one
of those shapes with soft outlines, a kind of polymorphous
contour seemingly modeled in clay, a trick of composition
used to fill in the openings. A "seasoning" of lawns and
flower beds is also added, doubtless to ensure that it will be
"at once geometric and unnamable." To the west, however,
the complex of roads that never cross at right angles is
subjected to a process of alignment. The right-angled trian-
gular space delimited by the Hdtel des Invalides and the
parterres is for its part filled up with undulating lawns.
Thus, the juxtaposition and opposition of these two treat-
ments on either side of the planted diagonal shows that
Alphand's public spaces are, in fact, the product of the
overlay of two systems.

Such inconsistencies in the apparent system, readily
suggested by a quick reading of the Promenades, are
equally in evidence in the squares which, like those at Notre
Dame and the tower of Saint Jacques (figs. 20, 17), were
organized by means of the redistribution of pre-existing
built elements. The square Saint Jacques is set at the cross-
roads of two important arteries, the boulevard Sebastopol
and the rue de Rivoli, whose aligned borders of trees differ-
entiate them from the rue Saint Martin and avenue
Victoria, which border the square, on the two other sides.
Here, the rectangular form of the site was differentiated on
the basis of use. The tower of Saint Jacques, the remains of
a twelfth century church, was restored, and on the site of
the market that had once surrounded it a square was pro-
jected. "The tower occupies the center ofthe square," reads
the commentary accompanying this plate in the Prom-
enades. But the spirit of geometry which pretends to regu-
late and align the space is here betrayed by the facility of
language, for the actual plan indicates a perceptible decen-
tering. This facile use of language in the commentary,
suggesting that a historical element may be sited only at the
center of a composition (the physical denial of the plan is
here subsidiary) attests to the fact that the city is made to
be named. Similarly, the treatment of the square des Inno-

cents (see fr9. 2) also attests to the fervor for centraiizing
the remains of buildings. The erection of Les Halles necessi-
tated the absorption of the market of the Innocents; how-
ever, since the fountain was situated at the extreme corner
of the old market, approximately where the rue Sainte-
Opportune was to be, "it was resolved to place it in the
middle of the newly created square." It was dismantled
piece by piece and rebuilt with modifications. The art of
accommodating the built form thus had, as it first rule,
centrality, both in reality and in commentary.

To these two examples of the "preservation" of historical
elements one could add many others. This seasoning of the
city with historical traces reveals an attachment to a public
memory of the city that is opposed to the apparent offhanded-
ness in Baron Haussmann's use of historical traces.

The presentation documents-the plates in themselves-in
their page layout and graphic style, transmit an image of
the city that no text can replace. A certain shortsightedness
might actually lead the reader to discover a city whose
texture is that created in the plates of the plans of the
squares; the white spaces that separate the drawings seem
to become so many other streets, and the grays begin to
take on variecl forms, drawing us back into that utopia to
which the Promenades invites us: a city r,r'hich appears
completely merged in its public space. The composition of
the plates has no other logic than the aesthetics of the
graphic design. No chronological, topographical, or the-
matic grid presides over their disposition. In this respect,
we can measure the difference between Alphand's treatise
on the "Art of Gardens" and Durand's plates for his course
at the Ecole Polytechnique, in u'hich each plate was dis-
posed according to the obligation for demonstration.
Further, the plates of the Promevtades are characterized by
the play of subtle grays and shadows, occasionally inter-
rupted by artfully placed blackpoch,b. accents; drawn by the
architect Hocherau, Inspector of the Services of Prom-
enades, the hand of the Beaux-Arts appears in what was in
the teaching of the School as fundamental, if not more
fundamental than the composition: the rendering.

The border areas of the drawings of the sqllqres ancl'plo,ces



9-15. 9 Square Montltolon; 10 Square
de la Trinitb; 11 Square de l'Ecole
Polytechnique; 12 Square de la
Rbunion; 13 Square Louuois;
1/1 Square de Montrouge; 1i Square
Popincourt.
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are likewise far from innocent. The play of grays, used to
indicate neighboring structures, reinforces the character of
the organization; for example, within the same plate, the
importance given to the structures bordering on the place
de Grenelle (see fig. 6) indicates the planned character of
this place, while the diffusion of grays in the silhouette of
the place de Ia Chapelle (see fig. 7) expresses its "sedimen-
tary" character, the result ofprevious urban processes. The
information communicated by these additions to the plans
reminds us that, as in the psychoanalytical discourse, it is in
the edges, in the superfluous, that signiflcation resides. The
seemingly systematic approach here reveals a subtle art, an
art ofresolving the different contradictions produced by the
application of a typology to the existing city.

The resolution of apparently secondary problems by any
theory gives that theory a certain credibilitv. Further
proofs come from the consistency with which the theory
deals with similar problems. The problem, in this case,
borders between the vegetal and the non-vegetal, repre-
sented by the enclosures around the squares, which mark
the limits of the city, or by the borders of the always private
lawns which separate the public walks from the grass. It
happens that the enclosures ofthe squares are all different,
although they are made of cast iron and produced in molds.
Thus, since the problems were always similar, one would
have expected to see a systematized solution as was the
case for trees, benches, and shelters, for which a single
illustration sufficed (fi+. 22). In the case of the enclosures,
the existence of several plates of grilles proves once more
that in spite of an apparently systematic approach each
problem received its own solution. The different enclosures
allow us to infer the hierarchy of operations. Haussmann
writes in his memoirs, "because the balustrades are there to
serve as defenses, they should present the same obstacle
around all the edges that they pass along, and this is why
they should relate to the public road, and not to the
monuments they surround. The awkward steps one has
been obliged to observe in order to follow the law of levels
along steeply sloping roads is a condemnation of the law
itself. "6 Thus, the customary manner of terracing levels was
replaced and the road imposed its own law on the balus-
trades. Thus, where the roads were steeply sloping, as

16-21. 16 Square Ste. Clotilde; 17
Square St. Jacques; 18 Square des
InuaLides, east; 19 Square des
IruuaLides, toest; 20 Square ltiotre
Dame; 21 Parc de Montsouris.
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60 around the Buttes-Chaumont on the rue de Crim6e, a 450

meter long railing without changes of levels was used-a
heresy forbidden by the rules of Beaux-Arts ornamental
composition.

On the other hand, the problem of the separation between
walks and laurrs u,as resolved once and for all after a few
experiments. Thus, inside parks and squares, a single sys-
temic solution was imposed: the use of galeries (fig. 23).

The difference betrveen these trvo responses implies that
the lau's of conformity were applied onl1' to the actual boun-
claries betu'een the built and the vegetal. A footnote in the
Promenade.s on the subject of galeties clearly t'elates the
problem of boundaries to those of a systen of objects, of
materials, of the imitation of nature, and of the arithmetic of
beauty. T

Cast iron met the needs of the municipal administration: it
was solid, demanded little care, and was usually attached to
the ground by decorated stone bases. The entire system of
public objects signified, by the solidity of its materials and its
connections with the ground, that the city was meant to last.
The nineteenth century was capable of exploiting this sys-
tem of materials whose qualities-solidity and ease of
molding-make public spaces into a construction that defied
time. The phrase describing the galeries as made of imita-
tion chestnut-that is, of a cast iron more durable than the
real u,ood itself-corresponds to a complete set of attitudes
toward the imitation of nature: the play between false and
true, which is resolved by the creation of a very close
likeness. The rocks used for the waterfalls of the Bois de
Boulogne gave rise to great controversies, and Alphand
himself hinted in the Promeno,des at the possibility of a

geological contradiction: "Most of the cascades in the Bois
de Boulogne are constructed out of sandstone from Herblay
and Fontainebleau, a geological contradiction when one

realizes that water courses are never found in this sort of
naturally very permeable ground. But it was impossible to
do otherwise. These are the only rocks to be found in the
Paris region that have picturesque forms. They had to
suffice in order to avoid the enormous cost of transporting
blocks more suitable to the works of art undertaken."s

In spite offinancialjustification, however, this error attests
once more to the desire to resolve the impossible contradic-
tion of re-creating a savage nature at the very point where
the city has become so built up on itself that it replaces the
nature on which it was originally built. This obsession with
verisimilitude led Alphand and the Service of Promenades
to seek an alternative to such contradictions; as a result,
they turned the idea of nature completely in on itself. A
paragraph describes and comments on the procedures for
constructing artificial rocks from rubble and cement.s This,
the only solution that allowed any approximation of nature,
this implicit apology for a false nature u'hich had greater
verisimilitude than the real, leads one to question the feel-
ing for nature in the Paris of Haussmann.

The Feeling for Nature itt the But,tes-Ch'aumont
A replica of the Temple of the Sibyl at Tivoli crowns the
promontory which dominates the park of Buttes-Chaumont
(fig. 26): from there one can see the whole of Paris (fig. 27).

This reference to classical antiquity, with its associations
with the ancient prophetesses invites us to interpret the
park of Buttes-Chaumont in mythic terms. Its size, siting,
location, and organization certainly make it one of the most
surprising achievements of the Service des Promenades de

Paris and of its gardener Barillet-Deschamps. Elements of
the grandiose, of the unusual, of the marvelous, of "mys-
terious harmonies" reign here in profusion. Located in the
north of Paris, in one of those new sectors attached to the
city in 1859, the Buttes-Chaumont rvas to be one of the main
Parisian attractions at the Exposition Universelle of 1867.

Its distance from the center dicl not attract the crowds,
however, and to this day this astonishing park still pre-
serves the quality of one of those hidden places that all
great cities possess, those that are discovered only after
much effort since they do not reveal themselves easily.

The pre-history of this artificial Eden is heavily imbued
with mythical connotations: the Montfaucon gallows, where
the people of Paris had watched the bodies of so many
famous citizens rot; the gypsum quarry whose excavation
had exposed gigantic faults, grottoes, and galleries worthy
of a descent into hell; finally the bloody battles of 1848 and

the transformation of the site into a stinking refuse dump



22 Square des Batignolles, details

23 Galeries (edgings).
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2l Bird's eye uiew of tlte Parc des
Buttes Cho,umont.

25 Suspension brtdge, Parc des
Buttes Chaumont.

26 Thp island and tlte Temple of
Sibgl, Parc des Buttes Clruumont

25

27 Stone brtdge leading to the
Temple of Sibyl, Parc des Buttes
Chaumont.

28 Cur"uing pathways, Parc d,es

Buttes Chaumont.
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29 Exterior of the Grotto, Parc des
Buttes Chaumont.

30 The cascad,es insid,e the Grotto,
Parc des Buttes Ch,aumont.

31 Interior of the Grotto, Parc des
Buttes Chaumont.

3029

31



whose odors all Paris breathed whenever the northeast
wind blew. This last situation could not long be ignored by
the City of Paris. The existence of a place "so deserted, so
unsanitary, so dangerous" on the perimeter of the capital
city, and the desire of the administration "to endow the
newly annexed sectors of the city with a vast promenade,,
Ied to the acquisition of a sixty-two acre area on which the
present park was created.

This considerable task, begun in 1864, was not terminated
until the beginning of 1867. To grasp the extent of the
operations, one must remember that more than a year (that
of 1864) was needed for the leveling, despite an enormous
work force and the use of steam rollers and a railroad. TVo
more years were required before this earthwork was
finished and the immense surface covered with fertile soil,
for this site intended for a park was composed of clay and
marl, and absolutely inhospitable to vegetation. The high
altitude of the park even obliged Alphand to build a special
pump to draw water from the Ourcq canal for the
waterfalls; the water was pumped into a basin situated on
the upper levels of the park near the boulevard encircling
the lake.

In the official commentaries, however, there was no refer-
ence to the labor that went into making the park; instead,
the commentaries stressed that the park was not merely a
copy, and reflected on the processes by which primitive
nature might be embellished.

An anonymous author of a treatise on gardening composi-
tion and ornament published in 1867 by Audot, publisher of
the Bon Jardinier, set down the following proposition:
"when one wants to trace the walks of an English garden,
all that is needed is to get your gardener drunk, and then
follow his path." Despite the truth in these remarks, what
the author has forgotten is that the making of a garden
begins with the definition of the "axes of sight," which are
determined by the natural irregularities of the ground.
Subsequently, the land is planted, and the slopes are regu-
larized, to form agreeable curves and to direct the eye to-
ward the chosen vistas, themselves framed or contained
within the internal landscape arrangements. Only when this

ideal world is set up are the walks traced to join together
the major points of interest.

The anonymous author's attempt to "put the gardener back 
'

on his feet" as the major creator of the garden is unmindful
of the difference between the design of eighteenth-century
picturesque gardens and the design of wban parks. In the
history of gardens that opens the Promenad,es, the author
insists on the necessity of spacing out the picturesque gar-
den. The meaning of this directive is revealed when one
compares the plan of Alphand's Parisian parks (Mongeau,
Montsouris [see.fig. 2l], and Buttes-Chaumont) with the
parks of Paxton in England. In the Buttes-Chaumont in
Paris, the city is present in the crossing of the park, in the
hierarchy of routes, and in the existence of a dominant point
of reference-the Temple of the Sibyl (fig. 24). The illusion
of the immeasurability of the real extent of the park is
contradicted by the presence of the promontory on which
the Temple is situated. This aerial, almost supernatural
presence is visible, but cannot be reached without several
detours. The subtle relationship between perceiving and
attaining a center, a point ofreference, is thus tied to one of
the sources of illusion of nature.

In Haussmann's city, both the building and the means of
access to it are sighted simultaneously, but here, as with a
game of hide-and-seek or a phantom ship, access must be
gained by the completion of an initiation, presided over by
the Sibyl. The intrepid walker who dares to venture toward
the Temple must choose between three means of aceess: a
stone bridge with a span of twelve meters, thirty meters
high, which is known as the Bridge of Suicides; or a sus-
pended metal footbridge (fig. 25), sixty-five meters above
the ground, whose vibrations makes the intrepid explorer
tremble; or finally, a long and complicated tour involving
crossing a lake in a rowboat and a dizzy ascent ofthe north
side of the mountain through galleries and by means of
stairs carved out of the man-made stone; an experience of
open space and vertigo which translates well Alphand,s
desire "to give the Park the appearance of a mountainous
landscape." These three ways of admission to the Temple of
Sibyl, always directly in view, but of labyrinthine access,
make possible a perpetually changing combination of prom-
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66 enades. One never returns by the way one enters; the
cul-de-sac no longer exists, and nature itself, even when of a

dizzying height, is no longer an obstacle but may be con-

quered by relative degrees of boldness.

The one-sided strip invented by Moebius is the perfect
image for this system of walks in a universe of dissimulated
boundaries (fig. 28). A continual sliding, counterbalanced by
unforeseen upward ascents, are the elements of this closed

world, where the existence of many distant vistas elimi-
nates any fear of imprisonment. The immense grotto, four-
teen meters wide and twenty-five meters high, and the
waterfall with its thirty-two meter cascade, combine in
their exaggerated dimensions to make nature-that is, false

nature-more "natural" (figs. 29-31).

The lesson of the Buttes-Chaumont is that the only true
nature is the false one. Henceforth, the Parisian, when

confronted with the actual countryside, could not help feel-
ing instead of its enchantment, the absence of the Buttes-
Chaumont, of its grandeur and other-worldliness, seem-

ingly more natural than nature itself.

The persistence that charactetizes all of Alphand's and the
Service des Promenades' efforts to create an arithmetic of
beauty, to communicate the art of managing "leftovers,"
and to invent a feeling for nature took place outside the
academic debates of the Ecole. The imposing effect of their
achievements, in their sheer number and in the play of the
differences and similarities between them, has made possi-

ble a richer discourse on architecture than the impassioned

discussions raging in the courtyard on the rue Bonaparte'
With the work of Haussmann, Alphand, and the Service des

Promenades, a new attitude toward the architect's duty to
the community was born. Theirs was a conception that
inspired a behavior entirely different from that associated

with the privileged status conferred by the Ecole, whose

teaching was blind to social conditions and site. This concep-

tion is expressed in the following judgment of Haussmann:

"Architecture was for all of them a profession, probably an

art. But for some it was a public service, transformed in the
sight of those who were truly worthy of it into a sort of
ministry."lo



Notes

l. This aspect of the work of Haussmann was elaborated uoon bv
Iacgues.. Lucan in Haussmonn, un rinduc (,,Haussminn, i
viaduct"), ttesis of the third cycle, Pedagogical Unit no. 6 (paris:
L'Institut de l'environment de Paris, 192=B)l
Z. "The interior surface covers 2,008.66 square meters, of which
233.84 square meters-are allotted to the fountain; 1,164.29 square
meters to the flower beds, green areas and decorative rocksl and
510.73 square meters to gravel-covered alleys. The expense of
establishing the square is covered by the total sum of ZtO,SSt
francs and 78 centimes, out of which 770,720 francs and 92 cen-
limes for the works of architecture is broken down as follows:
metal grating ,22,994 francs and 34 centimes; garbage cans, l1,l44
foancs and 45 centimes; reconstruction of Ihe fduntain'94j6S1
foancs and 36 centimes; various other works and sculptures 4l;gb0
flrancs."

joints with a .trowel. It is then cast with a brush, by means of 67
which the entire mass is given the external appearance ofnatural
calcareous rock" (p. 35).
10. Alphand, Les Promenades de Paris, Vol. III, p. 475.

Figure Credits
1-31 Courtesy the author.

:onstruction. A coat of cement is then appiied to this masonry. The
cement is liquefied so that it can be applied on the stones aird the



Exhibitions of Industry and Empire

lhe Great Exhibition of 1851 had
lemonstrated Great Brituin's position
r,s the foremost industrial tt:orld
)o'tuer, hardly riualed by the smalL
nanifestations of French ittdustry of
t8311 and 1819. ThtLs, LotLis-
Yapoleon, in his angLo-ntania, attd
rlaussmann, in his urge to opert
?aris to the commerce of the world,
tlanned for a ?]tonun'Lental opening
tf the ner,u Pa.rts. Called the
Jniuersal Erposition, it was finatly
reld in 1867. Euen as the plan o.f
'Iaussmann's Paris euoked the
Inlightenment uision of tlte forest
:ity, so th,e plan of the erposition
tself took tlrc form of an
Tnlightenment ideal city in
niniature, modeled almost literatty
tn the plan of Ledour's city o.f
)haur, the type of centralized toun
tlanning used in the eighteenth
:entury. The exposition building at
.he same time monumentalized the
tlass arcades ofthe 1850's in
nncentric galleries that fonned the
ttreets of the city, each one dedicated
o an industry andlor art. The
tutrounding gardens were laid ottt by
Llplr,and, and the structure o.f the
tutermost arcade-the Gollerte des
W ac hines ----toas calculated by the
loung engineer Eiffel. In this
nanner, the erposition, at once ideaL
:ity and circus, reoccupied the
)hamp de Mars, scene of the great
'estiuals of the fi.rst Reuo\ution.

't is a commonplace of cultural
tistory that suclt erltibitions refl.ect
he contradictions of aduance and
"eaction: aduance in tlrc area of
.e c hniqu e -indu strt al an d

qrchitectural ---<ts tlrc engineer s tried
to surpass each otlter in tlte couering
of interior space with tlte lattice tents
of the neu str'ucttLres; reaction in the
area of bourgeois culture, in the form
of the mantqfactu,red and artistic
objects on display. These
contradictio?ls lDere present, of
course, in the 1867 erposition, btLt to
a muted ertent-such was the
effectiueness of the euidently eclectic
but ultimately uniJied project of
Haussmann. They becclm,e clearer in
the exposition of 1878, launched
seuen Aea,rs after the ciuil war of the
Commune and the defeat of France
by Germany, in the attempt to
recuperate a wodd position
effectiuely lost for a decclde. Irt this
erhibition, also on the Clmmp de
Mars, the cultural reactionisru
dominated the technical
aduancement, so that stnrounded by
iron galleries, the central build"ing
(fine arts) was solidly built of stone
in the plan of a chttrch.

By 1889, attd followirtg the recoaeru
of Frenclt industry and the
concomitant erpansion of imperial
ambition,s, the aduancetrcnt of
technoLogy attd tlte defensiue
retrenchrnent of bourg eois liber"ali s m
were displayed side by side ruith
apparent u,ncollcent, bu.t tuith,
deutstating effict. l,lot ottly was it
euident that tlr,e nu** engitteerino
stt'uctures were pretendtng to high
architectural status ---<L .finaL response
to the call of the Saint-sitnonians,
realists, and rationaList s throu,g hout
the century-4ut qlso that th,e
"cTtltLlre" so jealously guarded by the

ntiddle classes was itsel.f bei.ng
superseded atrd inueded by mass
productiort on a large scale. In tltis
way, the erhibiticttr represeruted the
Jirst sign of the collapse oJ'bot+rgeois
culture in the face oJ'tlte second
ittdustrtel reuolution, a collopse to be

.finally ratiJied by tlte e;rpositiott of
1900. But at the sante tinte, uhiLe the
adaance of techrtological utopia might
be Lauded by an auant-garde in
painting and arclitecture, the clear
relcLtiotls betrueen the neu techrtology
an.d im.perialisrn, betrueert the ntodes
of productictn and tlte etpansion of
tnarkets, were also spelled ou,t in,
these erltibitiotts. It uas sig.niJicant
that the Seconcl Intentational opened
in Parts in 1889, attencled by Marr,s
daugh.ter in the contpcrrty of William
Monis, tth,o, ntor.e tlLan o,rty Marxist
of the decode, realized the
con,nectiotts between technique and
the uahtes uhich taere entbedded
within it and chaLLenged tlrc notion of
a uaLue-free mode o.f prodtrctiort.

ALso in 1889, a Aoung stud.ettt from
Lyons, Tony Gonier", entered the
Ecole des Beattr-Atts. Ten years
later, and under tlrc increasingly
radical inJluence o.f Emite Zola, he
ttcts to attempt a recon.ciliation of
techniqtte and culture, science and
art, in the framework o.f his neru
Industrtal City. The form of his
solution taas to prouide the hinge J'or
un entire tnodern mouement, as
nineteenth centu,ry steeL and, concrete
began to be euoked as the symbolic
mq,tertals of a new, shining culture o/
technology.
AV
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The 1889 Exhibition: The Crisis of Bourgeois Individualism

Debora L. Silverman

The building of the nineteenth century bourgeois world
reached its spectacular conclusion with the unveiling of the
thousand foot high Eiffel Tower in 1889. A graceful beacon
of technology, the interlaced iron edifice was a synthesis of
new materials and neu, methods of engineering construc-
tion. The imposing iron structure boldly proclaimed itself to
be a modern obelisk, at once the legitimate heir to the
monumental edifices of the past and the spokesman for
contemporary bourgeois grandeur. The bolted wrought-
iron column thus was directly posed against the decorative
and, in a sense, overwrought, stone Op6ra, competing for
recognition as the primary statement of the new bourgeois
industrial world.

The Eiffel Tower not only physically transformed the exist-
ing skyline of Paris but also constituted a revolution in
cultural expression. Unmatched in sheer scale, the iron
colossus was also unprecedented for another reason-it
marked the birth of the iron monument. Throughout the
nineteenth century, the domains of engineering and ar-
chitecture, technical practice and aesthetic endeavor, had
been clearly separated. Construction in iron was relegated
to meeting the demands of industrial efficiency. It was
utilized for the purposes of mass transport, and for the
creation of such temporary structures as railroad sheds,
arcades, and exhibition halls.l The new building material
had been effectively banished from the world of art; where
it was utilized overtly in public monuments-in the libraries
of Labrouste for example-it was always subjected to the
stylistic demands of the classicist, the gothicist, or the
eclectic. The bourgeoisie preferred, when presenting a pic-
ture of itself to itself, to draw upon disparate elements of
the historical past. At one time in the cloak of resplendent
baroque, at another in the guise of noble classicism, the
bourgeoisie eclectically borrowed its dream world from eras
of spiritual greatness. This selectivity was the logic govern-
ing the creation of nineteenth-century Paris as pal*uenu
cityscape.

1 Tlte Central Dome, th'e Paris
Exltibition, 1889.

dently stated an impelling poetry of the constructed envi- 7L

ronment, fashioned in accord with an advanced industrial
reality.

The origin and purpose of the Eiffel Tower was related to
the Paris Exhibition of 1889 for which it was commissioned.
The tower played an indispensable role in the unity of the
exhibition; it was both the capstone of a series of architec-
tural spectacles and the culmination of a series of state-
ments to the French nation and to the European commu-
nity, carefully articulated and projected by the exhibition
planners. In the eyes of the sponsors of the exhibition-the
moderate liberal politicians of the Third Republic-the
tower, at once the gargantuan entrance to the exhibition
and its most lasting monument, would state and recapitu-
Iate the exhibition's designated theme-the unprecedented
achievements of French liberalism under the Third Repub-
lic. The overt monumentality of the exhibition's architec-
ture, its unparalleled number of exhibitors, and the dazzling
illuminations created by the first displays of electricity (fig.
2) were all to affirm the apotheosis of liberalism (fig. 3).

A mood of euphoria and of supreme confidence indeed per-
vaded the reports, speeches, and writings of contemporary
sponsors.2 Yet the exhibition itself was organized during a
period of two significant crises-a short-term political crisis
of the Third Republic between 1883 and 1889, and the more
general crisis of European liberalism, which encountered
striking challenges to both its institutions and its guiding
assumptions concerning the nature of man and society dur-
ing the last two decades of the nineteenth century. This
dual crisis was the exhibition's thematic point of reference,
and the glowing rhetoric of the exhibition sponsors must be
measured against it.

The planning of the exhibition was aimed at three political
goals: reconciliation, rehabilitation at home, and imperial
supremacy abroad.

The wrought-iron column as monument represented the As conceived by Prime Minister Jules Ferry in 1880, the
convergence of engineering and architecture, thereby sub- idea of a grand Universal Exhibition in the year 1889 was to
verting the traditional rift between life and art, technical be a bold statement of confidencs-s genfir'mation of the
exigency and culture. The new production material confi- consolidation of the Third Republic and an affirmation of the



2 The Eiffel Tower, Parts. Gustau
E xffel, architect, 1 889.

3 The fficial Exhibition medallion
depicted the fair as the prefi,guration
of a new world; the Marianne o.f the
Repub|ic bestowed her garment on
Homo Faber, man the maker, who

sat amidst his tools and pointed to
the Exhibition, as the rays of the sun
of a constructed technological world
utere rtsing on the ltortzon.

I Parts, transformed by electricity,
into a cit6 f6erique.

oo promise of liberal republicanism in the new decade. To the
nation and to its European neighbors, the exhibition would
be a signal of recovery after the foreign siege and civil war
of 1870-1871.3

Yet, as the exhibition moved from initial inspiration to
actual construction between 1886 and 1889, the optimism of
Jules Ferry was seriously undermined.a The economic,
political, and social program ofrepublican opportunism was
increasingly under attack. Economically, the republican
government had failed to offset the "great deflation" 5 which
developed in 1873 and was intensified during the mid-1880's;
the decline affected both agriculture and the new large-
scale mechanized industries as well as traditional small-
scale manufacturing and trades.6 The impact of the eco-
nomic crisis was manifested in the prolonged ten percent
level of unemployment during the mid-eighties. T

Politically the hegemony of the moderate republicans had
been vociferously challenged by the reorganization of the
Left and the mobilization of the Right. The temporary de-
politicization of the working classes in the aftermath of the
Commune had been superseded by the formation of two
revolutionary political parties-the Anarchists in 1881 and
the Socialists in 18828-and by the coordination of a militant
and collectivist trade union movement in 1886-1887,e while
the forces of the Right had been revitalized by alliances of
Conservatives, Royalists, and clergy against the anti-
clerical Republic.l0 The success of the right-wing militarist
General Boulanger in the Parisian parliamentary elections
of 1888 promised, if not a coup-d'6tat, a landslide victory in
the general elections of the next year against a scandal-
ridden republican hierarchy.ll Thus, in 1889, the year ofthe
Exhibition's scheduled opening, the future of the Third
Republic seemed to hang in a fragile balance.

Political division at home was coupled with uneasiness
abroad. Despite the fact that by 1889, France had fashioned
an empire second only to England,12 this imperial triumph
was undercut by the tensions of the "armed peace"13 be-
tween Germany, England, and their European neighbors.
Each country, cordial on the surface, was absorbed at home
"in preparedness for war."14
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It was in this context of national division and international
tension that the planning of the exhibition evolved. Its
Iiberal republican sponsors came to construe the exhibition
Iess as a Ferry-inspired offensive statement and more as an
expedient defensive tactic. The exhibition would provide a
means for the restoration of prestige to the ailing Third
Republic, silencing its critics at home and outshining its
rivals abroad.

The exhibition was thus seen as a stimulus to a lagging
economy: the construction of its huge pavilions would bol-
ster the metals industry, employ workers, and encourage
the selling of French products. 15 It would also provide an
invaluable public forum for displaying the achievements of
French liberalism. Most importantly, the organization of
the exhibition in the year 1889 gave the republicans a
unique ideological advantage; they became responsible for
planning the celebration of the hundredth anniversary of
the French Revolution of 1789. The compelling appeal to
this common historical legacy \l,as a means for transcending
contemporary social division.

The public celebration of this centennial was, therefore,
inevitably fashioned in order that the past might be reinter-
preted to fit the needs of the present. The official commem-
oration of this event of 1789 was an exercise in selective
historical remembrance, centering about the specific revo-
lutionary actors with whom the Third Republic liberals
could identify. Significantly enough, the revolution com-
memorated in 1889 vuas the political revolution of 178g, a
revolution framed by liberals seeking a limited civil and
juridical authority; notably absent from mention was the
popular explosion which had followed the egalitarian Decla-
ration of the Rights of Man and Citizen. The moderate
liberals of the Third Republic had no desire to disinter the
memory of either the social idealism or the violent Terror of
the First Republic.

The offlcial celebration of the centennial was embodied in
two ceremonies: a state pilgrimage to Versailles on May 5,
1889, and the inauguration of the Exhibition itself. At Ver-
sailles, President Sadi-Carnot, members of the ministry,
and the legislative corps gathered to commemorate the

opening of the Estates-General one hundred years earlier. 73
A plaque was placed in the Salles des Menus-Plaisirs to
recall the site where the representatives of the clergy,
nobility, and the third estate had proclaimed the end of
tS,rannical kingship and the formation of a National Assem-
bly. 16 A military review succeeded the plaque ceremony.
The contrast between apparent stability and the actual
political situation was perceived by one observer who dryly
noted that "this martial parade had a close affinity with the
day when the Paris National Guard came to protect Louis
XVI against the stirring of the populace and led him safely
to Paris." r7

While the Versailles ceremony was conducted with impec-
cable decorum and solemn privacy, the second celebration
was public and clamorous-the politicians returned to
Paris. Shortly before two o'clock on May 6, 1889, President
Sadi-Carnot himself led an official tribune along the
Champs-Elys6es, across the Pont d'I6na, and underneath
the arches of the Eiffel Tower. The procession, flanked by
French cuirassiers and colonial honor guards, continued
along the exhibition's central axis and halted beneath the
Central Dome (see fig. 1).

The dedication ceremony was ritualistic, with speeches,
songs, and pageantry co-mingling with an industrial and
nationalistic liturgy. Prime Minister Tirard, presenting the
exhibition to President Sadi-Carnot, glorified the wonders
of science and called for social peace and faith in the nation
and the Republic. Sadi-Carnot lauded "a great century
which has opened a new era in the history of humanity" and
sang praises to France, "who has the right to be proud of
herself and to celebrate the economic and political cente-
nary of 1789 with her head held high."18 Sadi-Carnot then
dedicated the Statue of the Republic which guarded the
Central Dome. The speeches were followed by the singing
of the "Marseillaise," led by a military orchestra and a
chorus of soldiers and sailors. The rites closed with a mili-
tary review, as the troops of artillery men and cavalrymen
filed by the Dome under the eyes of Carnot and state of-
ficials. The officers in the garrisons saluted the Statue ofthe
Republic with their swords and guns as they passed.ls



74 Any serious assessment of the revolutionary legacy or of a
century marked not only by the "material and social prog-
ress" glorified by Sadi-Carnot but also by misery, civil war,
and vehement political passions was effectively foreclosed
by the gala spectacles offered by the Exhibition on May 6

and every night thereafter. The whole site was turned into
a fairground, creating a diversion from, and a temporary
suspension of political and social differences. Unparalleled
grandfAtus, accorded the exhilarating benefits of the new
technical wonder, electricity, transformed the 228 acres of
the Exhibition into auille lumibre. The carnival atmosphere
and a spirit of fantasy made the project known as a citb

fberique (fig. 4).'n

The most magniflcent display at the exhibition was the light
show on the Eiffel Tower. High above the city, the tower's
crown, a powerful electric beacon, filled the skies with flash-
ing tricolor beams of light-blue, white, and red. Two huge
revolving spotlights on the second platform lit up different
sections of the fairgrounds and the monuments of the city
(see fig. 2). This dizzying pageantry was coupled with
clamorous sound effects as the cannon on the tower boomed
and fireworks resounded. The phantasmagoria ofthe scene

was summarized in the overwhelming image of the tower as

it appeared in 1889. Not only did it direct glowing multi-
colored light beams into the night, but the tower's own
structure was an iridescent vision. It was graced by
thousands of colored light bulbs, and the surface of its iron
lacework was coated by different shades of colored enamel
paint.21

The centennial's moderate republican sponsors thus re-
sisted a serious collective assessment of the past by a highly
selective celebration ofthe French revolutionary legacy and
by the creation of dazzling public festivities. Coupled with
this distraction of attention from the complete, authentic
picture of the past was another strategy-the refocusing of
attention on the image and reality of a dynamic, vigorous
nation. The entire exhibition resonated with the overtones
of French nationalism. From the topographical disposition
ofthe different pavilions, to the character ofthose architec-
tural structures dealing with France and her products, to
the patterns of iconographic representation, the theme of a

glorious nation was crystallized, with two major dimen-
sions. The first concerned the past. The idea of the French
nation, one outcome of the French Revolution, was em-
phasized as the totality of its historical legacy, with the
Third Republic projected as its guardian and direct link.
The second concerned contemporary politics. The idea of
the French nation was invested with new meaning in the
context of the rise of an activist, militarist, and chauvinist
nationalism during the decade of the 1880's.22

To this end, all the architectural forms, spatial effects, and
iconography of religious worship were employed at the ex-
hibition, but transposed in a new secularized key: exaltation
of the glory of God was replaced with the veneration of the
aura of the nation. The entire project embodied one huge
cathedral. The Eiffel Tower, actually modeled on Ndtre
Dame's soaring steeple, formed a lofty spire. Directly be-
hind it, the Iong central axis of the Champ-de-Mars created
a sweeping nave, which culminated in the massive Central
Dome and Palace of Machines-an impressive horizontal
transept (fig. 5).

The interior of the Central Dome was similarly arranged in
the style of the religious sanctuary. The massive cupola,
reminiscent of St. Peter's, was decorated with circular
panels that described the development of a national history.
The ground level was filled with rooms devoted to the
products of national manufacturing. A circular balcony on
the second level presented the triumphs of French painting
and science. Along the iron pillars supporting the balcony
were the by now familiar gilded plaques bearing the insignia
"RF," alternated with plaques bearing the words "L'AIR,
L'ELECTRICITE"-as if even the earthly elements were
embraced in the national domain.

The approach of the spectator to the "cathedral" of the
nation from beneath the colossal arches of the Eiffel Tower
was along a path that led directly to the Central Dome and
was marked by a series of allegorical statues (fig. 6). Similar
spatial dynamics had been used at St. Peter's in Rome,
where the impact of the distant central sanctuary was em-
phasized by the dramatic central axis preceding it. The
saintly scouts which guided the pilgrim at St. Peter's were



5 The Paris Erhibition,1889. Aerial
uLew.

6 The central axis to the Erhibition.
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7 The colonial city, The Paris
Exhibition, 1889.

8 The Ministry of War as medieual
castle, The Paris Exhibition, 1889.

9 The Algerian mosques and
Tunisian casbahs, The Paris
Er,hibition, 1889.

10

10 African "uillage" reconstituted on
th,e Esplanade. The Paris Erhibition,
1889.

11 A tyTticcr,l Arab street, th,e rue du
Caire. The Paris Erhibition, 1889.
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replaced at the exhibition u'ith figures culled from classical
mythology, flgures representing agriculture, and numerous
mother and child figures, u'hile the doorkeepers flanking the
entry into the national shrine were Commerce and Indus-
try.

A second form, that of the Triumphal Arch, accentuated the
exhibition's nationalistic theme. The Commissioner of the
project, Edward Lockroy, stated that, "it was understood
that the exhibition would take the forln of an Arch of
Triumph laid out on the ground; the summit being formed
by the Palace of Machines, the keystone by the Central
Dome, and the two extended arms by the parallel Palace of
the Beaux-Arts and the Palace of the Liberal Arts."23
Gustav Eiffel, who modeled the massive arches and the first
platform of his tower directly after the Arc de Triomphe in
Paris noted, "My goal was to show the world that, despite
her undeserved misfortunes, France is still capable of suc-
ceeding where other nations failed, by her audacity and
science. I wished to raise to the glory of modern science and
to the honor of French industry a triumphal arch as striking
as those that preceding nations raised to conquerors."2a

The linchpin of this new nationalism was found in two re-
markable exhibits-one of the Ministry of War, and the
other the newly included Exhibit of the French Colonies,
both sited on the Esplanade des Invalides to the northeast
of the Champ-de-Mars.

Within an immense pavilion in the shape of a medieval
fortress the Ministry of War displayed the newest advances
in the arts of war since France's disastrous defeat in the
Franco-Prussian War (fig. 8).

Beyond this was the colonial exhibit, a colorful ensemble of
exotic structures-Moslem minarets, Cambodian pagodas,
Algerian mosques, and Tunisian casbahs (fig. 9)---+ompris-
ing an enclave filled with the sights, sounds, and smells of a
non-European world. The co-mingling of the tapestries,
Ieatherwork, and jewelry of Arabian bazaars; the ivory,
gold, and woodwork of Gabonese markets; Annamite gongs;
Senegalese tom-toms; and sinuous young Javanese women
performing native dances introduced the spectator to the

reality of France's overseas empire.25 The planners of this 77
exhibit created an entire colonial city on the wide plain of
the Esplanade. This colonial city encompassed four differ-
ent ethnic "neighborhoods"-Arab, Oceanic, African, and
Asian (fig. 7). The spectator was literally transported
around the world upon entering the colonial section. The
quarter was divided into streets and alleys, each named
after a colony or protectorate. Visitors made their way
through "Le passage du Tonkin," "L'Avenue de Gabon,"
and "Le Rue d'Haiphong."

In this way, each colony was provided with a separate
space, in which were displayed not only its identifiiing
crafts and handiwork, but also its typical modes of habita-
tion and the representative natives to be found in those
habitats. This principle of authenticity shaped the most
spectacular attraction of the colonial exhibit-the colonial
peoples themselves. For the duration of the exhibition, 182
natives from Asia and Africa lived and worked in their
"villages," reconstituted on the Esplanade (fig. 10). In-
cluded in the model villages were entertainments and re-
freshment centers, each in appropriate indigenous style. A
grandiose advertising campaign for the colonies, through
the exhibition, sought to mobilize support for the policies of
national imperialism. The Commissioner of the Colonial
Exhibit noted that "The goal of the exhibit was to show the
colonies to France. . . . After seeing the 1889 colonial dis-
play, who is not astonished that only two or three years ago,
there were bitter disputes about the utility of the colonies?
The least suspecting visitors have been seized with en-
thusiasm by the spectacle before their eyes; the skeptics
have been obliged to face the facts. . . . In a word, the trial
of colonialism was concluded by the tribunal of public opin-
ion in 1889."26

The Paris Exhibition of 1889 was an enormous success; its
official closing date was postponed for a week. As the gates
to the fairgrounds were finally locked on November 6, en-
trance records revealed that an unprecedented 32,000,000
visitors had passed through the colossal iron gateway.2T It
also appeared that the exhibition futfilled the expectations
posited by its moderate republican sponsors. As intended,
the exhibition played its part in bolstering a sluggish



78 economy. The project provided a boost to the metals indus-
try, employed destitute workers, and created a temporary
market for craftsmen who filled the exhibition's many con-
cessionaries with trinkets and memorabilia.2s As a "political
dividend" the exhibition proved to be an effective agent for
the promotion of republican national and international pol-
icy. At home, the exhibition gave the Third Republic
needed reassurance and confidence. In the general elections
held shortly after the exhibition's termination, the
threatened sweep of Boulanger did not materialize. The
republicans, on the other hand, gained considerably in the
National Assembly. Contemporary observers linked this
electoral victory to the success of the exhibitions.2e While it
is difficult to support this claim of a direct relationship
between the exhibition and the election, the project may
have contributed in a general way to changing the image of
the Third Republic in the eyes of some of the voters.

The enthusiasm of the public celebration of the centennial
played its part in conveying a semblance of common pur-
pose. One reviewer expressed particularly the theme of
reconciliation: "The moral results more than the material
gains from the exhibition were evinced, in that at home we
have been brought together in fraternity, and are no longer
like the two Frances we have been during the past years." 30

The most common reaction to the exhibition was that
France had proven herself to the world. There was an
agreement among many observers that the gigantic display
of France's intellectual, industrial, scientific, and artistic
activity was a smashing demonstration of the vitality and
power of the French nation. Guy de Maupassant's state-
ment that the exhibition had "shown the world, just when it
needed to be shown, the strength, the vigor and the in-
exhaustible wealth of that surprising country, France"3r
was echoed by a German correspondent, who read the pro-
jected message of recovery and supremacy from the exhibi-
tion and sent this news home: "We have been too inclined to
see French industrial spirit in decline. That is afatal error,
as the exhibition proves strikingly. The giant constructions
. . . with their huge and richly filled galleries are proof that
the F rench capacity for work has not been idle for a mo-
ment, and that this nation is firmly resolved to reconquer its

preponderant place in world markets."32

While political expediency may have dictated the conscious
manipulation of the centennial exhibition as a rallying point
for the nation, this grand public event was also the means
for the projection of cultural values. As the republicans
pressed the exhibition into the service of their short-term
political needs, they unconsciously fashioned it according to
their cultural ideals, the ideals of bourgeois liberalism.

The primary cultural assumption on which the thematic
coherence of the exhibition was based was the legacy of the
eighteenth century Enlightenment. This emerged in three
ways. The first was the principle of classification. Defined as

a living encyclopedia, the exhibition was the incarnation of
Diderot's attempt to organize reality into a compendium of
taxonomies. The exhibition was an exercise in categoriza-
tion and typology. Every dimension of human thought and
activity was provided with a taxonomic label. The project
collected and displayed objects according to geographic
areas (each individual country being assigned its particular
pavilion with its representative architectural forms), types
of human being (from the pavilion of children to the exhibits
concerning the "primitives"), varieties of intellectual ex-
perience (from painting to science), and types of human
work (industrial, craft, and agricultural). Visitors were di-
rected through the exhibition by a clear organization of the
displays into nine major "groups" and eighty-three sub-
groups or "classes."33

Embodied in this process of classification was the notion of
typicality. Each of the nine major groups at the exhibition
was to include and present at least one sample of every
known specimen in that particular category. Each group
was to be truly "representative," and was to embody the
essence of the subject at hand. In this way a veritable
constellation of mini-cities was created, each devoted to a

particular subject. Thus the uil\e arabesa contained an array
of "characteristic" Arabian domes, minarets, and products.
A typical Arab street, the rue du Caire, was actually simu-
lated on the fairgrounds. A narrow alleyway crowded with
donkeys and lined with casbahs and Arabian shutters, the
rue du Caire was designed by a colonial deputy to be a



12 The History of Human
Habitations. The Paris E rhibition,
1889. Charles Garnier, architect,
1889.
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13 Plan of the Colonial Exhibition
on tlrc Esplanade des Inaalides. The
P arts E xhibition, 1 889.

80 synthesis of the Arab world (flg. 11). A similar interest in a
representative synthesis was evinced in the uille des

fl"eurs,35 the horticultural exhibit. Here a "complete collec-
tion" of types of flowers from all over the world was assem-
bled and displayed.s6

The interplay of the principles of classification, typicality,
and comprehensiveness came together in one remarkable
exhibit, the History of Human Habitations, designed and
prepared by the architect of the Paris Op6ra, Charles Gar-
nier. This display presented a living history of man through
his dwelling places. Along the entire width of the fair-
grounds on the Champ-de-Mars, and directly in front of the
Eiffel Tower, Garnier constructed a series of edifices which
encompassed with "marvelous exactitude"sT a taxonomy of
human shelters from the dwellings of cavemen to those of
the present, in all countries (fig. 12). After careful research,
Garnier created "authentic" reproductions of habitats for
each era of man's civilization. The stages of evolution were
demonstrated in the shelters of the stone, bronze, and iron
ages, followed by structures from the lands of ancient
Phoenicia, Assyria, Israel, and Hellenistic Greece. The next
stages of civilization were marked by a tripartite edifice,
which included facades from Rome, the Middle Ages, and
the Renaissance in one structure. Emphasizing Garnier's
complete belief in the classical humanist tradition evolved in
the Renaissance, no habitat was included to indicate the
centuries between the Renaissance and the structure be-
hind it, the Eiffel Tower.

Garnier not only reconstructed each distinct housing pat-
tern, but replicated the particular way of life with which
each habitat was associated. The interiors of each habitat
were furnished in the mode typical for its era and country.
Simulated natives in popular costumes completed the au-
thenticity of each reproduction. The spectator could enter
any of the habitats, and, according to the display, be
greeted by a Scandinavian fisherman, a Roman
glassblower, or a Russian peasant. These inhabitants even
served the appropriate native refreshments.s8

The inheritance of the Enlightenment was evident not only
in the classiflcatory style but also in the overt connection of

Constuhno
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the exhibition with the image of light. The brilliant aura of
the courtly/Atus of the eighteenth century-the sibcle d,es

lumibres-was recaptured as Paris in 1889 was literally
transformed into a aille lumibre. As the exhibition con-
verted night into day with the first public use of electricity,
the city was lifted out of its ordinary existence into a mys-
terious, fanciful realm (see fr9. 2). The sweeping nightly
illumination of the fairgrounds and of the main monuments
of the city conveyed a technological utopianism, which had
its roots in the Enlightenment faith in man's limitless poten-
tial for mastery of his environment.

Following the metaphor of "enlightenment," the exhibition
further confirmed and extended the Enlightenment concep-
tions of education and the diffusion and application of reason
to human affairs. The project as a whole was planned as a
great didactic device. Three exhibits in particular captured
the tone of public instruction and popular edification. The
first was the Palace of the Liberal Arts, which revealed the
institutionalization of public education under the Third Re-
public. Here, for the first time, sections of the exhibit were
devoted to primary education and the development of the
child and to the "organization and materials" ofboth secon-

dary and advanced education.3e The theme of this entire
exhibit of the liberal arts was the great progress of man the
thinker, as a being who acted upon the natural world. A
series of frieze-like panels, which delineated the great in-
ventors and the wonders ofscience, covered the walls ofthe
edifice. The section on ethnography and anthropology
traced the evolution of man from a "primitive" tool maker tc
a civilized technological expert. a0

The social ideal of gradual evolutionary change througl
education and steady uplift emerged at two related exhibits or
the expansive Esplanade des Invalides. Both were striking
innovations, each making their first appearance at an ex.

hibition. The first was the display directly to the right o.

the Exhibit of the Ministry of War-L'Exposition dr
l'Economie Sociale. This section was concerned with Frencl
industrial workers. Immediately facing the exhibits of tht
Ministry of War and of the socibl economy was the largt
section devoted to the French overseas colonies.

de



It was significant that the French workers, the Ministry of
War, and the French colonies were all relegated to one
distinct segment of the exhibition grounds. The spatial dis-
position itself was laden with definite meanings. On the
right side of the Esplanade was the colonial city (fig. 13). On
the extreme right and directly facing the section of the
workers was a pavilion of a model school, la maison d'Acok.
On the left side of the Esplanade, from left to right, was the
imposing medieval fortress of the Ministry of War and its
pavilion halls, followed by these components of the
economie sociale: a large display of the forms of "public
assistance," a display of public health, which included a
model of a clean and "hygienic" worker's habitat in compari-
son with one that was unclean and unhygienic, a popular
working-class restaurant, a model recreational cercle ouu-
rier, a series of model worker homes to be found in indus-
trial areas, a pavilion presenting the types of cooperative
associations among workers and between patron and
worker, and a large pavilion displaying the forms of state-
aided benefits for workers.

The total configuration symbolized the two means through
which the republican elite asserted its legitimacy and au-
thority over two threatening social groups: workers at
home and colonial peoples abroad. One-force-was dis-
played with all of its massive up-to-date weaponry in the
pavilions of the Ministry of War. The other, state pater-
nalism, which would, it was hoped, ultimately eliminate
social and racial differences, found its architectural ex-
pressions in the placement of the model school between the
two exhibits, and in the construction of the large pavilions
of public assistance and public health, two central forms of
liberal state sponsorship.

Through the exhibit of the economie sociale, the state made
a gesture of friendship to the workers by providing them
with a separate showcase at the exhibition. The gesture was
extended in the spirit of reconciliation which had followed
an immediate post-Commune reaction. No previous exhibi-
tion had recognized workers as a social group which merited
a distinct display.

U Top hat, frockcoat, and umbrella,
a natiue from Gabon enters th,e

bourgeoisie.

1"1

the economie sociale as "a statement, a lesson, and a means 81

of propoganda."4'The statement was best articulated by
Edward Lockroy himself: "we wanted to honor labor in all
of its forms . . . this glorification of labor will be the affirma-
tion of the pacific intentions of our country."a2 This kind of
statement shaped one purpose of the exhibit-to generate
social understanding. The planners included a series of
model worker dwellings and reconstructed a typical
working-class restaurant and recreational center in order to
familiarize the public with the working-class way of life. Yet
the "lesson" and the propagandistic overtones to the exhibit
were the most marked. Uniting in an ensemble a range of
institutions created for the "betterment of the moral and
material condition of the workers,"a3 the exhibit of the
social economy was intended to impress upon both workers
and patrons the mutual benefits to be derived from certain
Iimited forms of worker association. While self-directed
workers' syndicates and cooperative societies were among
sixteen of the forms of worker organizations represented,
the major emphasis of the exhibit dealt with those forms of
organization which were sponsored by the state or by be-
nevolent large-scale industrialists. The other sections in
this exhibit dealt with types of accident insurance, retire-
ment plans, state-sponsored credit unions, and a diversity
of patronal measures which facilitated the cooperation be-
tween worker and employer. The message of this entire
spectrum was best summarized in the following observa-
tion: "Scores of visitors flocked to the exhibit of the French
social economy, and for many it was a veritable revelation.
. . . This impression was made: that it is by the develop-
ment of institutions like those represented here that we will
generate and nurture the ideals ofappeasement, reconcilia-
tion, and stability between workers and patrons . . . the
conditions sine qua non of social progress."o' To the skepti-
cal employer the catalogue advised that: "lthese in-
stitutionsl develop in the producer the values of diligence,
responsibility, and initiative. They augment the worker's
value and his productivity."ar

A similar tone of benevolent paternalism shaped the plan-
ners' attitudes toward the colonial exhibit. For, as the
commissioner of this section noted, its purpose was not only
"to show the colonies to France," but "to show France to theA contemporary catalogue characterized the exposition of



15 View of the exterior of the Pa\ace
of Machines.

16 The Palace of Macltines, tlr,e Paris
E xhibition, 1 889. Plan.

17 Inside of the Central Gallery
slr,owing tlte carued portals.

18 The mahogany cabinets of the
Central Gallery.

19 Tlrc massiae maltogany door-posts
in the C entral Gallery .

82 colonies."ao The transporting of native peoples to the Pari-
sian fairgrounds was intended to provide a contact between
communities which would prove advantageous not merely
as a political campaign for French public opinion. The plan-
ners hoped that the natives would imbibe the full grandeur
of French civilization, and come to realize their own
privileged position as members of the French family of
nations (fig. 14).4'

A second cultural assumption-the ethos of materialism-
dominated this exhibition as strongly as it had the other
exhibitions ofthe nineteenth century. The very existence of
the international exhibition was rooted in the idea that
everything had an exchange value. In 1889, the commodity
showcase took on unprecedented and breathtaking propor-
tions. In its 228 acres were packed hitherto unrepresented
technological wonders and articles of consumption from the
exotic corners of the globe.

Variety, novelty, and diversion were glorified to celebrate
the apotheosis of the marketable commodity. Indeed, as one

observer noted, there was some confusion as to whether one
would characterize the exhibition as a static, solemn musAe
or as a fantastic, brtstlingfoire.a8

There was a variety of stimulants for each of the senses.

For the eye, the constant bombardment of exquisite
arabesques, co-mingling colors and architectural forms
"prevented all monotony."ne For the touch, the spectator
had at his fingertips such different textures as the Gabonese
weaving looms and the electric switches at the Thomas
Edison pavilion. A stroll through the fairgrounds also as-

saulted the visitor's sense of smell. The six hundred varie-
ties of flowers, complemented by the aromas of Oriental
spices, made an intoxicating mix. Sounds were equally di-
verting. Among the music simultaneously being played
were the undulating accompaniments to the Javanese danc-
ers (rhythms which in 1889 sent Debussy into raptures
over Oriental harmonies), Annamite gongs, Senegalese
drums, and the more familiar melodies of the light opera
and cafA-concerts. And, to complete this sensory spectacle
there were gastonomic delights from all over the world.50

Paradoxically, the exhibition celebrated the Enlightenment
legacy and the ethos of materialism at the very time when
their validity was being undermined. The 1880's had wit-
nessed an international retrenchment of the tenets of eco-

nomic and political liberalism. Like other European coun-

tries, France's economic policies had moved away from
Iaissez-faire toward an economic nationalism as interna-
tional free trade was repudiated and tariff protection for
native production was adopted.5l The liberal political sys-

tem suffered from unanticipated consequences of its own
program-universal suffrage and nationalism. While the
liberals assumed that the ballot was the tool of responsible
citizenship, they were confronted with the reality that the
ballot could be pressed into the service of anti-
parliamentarism. Liberal policies were further subverted
by the rise of a belligerent mass nationalism. While the
liberals incorporated nationalist ideology as a rationale for
imperialist policies, conservatives mobilized support around
a banner of virulent, chauvinist nationalism. The very inclu-
sion of nationalism, imperialism, and the social question at
the exhibition testified to this challenge posed to institu-
tional liberalism, and signaled the transformation of its eco-

nomic and political program in the face of new realities.

More difficult to resolve, however, was the challenge posed

to the liberal cultural ideology. The idea of the free indi-
vidual, the theoretical core of the liberal political tradition,
reached its ascendancy in the nineteenth century. Yet the
late century created the forms of a mass society which
undermined the hegemony of this notion. New technological
structures threatened the individual with anonymity and
insignificance.

The exhibition itself crystallized the confrontation between
advanced technological structures and the mentality of the
free individual and gave it architectural expression in bhe

contradictions between the external form and the interttal
content in one of the exhibition's central structures-the
Gallery of Machines.

The Gallery of Machines was a tripartite complex at the
southern end of the main exhibition grounds along the
Champ-de-Mars. The facade was formed by the Central
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20 The .frarnework of th,e iron dock

sheds at Le Haure in direct ffinitY
with the Erhibition's galleru shed.

21 The intertot' of the GallerY of
Machines, naturally lit by its glass
ceilinq.

22 A cabinet case from a home

hattdbook sh,owirtg a bourgeois armoir
in contrast to the Le Haure dock

shed.
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Dome, behincl which was an expansive Central Gallery,
devoted to the display of objects of small-scale manufactur-
ing and artisanal production. The complex culminated in the
immense Palace of Machines, u,'here the newest technical
developments from France, other parts of Europe, and
America were presented (flg. 16). The Gallery was adver-
tized as the "synthesis ofmodern industry,"52 and encapsu-
lated French economic development during the "second
Industrial Revolution." Less explosive than that of France's
European rivals, French industry during the 1880's and
1890's was marked by a parallel expansion of .two contrast-
ing forms of production-the growth of mechanized heavy
industry on the one hand, and the increase ofthe traditional
enterprises and the independent artisanal workshops on the
other hand.53 Thus among the circular panels along the
cupola of the Central Dome were allegorical representations
of ceramics, glassmaking, goldsmithery, and cabinetmak-
ing. This was followed by the actual displays of these and
other craft products. Among them were leatherwork,
tapestries, jewelry, and lace-making. The external enclo-
sure of the entire Central Gallery was composed of
wrought-iron beams and glass panels. From the outside, the
area resembled a huge shed or hangar (fig. 15). Inside, the
space was divided into twenty-eight distinct sections, each
devoted to the display of a particular craft. The boundaries
of each room were clearly marked for the spectator by
massive mahogany doorposts on which the name of each
craft was inscribed (flg. 19).

The two wide wooden columns of these portals and the arch
in which they converged were heavily overlaid with carving
(frg. 17). The interior space of the sections, entirely ar-
ranged with the materials of dark mahogany wood and deep
rich velvet, was monopolized by a series of elaborate
mahogany cabinets (flg. 18). These cabinets, completelv
sealed by glass, served as the display cases for the different
commodities. Disposed intermittently among the wood en-
casements were plush velvet couches for the spectators.
Commodities of all shapes and sizes were carefully ar-
ranged, packed, and enclosed within the mahogany cases.

The Central Gallery was indeed a virtual labyrinth of inte-
riors. The twenty-eight box-like rooms encompassed a se-

ries of smaller enclosures-the cabinet cases. These cases, 8b
sealed and protected interiors within an interior, were the
private containers for the different commodities.

The spatial disposition and arrangement of the rooms within
the Central Gallery had striking afflnities with the middle
class drawing room and boudoir. The interior played a cen-
tral role in the bourgeois self-definition; when the
nineteenth century divided the place of work-the office-
from the living space-the home-the interior became the
domain where the "self-made man" withdrew from the
realities of business and politics into a soothing fantasy-
refuge. What de Tocqueville once called the "spirit of the
middle class"-its "passion for material pleasures" 5a-1ry2s

expressed in the home in the private room. It was here that
individualism and materialism converged. For the "passion
for material pleasures" had a special relationship to the
cultivation of the interior, where the individual could pre-
sent himself to himself through the cherished collection of
objects. The bourgeois living room and boudoir were filled
with commodities, as the individual announced his status
through the number and variety of the objects he owned,
collected, and displayed.55

The cabinet and the parlor filled with eclectic commodities
reappeared in the exhibition hall. Yet in the Gallery of
Machines, the private interior did not remain a freestand-
ing, autonomous unit. Within each room, the ceilings, of
transparent glass supported by graceful iron beams, al-
lowed an airy infusion of light from above (fig. 21). Two
basic tensions thus emerged between the external and
internal spatial organization. The first was one of material.
The external frame of the Central Gallery was fashioned out
of the new materials of advanced techological industry.
Wrought iron, the outcome of late century mass production,
was simple, prefabricated, and standardized. The internal
contents of the Gallery were displayed in mahogany and
velvet, elaborate, refined, and brimming with intricately
detailed objects, protected by ornate encasements.

The forms of iron and glass thus impinged upon the
sanctuary of materialism. The expressions of the new mate-
rials were in striking contrast to the richness and density of
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23, 25 The Eiffil Tower, Parts
Gustaa Eiffel, architect, 1889.

2l Gustau Eiffil's apartment in the
Eiffel Tower.

26 The Garabit iron-lace bridge,
southern France. Gustau Eilfel,
architect, 1885-1888.

27 Gustau Eiffel's prtuate resid,ence,
Dijon.
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88 the interiors. Where the inner space cultivated and pre-
served the substance of each carefully fashioned object, the
light pouring in through the glass "swallowed up the thin
latticework" 56 around it. The glass and iron forms created a

"union and interpenetration of the building with outer
space." 57 At the very time that the internal contents of the
Central Gallery circumscribed the boundaries of the pri-
vate, inaccessible container, the external structure asserted
the obliteration of the distinctions between inner and outer,
interior and exterior space.

To the tensions inherent in the juxtaposition of the two
kinds of building materials were added those arising from
the juxtaposition of two forms of spatial organization. As
was said, the external frame of the Central Gallery, glass

and iron, resembled a large shed or hangar; the spatial
mode of the interior design was the private room. Each of
these spatial enclosures represented a certain form ofsocial
organization. The hangar shape of the outer iron and glass
frame of the Central Gallery was a basic structure of late
nineteenth century public life.

The wrought-iron ediflce, in its many manifestations, rvas

already transforming Paris ancl its banlieues into a land-
scape of industrial technology. The railroacl shed, the
r,l'arehouse, the dock, the clepartment store, Les Halles-
these formed the crowded assembly points of a developing
mass society (fig. 20). This architecture of public space was
contrasted u,ith the quintessence of private space disposed
along the gallery's inner recesses. The lavish and reflned
individual rooms within the Central Gallery celebrated an
ethos of privacy, self-cultivation, ancl the "cult of the com-
modity" (fig. 22).58

In this meeting of the iron shed and the interior room, the
forms of public and private space confronted each other.
This extraordinary architectural juxtaposition bespoke the
challenge posed to the supremacy of nineteenth century
individualism, privacy, and materialism by the rising domi-
nation of twentieth century mass-standardized, advanced
technological society.

the Eiffel Torver itself. This spectacular tron tower, con-

structed on the very principle of the interpenetration of
inner and outer space, effected a clazzling spatial de-

materialization (fig. 23). Enclosing nothing, the tower
created continuously changing viewpoints, and was, even
more than the iron and glass u'alls of the Central Gallery,
the epitome of a design which eliminated the deflnite boun-

daries ofthe internal and external domains (fig. 25). In fact,
the tower's form and the methods used for its assemblage

'll,ere derived from Eiffel's innovations as an engineer' The
tower was actually a giant iron pylon, a new kind of
wrought-iron support which had led Eiffel to unprecedented
structural solutions for the mastery of the elements of wind
and weather. The base of high iron bridges in Asia, Africa,
and southern France, the pylons, resembling slim
pyramids, derived their strength and resistance to the wind
from their height and their open and interlaced iron lat-
ticework.

Yet within this, the boldest expression of a new kind of
public, monumental architecture, two private interiors
rn'ere constructed. For Gustav Eiffel rvas both a tlaring
engineer and a true son of the Seconcl Empire. Though the
undaunted manipulator of the most aclvancecl technical
forms and practices in his public vocation, Eiffel rvas at-
tached to traditional forms of private material life. His
taste, his attitudes, his domestic life lvele all clistinct from
his expressions in public spaces. Consicler one telling con-

trast: Eiffel's iron bridge at Garabit in southern France,
constructed by riveting into place tll-elve thousal'rtl exactll'
measured iron parts clelivered to the site (fig. 26), and
Eiffel's private residence ir-r Dijon, called by Eiffel himself
"Le Castel"-a massive, imposing stone fortress (fig. 27).

Eiffel recreated the Dijon worlcl of the insulated mason
castle within the Paris iron tower. For below and atop the
soaring iron column were two enclosed spaces. On the ground
Ievel of the tower, Gustav Eiffel had his personal office.
Sparsely furnished, it was drab and official. Very different
from this in tone was the private apartment Eiffel con-
structed for himself on the topmost platform of the
thousand-foot tower (fi9. 2q. This was his private space,

offlimits to the public, where Eiffel welcomed his guests ofThe dialectic of public and private space was confirmed in



honor. A virtual transplantation of his own Iiving room
(once described as fllled ll,ith "a mass of heteroclite . , .

works of art";,:,n Eiffel's private interior on the tower was
plush, ornate, and cluttered. Not surprisingly, the smail
room was arrangecl llith the materials of deep, rich rvoocl
and dark veivet. It contained a heavy wooclen desk, an
elaborate mahoganl.cabinet, and velvet couches. The rvalls
were packed u,ilh plaques and pictures. A square rvindo',r'
with a dark shacle \\:as one reminder that one was not in the
drau'ing room of a lavishly cultivated private residence. A
more striking seconci reminder u.as the raised iron sheet
along the ceiling, buttressed by a smooth mahogany beam.
The wooden beam supported the ceiling, preventing the
iron roof from crushing the interior space beneath it. The
functional necessity of support exposed the interior's in-
capacity to physically sustain itself unaided. Shoring up the
room from collapse required the invasion of the new
technological forms into the recesses of the private domain.

This emphatic ingt'ession of the boundaries of private space
on the very structule r,vhich prociaimed so boldly'its obliter-
ation and de-materialization provided an architectural ex-
pression of a broacler central problem of late nineteenth
century life: how an ethos of privacy and a mentality of
individualism were to respond to the challenge posecl by the
advent of a new worlcl of mass technological structures. In
1889, there was a clisjunction manifested betu,een new
forms of production ancl culturally inherited modes of
thought. The conflict inherent in the juxtaposition of two
types of space, of trvo kinds of life, was not explicitly articu-
lated: private room ancl iron shed, wooden beam and iron
roof were conjoinecl, u'ithout mediation-they coexisted.
Yet before long, the problematic implications of the nerv
structures were more fuily revealed, and by the Exhibition
of 1900 a choice hacl been made-the po\\,'er and form of the
nell,iron structures u'ere negated and neutraiized. In 1900,
traditional stone facades enclosed the giant, -qhecl-like iron
frames, ancl the debut exhibits of Art Nouveau miniaturizecl
iron materials, recasting them into organic and naturalizecl
forms. Replacing the public iron monument w,ith the private
iron ornament, Art Nouveau transposed iron structures
from the disruptive industrial environment to the r.lomestic
interior environment. Thus, if in 1889 the nineteenth cen-

tury waned with the glorification of the bolted wrought-iron 89
column, christening a colossal poetry of the constructed
environment and prefipprring a technological future, the
new century turned in 1900 u,ith the reinvocation ofconven-
tional, overr,l.rought mason structures in the public domain,
and the retreat to ornamental fantasy in the organicized
private interior.
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Ihe Production of Types

The ideq of t,ype, donilant in
trchitectural theory since tlte tltirties,
h,as, in the lest decade, been
,e-inuoked by the nerc rotiottctlists.
Folloruing the essays o.l'Argett atrd
Rossi irt th.e sitt,ies, cLtt increastng
tumber of architects haue seen
.ypology as the agent o'l'arcltitectural
"egener"atiott itt crrt era of'disptrited
'ttttction.ali s nt an d rciI l.tirl
lclecticisrtt. The rreu' theortes o.l'type
tnite cLrou.ncl a critique of'
trograntnt at ic clet e rrtt i tt i snt i rt

wchitecture aild reclient city tntages
n urbanisnt. Tltus, e ner sensibility
oward forntal precedent is joinecl to
tn effort b reconstittLte a city
lemolished by the disrn bcntist
trojects of the Modent Mouement. Irt
his way, scarcely tu:ettty yeat"s a.fter
iir Johtt Sumnrcrsott Ttr.oltosed that
he source oJ'tutity irt rnodent
Lrchitecture resi.ded hr tlte prograru,,
', new slurce of'ttttity htts been
tresented in th,e guise of'the type.

"he idecL oJ'type has, sittce the late
ighteetfth cetitLry, trtf'orntecl the
rodu.ction o.f architecture irt tu:o
'.ifferent toays. First, by rootittg
,rchitecttu'e irt a trotiott of'.t'irst

'rinciples, eith,er in trnture or
ndustriaL pt"odu,ctiort, it ltas prouided
n ontology, so to speu,k, .for the
zgitim,acy o.f desiyltL irt arr age whiclt
,as largeLy discqrdecl tlt,e a,ncient
h,eory of imitatio'n and o,bsolute
eauty. Second, whett, ussim,iLated to
h.e emerging tlteo'ri,es of'typolog.y irt
h,e naturaL scien.ces it h,as pt,ouided a
ead'y basis Jbr the gene,ratiotL oJ'
rttireLy new species o.l' buil dtttg
entctnded so insistentl.u by tlte fising

consumption ancl prochr,ct.icttt society
Thus, the elements o.l' arch,i.tectu,re,
their rules of cotrtbhtatiort, and the
c haracteristic .fo r nr o.l' th e re sulting
building type rcere, in sonte uay,
see?t as sirnilar to the oertetotion o.f
types in nature.

Type theory, hou,eL,er, u:us
ideologiccrlly split bettceert att olclet,,
rteo-plcttotric theory o.f origittcrl icleal
types tltcrt stressecl the etistertce cr

priori oJ'suitable .fonrts irt ttcrtrrre
and irt architecture eithet irt
g eontettical or c o r t st rt t ct io rt ul
petfectiott, attd this nercel.
understandirtg o.f lhe production o.f
types. The leading erponertt o.l'the
classicaL uieu, Qu,atr.e.ntbre de

Qtt"ittcy, sttcceeded in itr.fitsi.rtg the
neo-platonic theory itrto the tradittort
of neo-cLassicism by the 18!)0's; .for
him the etental type o.f'ercltttecture
nas the primitiue htrt, ancl its pe$bct
achieuement the Greek temple. The
type theory of'Dtrrarrcl, ort the otlter
hand, stressed the procluctiue
capacity o.f nrles attcl elenrertts
accorditry to prog ranr s irtdttct iuel y
de.fined. By the micldle of'the century
both theofies o.f type had in sot)te u,a!
merged within the rational uisiott o.f
sttttcture and prograrn held by
classicists attd gothicists alike
(Labrouste, Viollet-le-Duc), tulttle by
the last decades of th,e centu,ry
organic metaphors oncl ttach.ine
images ruere htdisct'itrtinately erected
tct support aLL kirlds o.f'.frLn ctionalisttt.

From tlrcre, this antbiguotts heritage
was taken wltolesale, or else irt paris,
by the polemicists of th,e Modent

Mouement, wlro gra.fted euohttiottarA gB

theory onto pr"oductiort technoLogy,
tlrcreby d,eueloping a theory o.f the
p erfe ctibility of ma s s -pr odtt c e d
objects. To this was added a ttotion of
the clussical residirtg in the uery
nuture of standardization and
regularization, uhich enabled
Hermann Muthesitts for the
Detr.tscher Werkbund and Le
Corbusier for the qrcltitects o-f the
twenties to range the Parthenon and
the Bugatti side by side (see.fig. 2).
The classical ideal type tt:as thtLs, by
1927, firmly wedded to the catLse and
processes of mass productiort. The
type theortes of the Cottstntctiuists in
Russict and the socialists itt Germany
in the tutenties were similarLy buitt
on nineteenth century precedettt,
going back to the social typologies oJ'
the utopian socialists for their
inspiration. All finalLy came together
in the artifact, idea and building
type, in the Unitb d'Ha.bitatiott of Le
C orbusier.

It is uith stLch a mired pedtgree that
the idea o.f type has beert resunected.
It is perhaps paradoticctl, or at best
a critical respo,nse to techttologicctL
positiuism, that the idea of type nou-t
ucts as a counter to th,e Modern
Mouement. Thus type ts troru seetr
more in tlrc old eighteenth cetttury
sense ; Quatrembre d,e Q,uitt cy, .far
from seeming Like the old reactionary
he was, is lauded for resisting a
mechanistic theory qf tApe ruhich
ultimately resulted in tlrc
c onsumption of arc h,itecture itself
uithin th,e process of production.
AV
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1 Paris seen as a colLection of its
typical montrments attd inhabitants
A. Texier, engrauer and. architect,
18loq.

The Idea of Type:
The Transformation of the Academic Ideal, lZS0-lgB0

Anthony Vidler

Type and Origins
"We must return to the source, to the principles, and to the
type."'

The search for the origins of architecture was for the En-
lightenment architect tantamount to the discovery of the
true principles of his art. Like Newton in science, like
Locke in philosophy, like Rousseau in anthropology, the
architect-pft ilosophe looked at the beginnings of shelter as
the first mark or type of habitation, the root and thereby
the simple natural principle of all architecture. The Abb6
Laugier established this principle in his model of the hut,
and in clearly stating that his "model" of shelter was in fact
a "principle" he made equally clear the metaphoric,
paradigmatic qualities of his artificial construct. From it he
derived the essential elements of architecture and their
rules of combination, in the same way that Rousseau two
years before had set up a model of "natural,, man by means
of which to criticize contemporary civilization (see fig. g).,

Neither Laugier nor Rousseau used the word ,,type,,; to the
mid-century materialist it had an air of archaism, of reli-
gious mysticism removed from the scientific. In Boyer,s
dictionary (1727) it was defined as "figure," ,,shadow,,, ,,rep-

resentation": it was most used to describe the syrnbolic acts
and emblems of Christianity-"the types and shadows,, that
represented the Divinity throughout the Old and New Tes-
taments. Thus, "type" had the connotations of law (the
signs disclosed to Moses and Solomon tfig. Bll and plophecy
(the Ark of Noah, tylte of the deluge tfig. al). In this Jense,
though, it still carried a neoplatonic aura inherited from the
Renaissance: "according to the neoplatonists,', stated the
dictionary of the Acad6mie Frangaise, ,,the ideas of God are
the types of all created things. " Here the sense of origin was
closely joined to universal law or principle, and it was in this
sense that the word was gradually adopted into architec-
ture, though not without first being given a degree ofscien-
tific credibility in astronomy (1773).a

At all events, the dual connotations of receiued law and
natural law still made for an ambiguity not necessarily
eschewed by those who desired to invest their paradigms
with moral authority. Out of this ambiguity there arose a
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corresponding confusion of original models: was the type of
architecture the Divinely designed and given Temple of
Solomon (fig. 5), or was it a naturally constructed primitive
shelter? Between Godls House and Adam's House the later
eighteenth century eventually divided. The model of the
temple, whose every measure and every element was a type
of symbolic significance, was fervently espoused by those
(more often than not members of the burgeoning
Freemasonic society) who were unwilling to relinquish
some degree of symbolic connotation in the forms of ar-
chitecture (fiS. 7). For the Freemasonic architects in par-
ticular, the reconstruction of the temple model further im-
plied by analogy the reconstruction of society itself.5 Thus,
the Freemasonic "type" helped perpetuate the archaic
meaning of a word freely used in the Freemasonic ,,his-

tories" of architecture since at least the sixteenth century,
forcing the materialists to define their own usages carefullv.

The model ofthe hut, on the other hand, as described by the
materialist Laugier (fig. 8), was held up as the true and
scientific origin of shelter while at the same time it con-
formed to the description of the birth of architecture de-
rived from the Vitruvian-humanist tradition. To turn this
explanation of origins into a principle of form seemed logical
to those who desired to purify the excesses of Rococo, and
essentially rational in terms of the elements of structure.
Beyond this, the literal imitation of this primitive type
gained considerable vogue in the newly developing fashion
for English landscape gardens and their attendant/a briques
(fig. 6).

Ribard de Chamoust, as late as 1783, attempted to sustain
both the symbolic and the materialist in a single type form
for a new "French Order." Adopting the Freemasonic tri-
angle as the basis for his proposed tripled columns, and a
species of temple as his type model, he nevertheless sub-
scribed to the "natural" origin of these forms, claiming to
have found trees growing on his estate in just such a precise
combination: "I mean by this wordtype, the flrst attempts
of man to master nature, render it propitious to his needs,
suitable to his uses, and favorable to his pleasures. The
perceptible objects that the Artist chooses with iustness
and reasoning from Nature in order to light and fix at the

5
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6 Rustic temple fabrique,
Mauperthuis. A. T. Brongniart,
c.1783.

7 Tlr,e Sgmbolic Mod,el: Fraemasonic
temple, c.1771t..

s ThE Natural Mod,el: Laugier's
primitiue hut, 1753.
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same time the fires of his imagination, I call archetApes.,,
That is, trees were archetypes and wooden columns types of
the fundamental elements of architecture. Ribard, following
Laugier, thereby established the primitive hut as the type
of all succeeding architecture.6

It is clear that in using such a specific notion of type,
eighteenth century theorists, symbolists and materialists
alike, were referring not simply to a designation, a static
classificatory term, but rather to an active principle, a mode
of design in itself, the understanding of lr,hich might in some
way purify architecture of abuse and restore in the present
the germ of future order. The word already held within its
double allusion the nostalgic gaze into the future charac-
teristic of the progressive ideal of enlightenment.

Type and Cltaracter
Type, of course, in its literal, original meaning from the
Greek, meant "impression" or "figure," from the verb ,,to

beat"; it was applied to the impressions of coins and after
Gutenberg and Plantin to the pieces of wood or metal used
in printing-the characters of the alphabet. The reference
to character, reinforced by the already svmbolic connota-
tion of type, was readily assimilated by architectural
theorists concerned to distinguish between kinds of build-
ing. To talk of a building type, then, implied not only its
search for original validation, its ultimate restoration to the
temple or hut, but also its specific aspect, the form that
enabled it to be read as to its purpose at first glance: ,,all the
different kinds of production which belong to architecture
should carry the im,print of the particular intention of each
building, each should possess a character which determines
the general form and which declares the building for what it
is," wrote Jacques Frangois Blondel in 774g.2 He used the
word genre (species) rather than type, but the implications
were clear: any specific kind of building should be formed,
and thereby express itself, according to the laws of ar-
chitectural sensation. Blondel, in his Cozrs d'architecture of
1771, listed the various kinds of building in the architect,s
repertory and qualified their general characters. These in-
cluded theaters, halls for dancing and festivities, vauxhalls,
cemeteries, colleges, hospitals, charnel-houses, hotels, ex-
changes, libraries, academies, factories, fountains, baths,
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9 Pltysiognomies of monkeys. J. K
Laaater,1775.
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11 Palace of Justice. E. L. BouLlbe,
c.1785.

12 Physiognomy of tlte Tuscan Order
J. F. Blonde|, 1771.
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70 "Gothic" prison. Houssin, 1795.



markets, fairs, slaughter-houses, barracks, town-halls,
prisons, arsenals, and light houses. All the major types that
in the new quarter century would be fixed in the practice of
the academic architect were described-their p,rogra,ms
elaborated-and their respective characters (e.g. public
markets, fairs, hospitals, and military buildings should be
masculine; garden structures, rustic; prisons, terrible) de-
lineated. Each, Blondel maintained, should attain its "own
manner of being, suitable for it alone, or those of its kind.',

Blondel the encyclopedist vvas evidently transferring ideas
developed in the natural sciences to the theory of architec-
ture. If Linnaeus was able to establish a classification of the
zoological universe in Classes, Orders, and Genera (with
their attendant species and varieties), why should not the
architect similarly regard the range of his own production,
in a practice that had ever attempted to relate to (imitate)
natural order? Buffon, proposing in 1753 the existence of"a
general prototype for each species on which each individual
is modeled" seems to have provided an exact parallel for
Blondel.8

At this stage, in the theories ofnaturalists and ofarchitects,
the idea of character was stil founded on outward signs: the
"language" of animals like that of buildings was read
through their "physiognomies" (fig.12), The study of such
signs was engaged in with fervor by adepts of facial expres-
sion like Lavater (fig. 9), while at the same time architects
like Delafosse explored the combinations of iconography,
symbolism, allegories, and attributes of architecture to ex-
press feelings on facades.s Prisons were a favorite subject.
Their iconography included the scales of Justice, their at- 12
tributes were chains, they had heavy threatening rustica-
tion, and their allegorical content made use of the storv of
Orpheus in the Underworld. Piranesi had outlined all the
possible themes inhis Carceri, Burke had entered the Sub-
lime into the repertory of feelings and demonstrated its
techniques, and architects like Neufforge, Cuvilli6sfils, and
Houssin (fig. 10) exploited the entire gamut.

The method of this expression was, in this era of linguistic
research, that of language; in the same way as the first
words were expressed in signs (hieroglyphs) that were seen
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13 Drain house for th.e riuer
suraeAor. C.-N. Ledour, c.1785

1la. "Keyhole" Tem,ple of Diuination.
J.-J. Lequeu, c.1795.

13

to present the image of physical objects, a language which,
in Court de Gebelin's words "speaks to the eyes," so the
first forms of buildings-symbolic as the first gestures of
mankind-presented a universe of known messages.lo
Court de Gebelin's friend and fellow freemason Viel de

Saint Maux explored this world, proposing yet again a s)ryn-

bolic origin for the elements of architecture. Thus, the first
altar was a rounded stone-the base of the first column. In
this first world, all was unified through the immediacy of the
speaking stones: "their language being symbolic, their rec-
ords, temples, and images participate in this language, ex-
pressing the causes of nature and the attributes of the
Creator . . . the sight of ancient monuments, their subliine
harmony, the immensity of the types which cover them,
announce that the ancients sought to transmit objects
worthy of reflection and analysis" (see fig. 7).11

In the circle of Viel de Saint Maux, which included Boull6e,
Charles de Wailly, and the young Antoine Vaudoyer, we
note at the very end of the eighteenth century an attempt to
restore the symbolic mode of expression, and thereby the
ancient, received type of architecture-the Temple of Sol-

omon; columns were far from finding their origin in trees-
they were the original altars; pediments were triangular
expressions of the Trinity, or at least masonic trowels. A
monument like the altar of Good Fortune, erected by
Goethe in his garden in Weimar (1774); and explained by
Herder as the type of Hercules, was paradigmatic.

Thus, while the idea of architecture as language was on the
surface equally reducible to the cool structures of Port
Royal and the rational theory of tropes, metaphors, ani
allegories, a vain but powerful movement to reconstitute z

symbolic universe reminiscent of the Golden Age found its
protagonists in the pupils of Blondel: Boull6e, Ledoux, anc

Vaudoyer. In their work, the amalgam of type as origins
type as characteristic form of a classified species, and typt
as symbolic mark was held together, however tenuously
perhaps for the last time.

Boull6e, the painter-architect, was the character artist pat

excellence. It was his mission to introduce the themes o
high poetry into architecture to reduce the fine arts to thr



single poetic principle enunciated by the Abbe Batteux,
who translated Horace's Ars Poetica. To the painter's di-
dactic aphorism, "ut pictura poesis," Boullee the architect
added, "ed io anche son pittore." He searched in the designs
of his grand public compositions to give to each monument
"the character which is suitable to it." This formulation was
developed vr,ith regard to his Palace of Justice: "I have
presumed that in order to introduce the Poetry of architec-
ture into this production it would be good to dispose the
entry to the prisons beneath the Palace. It seemed to me
that in presenting this august paiace raised on the shadou,y
cave of Crime, I could not only give value to the nobility of
architecture by the resulting oppositions, but further, pre-
sent in a metaphoric way the imposing picture of Vice
crushed under the feet ofJustice" tfig. 11).1'z

Here, Boull6e stated the theory of typical character in a
way that stressed not so much the symbolic nature of the
form, but the metaphoric, or allegorical mode, in the service
of making the buildings speak to the society. For Boullee
and many of his peers, "speaking monuments" ',\,ere an
essential component of a well ordered republican society;
the economist Jean Baptiste Say, one of the earliest
ideologists of the Napoleonic Empire, lvrote a utopia called
OLbie in 1800 that Iauded the fact that the "language of the
monuments was clear to evervone."

Ledoux tried even harder to develop a symbolic mode that
responded to the emergent forms of social and industrial
production: as is u'ell knou'n, he designed giant drains for
housing river survel.ors (flg. 13), giant barrels for housing
the work and recreation of barrel makers, and cosmic
spheres for the humbie shepherds of human flocks. Such
expressions-"you are what you work at and express this
(or are expressed) by the form of what you live in"-were
only saved from the cartoonist's genre by virtue of the
hermetic and purist geometry of Ledoux; when, trventl.
years later, architecture parLante was half satirized by
Lequeu, and the cow-shed had literally turned into the form
of a cow, the ultimate futility of this symbolic project u,as
revealed (flg. 14). In an age of consumption, no symbol could
achieve more than momentary, personal significance.
Gradually allegory, which demanded a written text for the

elucidation of any designed form, \tras to supplant the last 108
remnants of a symbolic, rhetorical culture already under-
mined by the didactic programs of the Counter Reforma-
tion.

In the work of Boull6e and Ledoux, however, there was an
inherent conflict between the idea of type (or general model)
and the idea of character, a conflict which was centered on
the problem of indiuiduality. Taken to its extreme, as the
overriding quality of expression and effect, character could
serve to isolate every building from every other, distinguish
so flrmly, even between buildings of the same kind, that any
general typology was destroyed. Even as Buffon had recog-
nized that each individual of the species, while follou,'ing its
"primitive generai design," was nevertheless "altered or
perfected by circumstances," the generation of Blondel's
students, caught up in the relativistic excitement of
romantic-classicism, \\rere more inclined to accentuate these
alterations and modifications according to "circumstances"
than to posit a strict typology. Boullee and Ledoux in
elevating character to a primary formative role and in pos-
tulating the endless play of abstract geometrical permuta-
tion as its instrument rn ere undermining a truly rational
system of types. To each indir.idual in the social order
belonged a dr,r.elling expressive of his state and his metier;
to every public monument there belonged a "symbolic sys-
tem" that rvould engender a specific impression in the ob-
server. "I call character," wrote Boullee, "the effect which
results from an object and causes in us an impression of any
kind," thus plainly defining the idea as a result more than a
cause of design.13 Such an urge toward individuation, as
Colin Rorve has recently shown,ra was closer to the emerg-
ing currents of the picturesque than to any positive science
of classiflcation, or to any classic ideal typoiogy.

Type and Model
Under the heading ebuse, the young theorist Quatrembre
de Quincy sternly warned against such individualist ex-
cesses: "as with languages there are many ways [in ar-
chitecturel to speak against the rules of grammar." A flrm
neo-classicist in the face of a rampant, pre-Romantic sym-
bolism, he brought to task those who, like Boull6e, Ledoux,
and Viel de Saint Maux, had abused their art: "No longer do



104 they see in a pediment the representation of a roof, but
because of the fortuitous relation of the form of necessity
with a geometrical figure, the roof is to their eyes only a

mysterious triangle, emblem of the divinity."15 Writing in
1788, Quatremdre had, in Paris, immediate examples of the
abuse he castigated-the toll-gates of Ledoux.

In the place of those bizarre forms, the product of an ar-

chitect who was about to "d"ecompose architecture entirely,"

Quatremdre suggested a more coherent and conservative
theory of character. True to his neo-classical standpoint he

distinguished and classified different kinds and different
levels of character.l6 He first proposed the existence of a

"general" character: that force of expression that was inde-
pendent of the maker and exhibited by the great national
genres under the influence of climate, mores and levels of
civilization; then he described LhaL essentiol character ex-
pressive of moral or physical greatness common to all great
epochs and countries. Finally, in relation to each kind of
building he acknornledged the necessity for a specific or

"relative" character. In his pedantic and academic way he

summarized the theory of the entire eighteenth century:
"the art of characterizing, that is to say, of rendering sensi-

ble by material forms the intellectual qualities and moral
ideas which can be expressed in buildings; or of making
known by means of the accord and suitability of all the
constituent parts of a building, its nature, propriety, use,

destination; this art, I say, is perhaps, of all the secrets of
architecture, the finest and most difficult to develop and to
understand; this happy talent of feeling and making felt the
physiognomy proper to each monument, this sure and deli-
cate refinement which makes perceptible the different
nuances of buildings that seem at first unsusceptible to any
characteristic distinctions; this wise and discreet use of
different manners of expression, which are like the "tones"
of architecture; the adroit mixture of the signs that this art
is able to employ to speak to the eyes and the mind; this
precise and fine touch. ."

Quatrembre Iisted the u'a}'s in which this relative-or what
he called "imitative sh21ss[s1!'-might be evoked in a bui]d-
ing of one type or another. Imitative character was evi-
dently the "expression ofuse," and turning from the overtly

symbolic or picturesque solutions of Ledoux, he described

what, for the next century at least, would remain the means

for characterization: first the gradation ofrichness and size,

according to the nature of the building and its station in
society; then the indication of the moral qualities inherent to

each building, by the employment of analogical forms; the

use of the general and elemental forms of architecture (pre-

sumably geometrically defined) to express the nature of the

use; the type of construction employed according to propri-
ety; the type of clecoration applied to the building; and

finally, of course, the choice of attributes.

Quatrembre de Quincy finally wrote his article "Type" for
the third volume of his Dictiorznry, published in 1825, but he

was evidently simply restating a position already firmly
developed by the time of the Revolution.l? A fervent ad-

mirer of the Greek and its highest form of expression, the
temple, he attempted to re-establish the original and pure
meaning of type: "the root of." The architectural "type" was

at once "pre-existent germ," origin, and primitive cause.

Thus the type ofthe temple, and thereby ofall architecture,
was the primitive hut, and he quoted Laugier freely in his

analysis of this type." The adherence of architecture to its
types, however, did not imply the slavish imitation of huts

or cabins, as evinced by the plethora of romantic "rustic"

fabriques now scattered through the fashionable landscape

gardens of Europe. Rather, the idea oftype, in a severe and

classical sense, was truly m,etaphorical. Quatrembre at-

tacked those who would mechanistically imitate the type,
thereby turning it into a literal 'rmedsl"-lhose u'ho "by
confounding the idea of type as imaginative model, with the

material idea of a positive morlel (which deprives it of all its
value) are united in denaturing the whole of architecture'''
In constraining themselves to the "servile imitation" ol

what they considered true principles of construction (exem'

plifled in the hut) they ruled out "the sentiment and tht
spirit of imitation."

Other architects, he argued, were guilty ofthe reverse fault

and, accepting neither types nor models, deniecl every rult
and any constraint, reducing design to "a play, where eacl

individual is the master and rule-hence the most completr
anarchy in the u'hole and in the details of every composi



15 Museum of comparatioe anatomy,
Parts, founded by Georges Cuaier.

tion." Quatrembre was, of course, referring to those who,
like Ledoux inthebarribres, had broken all rules of compo-
sition in the search for new "characters."

Between these two extremes, therefore, Quatrembre pos-
ited the notion of the ideal type, never realized, never
tangibly visible, and never to be slavishly copied, but
nevertheless the representative form of the principle or
idea of the building: "this elementary principle, which is like
a sort ofnucleus about which are gathered, and to which are
co-ordinated, in time, the developments and forms to which
the object is susceptible."

Such an ideal was, however persuasive in the aesthetic
canons of the neo-classicists, hardly a working principle of
design for those faced with the task of building for modern
society. Quatrembre understood the difficulties of his
abstraction, and tried to bring it in line with the already
dominant use of the word type as applying to types of
building, or designed objects. Here he returned to the idea
of character: "each of the principal [kinds of] buildings
should find its fundamental purpose in the uses to which it is
attached, a type which is its own; to which the architect
should try to conform as closely as possible if he wishes to
give to each building an individual physiognomy.,'

This was type based on need, on use and custom. euatre-
mdre would have called it "relative" as opposed to essential;
he compared it, presciently enough in the Iight of later
developments, to the design of furniture, seats, clothes, and
so on, which have "their necessary types in the uses to
which they are put and the natural customs for which they
are intended." In this way an idealist typological theory,
erected to serve a purist neo-classical revival, was posited
in terms that the functionalists of the later nineteenth cen-
tury and the modern "purists" of Le Corbusier,s generation
would flnd extraordinarily evocative.

Type and Organi,zation
"Classification, as a fundamental and constituent problem of
natural history, took up its position historically, and in a
necessary fashion, between a theory of the mark and. a
theory of the organism." rs
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16 The forms of crystals built up out
of geometrtcal units. R. J. Haily,
17811.
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The late publication of Quatrembre's theory between 1825

and 1832 gives a superficial illusion of continuity and
homogeneity from the neo-classicism of the late eighteenth
century to the developed academicism of the 1830's.20 Yet
this was an appearance only. In reality a distinct shift, not
only in the theory of type form but also in its methods of
practice, had occurred in the early years of the nineteenth
century, which threw the Greek idealism of Quatrembre
and his generation into question, if not into immediate
crisis.

This shift was, like the first emergence of the concept in the
1750's, paralleled by, and owed its impetus to, develop-
ments in the sciences. The shift was first one of technique
and representation: the development of the free schools of
drawing from the 1760's, the invention of descriptive
geometry by Gaspard Monge, professor of mathematics and
physics and founder member of the Ecole Polytechnique;
and the crystallographic studies of Rom6 de l'Isle and Ren6
Just Hariy (fig. 16).'z1 Three dimensional geometry emerged
as instrumental for the calculation of military trajectories or
for the research into the composition of minerals. It was
thus revealed to be the constitutional (formal and struc-
tural) basis of inanimate matter, paralleling in its order the
physical principles of the universe.

The second aspect of this shift took place within the natural
sciences and was epitomized in the taxonomic work of Baron
Georges Cuvier. For the flrst time a system of classification
was developed that in the words of Patrick Geddes, was "no
longer a matter of superflcial description and nomenclature
but a complete expression of structural resemblances and
differences."22 In place of Linneaus'artificial taxonomy of
classes, Cuvier recognized four distinct "branches" in the
animal kingdom, each characterized by a different type of
anatomical structure. He began to develop this concept in
his lessons on Comparative Anatomy at the Museum of
Natural History in 1795; these lessons were published in
1800 (fig. 15).'z3

The techniques of descriptive geometry, already antici-
pated in the work of Ledoux and Boull6e were the first to be
engaged in the service of architectural production. Monge,
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professor at the newly established Ecole Polytechnique
from 1794, engaged J. N. L. Durand, student of Boull6e, to
teach architecture withirt the department of applied
geometry. Durand's utilization of graph paper, his easy and
quick methods for teaching students who only had two
years to prepare for the professional schools the rudiments
of architectural composition are well known.

In one sense the division of architecture into its fundamen-
tal constructive elements, each reduced to its essential
geometrical form, and the combinatory system for these
elements-horizontally in plan, vertically in elevation-
used to make up the rooms, circulation systems and ensem-
bles of buildings, was a direct and logical outcome of the
rational classification of the Enlightenment. But in his aspi-
ration to develop ru,Les for these combinations that went
beyond the merely formal patterns of neo-Palladianism, to
establish characteristic forms for each type of building,
Durand was decisively breaking, perhaps more than he at
first realized, with the eighteenth century theory ofcharac-
ter.

Forced by the abstraction of his geometry to disregard, in
the first instance at least, the external attributes or out-
ward effect of the building, Durand, much in the same way
as Cuvier analyzed the animal world, began to characterize
the nature of each type in relation to its constitution.

The preliminary step was the assembly of a comparative
taxonomy, a Col\ectiott and paralLel of buildings of euery
genre, ancient and modern In this he was aided by the
architect-historian, J. G. Legrand, who wrote the final text
to Durand's illustrations.2a The architect, thought Legrand,
should first ofall look to nature; "the formation ofshells, the
development of plants, the development of minerals, the
work of insects" formed "so many workshops for instruc-
tion." To this study the architect should add a knowledge of
the mechanism of the human body. Only then would it be
possible to discover the true principle of architecture. Then
by bringing together the plans of buildings according to
"species," a kind of "natural history of architecture might be
created. " 25

Thus, operating in the manner of the new taxonomists, 107
Durand assembled a series of plans that illustrated the
known building types, "classified according to their kinds,
arranged in order of degree of likeness and drawn to the
same scale." This "general panorama" of architecture, pro-
duced in the first age of the great Parisian panoramas them-
selves, was in one sense the pictorial version of Quatre-
mere's Dictionary, which had been issued without plates,
but its aim was more fundamental than that of simple collec-
tion. The comparative method allou,ed Durand to arrange
his specimens on the page as if in natural progression from
the most primitive type to the reflned versions of the pres-
ent. The plans "perfected themselves," as it were, graphi-
cally on each page, crystallizing in ever higher forms. Of
course, the theory of evolution was in no way hinted at-the
idea of progress enunciated by Turgot, then by Condorcet,
was sufficient to trace the successive march of architecture.
History was not taught in the Polytechnique (since there
was no acknowledged break in the classical tradition, all
classical architecture was seen as modern), but progress
certainly was. And Saint-Simon, apostle of industrial prog-
ress, was already holding impromptu seminars with
Durand's students across the street. Durand's book im-
mediately became a primary reference work for the
nineteenth century academic architect-even Julien Guadet
at the end of the century referred his students to it as an
illustration of general typology.

Between 1802 and 1805 Durand published his Lessons at the
EcoLe.26 And here he was forced into the recognition of the
constitutional character ofhis types as a result ofthe press-
ing question: how to develop the forms of new types, of still
unresolved species? Durand's answer was rational and emi-
nently teachable. Treating it like the skeletons undergoing
examination in Cuvier's anatomy classes, Durand sub-
divided architecture, or rather, built it up, out of combina-
tions of basic irreducible elements. These elements-walls,
columns, openings-were to be combined to form inter-
mediate units-porches, stairs, halls and so on-and these
again built up into complete ensembles, which in their turn
formed towns. The whole operation was controlled by
means of three dimensional geometry on the surface of a
graph paper grid drawn to the dimensions of the smallest



108 unit: "In literature, for example, one begins with the ele-
ments of discourse. If students accept our proposed
method, they will familiarize themselves with the forms and
proportions which best suit the subject; finally, with the
Ieast effort and work they will create projects the more
capable of satisfying taste and reason."27 In this way, the
student would become adept at manipulating through the
technique of geometry the ruLea%s of architecture, the
equipment ofthe professional brought to the solution ofany
task. It remained to set the terms for judging this solution,
and Durand, in describing the ends of architectural
activity-the social needs-began the nineteenth century
project of typological construction on the basis of the inner
structure or programmatic functioning of things. The final
book of his Lessorzs described the varieties of building that
comprised the repertory of the early nineteenth century
architect; Durand outlined their programs and demon-
strated their characteristic composition. That is, he com-
bined his elements according to the deduced rules for each
type to produce a veritable primer of abstract typological
diagrams. This art of combination or disposition of each
type was guided by a program derived from a study of all
previous programs of the same kind, and subjected to the
overriding law of economy. In a stroke, Durand substituted
for the Vitruvian trinity of commodity, flrmness, and de-
light, an entirely modern criterion-means and ends judged
by their economic coming together. A former student of
Durand recalled in 1810 that his master incessantly re-
peated the axiom that "the source of beauty in Architecture
is Economy joined to Convenience" (figs. 18, 19).28

The theory of character was by this entirely reconstituted:
"Without doubt the grandeur, magnificence, variety, effect,
and character that are perceived in buildings are so many
beauties, so many causes of pleasure. . . . But what is the
need to strive for all this if one disposes a building according
to the demands of its functions? Will it not differ appreci-
ably from another building intended for another function?
Will it not naturally possess a character, and furthermore
its own character?" 2e Character was thus made a logical
attribute of function.

introduce, however unwittingly, the concept of historicity
into architecture. For while a simple notion of progress
might aspire to the "perfectibility" of each type, only an
internal understanding of the constructive laws of types,
and the dynamic transformations of these laws under the
threat of external change or internal demands, could open
the way to a comprehension of a kind of evolution in ar-
chitecture.

While it remained for Herbert Spencer, following Darwin,
to describe the evolutionary theory in all its positivistic
ramifications, Durand nevertheless permitted architecture
for the first time to think of its autonomous, technical exis-
tence in the full consciousness of the absolute relativity of
that existence to social development. Thus it became possi-

ble for architecture to predict its own death.

It is easy to see, as they reproduced the ideal forms of the
late eighteenth century with all the "scientific" patina of the
nineteenth, how neo-classicist, gothicist, and new mate-
rialist architects alike could have derived their planning
method from Durand's book. The grid also allowed for the
abstraction and standardization critical for the development
(and assimilation) of cast iron construction in architecture.
Out of Durand were born the forms of the arcades, exhibi-
tion halls, and railway stations of the mid-century as well as

the public monuments of a hegemonic bourgeoisie. L6once
Reynaud, Saint-Simonian engineer, theorist, and pioneer
of the railroad station type, was Durand's most charac-
teristic product.3o

Type and Style
"This will kill that. The book will kill the building. That is to'
say, Printing will kill architecture."
Victor Hugo, Notre Dame de Parts, 1832.

The early discussions oftype had generally been developed
apart from any consideration of style; for Durand, and cer-
tainly for Quatrembre, there was no real question as to the
true style of architecture. Despite the increasing fashion for
the bizarre and the "romanesque," and the ch,inoiserte and
gothicism displayed in the play houses of the wealthy, the
serious, dominant mode was classical. Even Ledoux, withThe final effect of Durand's system was in a very real way to



17 Types of priuote houses. Dubut,
1801.

18 Cemetery of Chaur. C.-N
Ledour, c.1785.

19 Fair. J. N. L. Durand, 180i

20 Prtson La Roguette, Paris:
character as internal organization.
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all his emphasis on the new symbolic language of architec-
ture, remained strictly within the received forms of the
Roman and Greek and their Renaissance interpretations,
utilizing the classical language of architecture as the basis

for his most original abstractions.

Durand himself, though unconsciously, opened his method

up to what in any event was becoming an irresistible move-

ment toward an eclecticism of not one style, but Lhe styles.
The "disinterested" researches of historians were providing
too many intriguing models for fashion and taste to ignore.
Dubut, a student of Ledoux, published in 1803 a book of
house plan-types-a kind of copy book for those who wished

to dispense with the services of an architect (fig. 17). The

forms of his houses were regular, geometrical, and cubic, to
all intents and purposes the same as his master's. But
Dubut introduced a set of transformational rules for the
consumer, pointing out that the plans "were so conceived as

to bear many changes without losing their symmetry,"
changes that were necessitated by either taste or
economy.3l Further, over the regular geometries of the
volumetric schemes, the decoration itself, separated out as

a stylistic skin, might be changed at will. With the freeing of
geometry from classical form to become pure technique, and

the acknowledgment of "style" as a coherent system of
decoration, style was now seen as clothing for an otherwise

"naked" object. As for type, the notion of constitutional
form thereby became the more significant, as something
completely separable from the outer surface and only rec-

ognizable in the inner workings of plan and distribution.
Thus, while prisons, in their radial, panoptical plans worked
for all intents and purposes like highly refined organisms or
machines, because they needed no style or outward display,
they presented to the outer world a blank and high wall: the
silent operations of architecture had become oblivious to the
exterior world (fig. 20).

The notion of character was now absorbed on two fronts:
firstly, in the idea that a society itself was typified in a

unique and consistent manner-its style, the forms of which
were its veritable mirror; secondly, in the equally far reach-
ing precepts of the picturesque. As in a picture, composi-

tion, emphasizing local accommodation-to site, program,
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21 Comparison of poor houses
A. W. Pugin, 18[6.

22 Stock Erchange, Paris. A. T
Brongniart, 1808.

23 The Book of Stone: Notre Dame
de Paris.
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client, and romantic illusionism-took hold over the princi-
ples of classic order. Architects became practiced in the
many manners, and employed them according to the vaga-
ries of taste and the now relativistic canons of propriety.

In the face of such eclecticism, which rapidly devalued the
sacred motifs of the traditionalists and served an extraordi-
narily atavistic consumer market, the conservatives and the
avant-garde found themselves similarly ranged against con-
temporary taste. Taste, which for the eighteenth century
had seemed such a self-evident way of resolving individual
predilection within general rules, was revealed as the fun-
damental servant of consumerism; as Walter Benjamin was
to remark, "taste develops with the definite preponderance
of commodity production over any other kind of production.
In the same measure as the expertness of the consumer
declines, the importance of his taste increases, both for him
and the manufacturer."

Attempting to remove architecture from such uncertain
bases, Pugin and after him Ruskin withdrew the gothic
from the novels of Sir Walter Scott and firmly placed it on
the side of social and moral reform. The typical style of the
last religiously based society, its resurrection, they be-

Iieved, might perhaps turn a social state destroyed and

driven by industry toward harmony and hierarchical order
once again. Pugin, the son of a French 6migr6, in this way
turned the ideals of the Enlightenment classicists against
themselves.

Nevertheless, despite their overt opposition to classicism,
the plates of Pugin's Contrasts, criticizing the types ot

modern mechanistic utilitarianism by means of the organic
units of a harmonious past, represented a way of looking al

history that owed much to the typological classifications o1

the generation of Durand. Pugin called not so much for z

rejection of type form but rather for its intensiflcation ac'

cording to criteria of the tt'ue expression of structure, mate'
rials, and use. The ethical value of the gothic was that i1

seemed to combine a purist structural rationalism with z

compositional mode that allowed for both the articulation o

each functional element within the type and the simultane
ous unity of the whole through its stylistic and topologica
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order. Thus the panopticon was contrasted with the
monastery: the one a machine, all parts (including, by impli-
cation, its inhabitants) totally subservient to its singular
form, the other a series of courtyard spaces enclosed by a
variety of charitable and religious functions, each recogniz-
able and characteristic, each bound to the whole by its
reference to a communal space (fig. 2l).3,

When in 1830 Victor Hugo had looked out with medieval
nostalgia over the roofs of contemporary Paris and saw
instead the square, neo-classical stock-exchange, he sum-
marized a similar ethical vision, similarly based on a quasi-
rationalist version of functionalism: "If it is the rule that the
architecture of a building should be adapted to its purpose
in such a way that this purpose is proclaimed by the very
aspect of the building, one has to marvel at a monument
which can be indistinguishably a royal palace, a chamber of
deputies, a town hall, a college, a riding school, an academy,
awarehouse, ajudiciary, a museum, abarrack, a sepulcher,
a temple, or a theater. In the event, it is an Exchange" (fig.
22).tt

Thus Hugo, criticizing the neo-clessical "type" of the ex-
change, which was first delineated by Ledoux and built by
Broigniart, held up the theory of type against its results-
and on behalf of a new nostalgic dream. That he understood
from his critical historical view the futility of such nostalgia
is also clear. The death ofthe "book ofstone" (fig. 28) at the
hands of the new mass-distributed media not only confirmed
for him, as for Balzac, the primacy of the novel as the
hegemonic cultural form, but intimately reflected architec-
ture's own internal rupture. The story of the increasing
"geometricization" of architecture from the Renaissance to
the eighteenth century-"as the architectural form of the
building is more and more lost sight of . . . the geometrical
form becomes prominent like the bony structure of an
emaciated invalid"-was in fact the history of the liberation
of style from structure (fig. 24). Hugo, the Freemason,
recounting the demise of architecture, significantly adopted
the manner and form of the ancient Masonic histories, this
time, however, not with optimism for the restoration of the
temple and its symbolic forms, but with pessimism as he
watched the building of that second tower of Babel, the

printing industry, and the final demise of any public, sym- l1B
bolic role for architecture.

When the idea of type was again resurrected, some forty
years later, it was in the service of the second Industrial
Revolution; the ontology then proposed for it was that of
the new nature of mass-production. Then it was that Zola,
naturalistic novelist of the Second Empire, could re-phrase
Hugo in the words of the young Claude Lantier sitting on
the roof of Les Halles: "This will kill that: iron will kill
stone. "



ll4 Notes 1. Ribard de Chamoust, L'Ordre Frangois trouub dans la l{ature
(Paris, 1783), p. 5. Ribard, who claimed to have written the text oI
this work as e-arly as t776, developed Laugier's ide-a of type into a

foundation for his "discovery" of-a new, French Order based on
tripled columns set in triangular clusters. The temple he claimed
to have found naturally composed by the trees in his woods bore a

close resemblance to contemporary Freemasonic fab ri que s.

2. See Marc-Antoine Laugier, Essai sur l'architecture (Paris,
1?53). The frontispiece to t-he second edition of 1755 (publish-ed in
Oooositions. 1. p: 85) illustrated the "natural model" of all ar'
cliitecture: 'iman'wishes to make himself a dwelling which covers
him without bwying him. A few fallen branches in the forest art
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The Consumption of Styles

" Architecture," Lo1" ote d' Alembert in
th,e introduction to tlrc Encyclopedia,
"is simplv the embellished mask, so lo
speak, of one of our greatest needs."
Thus defi"ned, architecture was
reduced to a su,pernumeraty of
building---<r.n actiuity born of
necessity. The perfectiott of
architecture, while it may lruue been
embodied for a brief moment in the
peffiction of geometry, erposed fu thc
harmonious spheres of Ledoux and
BouilAe, therebu was likened to a
detacltable mask, or, in the
metaphors of the early nineteenth
centu?U, to a more or less
appropriate suit of clothes.

The need ofthe reuolutionary period
to search for Legitimation in the
cloth.es of the past, and of the
consuming classes to search for
status in the bought masks of ltistory
and eclecticism, immediately
destroyed tlre rtgorism of tlte
aisionartes, at tlrc same time using
their primary forms as the perfect
mannequins for stylistic drapertes.

Successiae attempts tt,ere made, on
behalf of one style or another-from
the neo-Classic to the Gothic-to posit
a restored stylistic unity; thn appeal
was made on ethical and, political
grounds (Quatrembre and Pugin) or
on rational and structural grounds
( Labrouste and Viollet-le-Duc). Those
who sensed the futility of retreat into
a supposedly organic past euen
deueloped, like Cbsar Daly, a theory
of eclecticismlhe melting pot theory
of styles4n the hope tlrut some new

fusion might eTrlerge.

Beneath the surface of this "battle of
the styles," anoth,er source of unity
was tentatiaely emerging as a
contenderlltat of the program, th,e

functional d,istribution of the
building, which might, some tltougltt,
if a\lied to a truly organic theorg of
types, dispense with the need for
styles altogether; economy as the
prtme moDer in social o,ffairs should
riglr,tly claim.prtmacy in
architecture. The soLution to the
proliferation of embellished masks
was perhgps to make of need itself
the principle of beauty. Adam Smith
had, after all, enunciated, the
principle as early as 1776.

But whethcr the defenders of elite
culture maintained tlrc line that
d'Alembert had implied, and, Rusltin
had unequiuocally d,rawn, between
building and architecture, or whnther
the progressiue matertalists saw the

fal\acy of all historicisms and called
for a true modern architecture o.f
iron, glass, and programmatic
c on,stitution I org aniz ation ---<t?t

architecture dis solaed into
building the question of expressiae
form remained. Pragmatists simpty
accepted the "neutrality" of the
standard grid; stylistic reaiaalists
tried to emulate the organic
compositions of th,e past; symbolists
tried to reneu) the aocabulary of
arc hite ctur e throug h ling uistic,
g eometric, and iconographic
expertmentation. And as long as the
question of forun, remained
self-conscious, thn dilemmas of style
were still hauntingly present.

Euen th,e Modern Mouement,
confident thnt its reason4ts
und,erstanding of thn spirit of the
age-had succeeded in triumplting
ouer history, was, after 0, rwre thirtA
Aea,rs, presented, with itself as an
"'international stgle." And if th,ere

could be one such style, euidently
there might be others not far beltind.
In tlte aftermath of tlrc collapse of th,e

will to a modernist "style," u)e,
pluralists and rationalists, alike,
might well eramine th,e origins of our
condition and reflect on tlte arbitrary
nature of any one soll,rce of unity for
arclitecture qnd, hu,i lding. Separated
by the 'uery needs of producti.on
thcmselaes, tltey haue gained
autonomous identities, eaclt itself
fragmented, that render th,e search
for unity seemingly uillful.

Ind,eed, many might argue that the
willing acceptance of taste,
identifi.able witltin sub - culture s and
classes, makes suclt a ter"m entirely
anachronistic ; oth,ers uou\d hold,
with Peter Eisenman, that a ttue
modernist sensibility proposes new
forms of unity hitherto unerplored in
architecture. Tlrc argument still
remains between "styles" and "stgle"
and will continuc to remain so as
long as consumer society exists.
AV
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1 Soutlrcrn uiew of cow's stable.
J ean-J acque s Lequeu, architect,
c.1780. The building is giuen its
clmracter by its "erpressiue
physiognomy" that is achieued
through a direct uerisimilitud,e.
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The 'End' of Styles

Demetrius Porphl,rios

The derivation of the idea of character, from its mid-
eighteenth century roots and through its nineteenth cen-
tury transformations, reveals the origin of certain obses-
sions that characterize our already aging modernity; a
modernity which only a decade ago was still alive, but
which, unfortunately or fortunately, is now slowly disinte-
grating before our eyes. In this legacy we are beginning to
recognize a stubborn obstacle that stands, ideologically and
practically, directly in the way of any renewed linguistic
and historicist thought.

This essay studies the peculiar logic within which late
eighteenth and nineteenth century architectural thought
developed its criteria for the establishment of character;
first through the play of styles, then on the basis of an
organizational typology, and finally around the idea of an
organic unity between rational construction and social
morality. The logic of these successive permutations ends
with our own period, in the dissolution of historical models
and paradoxically enough after so many attempts to evolve
as scientific a classification of architectural production as
that applied to nature, in the impossibility of a renewed and
active typology.

Charles-Frangois Viel, inhis DAcadence de l'architecture d.

la fin d,u WIIIibme sibcle, published in 1800, decried the
emergence of an architecture that, by means of a "deranged
and wayward imagination has operated a true revolution in
the ordering of buildings."1 For Viel, this "deranged and
wayward imagination" referred to the mind of the late En-
lightenment, which, having lost its faith in the universal and
a priori principles of the Renaissance, set itself the task of
measuring architecture with the yardstick of individual,
sensuous perception.

The idea that the material world, when registered by the
senses, excites analogous expressive sentiments in the
mind, was proposed by many theorists in the late En-
lightenment. The architect Le Camus de M6zibres acknowl-
edged, in his Le gAnie de l'architecture, ou l'analogie de cet
art aaec nos sensations, that the more he investigated, the
more he realized that "every object possesses a character
that is proper to it, and that often a single line, a simple

pontour suffices to express it." "The face of the lion," he 119
continued, "those ofthe tiger and the leopard are composed
of an assemblage of traits which render them terrible.
. ."2 In this way; physiognomy became the means by
which the eighteenth century mind sorted out and classified
so many different things, assigning to each its own unmis.
takable "character."3 It was through sensuous perception
'that man measured and evaluated his material world. In
turn, the material world, marked by the expressive
physiognomy that man projected onto it, could be classified
on the basis of character. Every building could be distin-
guished on the basis of its own expressive physiognomy;
every building had a character (figs. 1, 3). Inversely, the
task of the architect was to assign to a building its proper
character by matching a .certain sensuous physiognomy
with its proper social signification, its proper symbolic
value.

The adjectival specification "proper" does not, however,
mean that character was to be an a priori constituent of a
building. It was, in fact, a plea for a full understanding of
the social signification that derived from the concrete social
realm. Le Camus de M6zibres insisted that "eharacter is
determined . . . less by the study of rules than by the
perfect knowledge of the mores, usages, and customs of
one's own country."a The audacious title of Ledoux's
treatise, L'architecture considAr(te sous le rapport d,e l'art,
des moeurs et d,e la l4gislation, expresses this problem
exactly. Architecture was no longer to be ordered in ac-
cordance with the sovereign status of divine principia-as
was the case in the Renaissance-but defined and given
legitimacy by its external relation to art, mores,s and legis-
lation. Henceforth, architecture was to be ordered by
means of a transaction that enabled buildings to be endowed
with social significance by reference to things-for example,
social status, use, political ideas-outside themselves (fig.
2).

While Blondel, earlier in the century, had spoken exten-
sively of a symbolic architecture that indissolutely bound
form and content, by 1800 the symbols were set in motion
and detached from any singularity of meaning. Once the
arbitrary nature of the symbols was grasped-the fact that



120 they rested on convention and were not innate properties of
buildings-they were allowed to spin, twist, and irremedi-
ably mutilate those frozen lists and recipes that the classical
mind had struggled to keep alive for centuries (figs. 4, 5).
Charles-Frangois Viel was indeed frightened by the en-
lightened and libertine mind that he characterized as "de-
ranged and wayward."

Architecture could not, however, have questioned the
,' sterility of the traditional rules of propriety had it not first
, grasped the ephemeral and purely conventional nature of
! the pact between form and meaning. Boull6e, Ledoux, andt Lequeu did not revolutionize architecture by the abstract

nudity of their surface, nor by the geometrical purity of
their stereometric forms. Rather, they revolutionized ar-
chitectural thinking at a more fundamental level, by being
able to grasp the arbitrary link between form and meaning;
that is, by being able to identify the conventional social pact

that binds the signified to the signifier, or by being able to
demystify the silent agreement that makes symboliq form
out of the character of buildings. It is in this sense that one
can refer to the Iate eighteenth century French architecture
as an architecture parlante.E

This ideological legacy weighed heavily on the early
nineteenth century. So firmly was it devoted to this inven-
tion of the Enlightenment, that it simply modified the
criteria for establishing character without fundamentally
changing the terms of reference.

In the middle of the eighteenth century, Blondel had de-
voted the first volume of his Cours d'Architecture to an
exhaustive catalogue of architectural genres, such as,

"light, elegant, delicate, rustic, naive, feminine, mysteri-
ous, grandiose, audacious, terrible, dwarfish, frivolous,
licentious, unpretentious, uncertain, vague, barbaric, cold,
poor, sterile or futile. . ." 7 He went on to list the architec-
tural programs to be included in the repertoire of new
professionals, and indicated their appropriate genres. Each
building type was thereby invested with an affective
character, a character to be evoked by the manner of ar-
chitecture adopted.

Some fifty years later, in his 'Recuei\ et parallble d,es

Edifices de tout genre, anciens et modernes of 1801, J. N. L.
Durand presented his readers with an alphabetical table of
the various kinds of buildings. This alphabetical table took
the place of a table of contents, in the manner of the ency-
clopedists, and it certainly reveals the classificatory obses-
sion of the period, a period that also gave birth to the
science of natural history and the genius of Buffon.8 What is
of interest here, however, is the actual nomenclature that
Durand assigned to his types. His alphabetical table reads
in part: "Amphitheaters, Aqueducts, Triumphal Arches,
.. . Baths, Bazaan:s, Belltowers, Libraries,... Colleges,
. Granaries, Grotto€s, . . Villas, Markets, Menag-
eries, Mosques, . Pagodas, Palaces, Palestras, Light
Houses and so on. The peculiarity of this classifl-
cation lies in its determination to sort out architectural
works on the basis of a new parameter-that of utiLity
(conuenance).10

Between Blondel and Durand, then, the fleld of designation
within which it was possible to describe and name a building
had changed. To the Enlightenment, the sensuous physiog-
nomy of a building had been a spectacle: its features were
portrayed in adjectival descriptions that were moody,
dense, and almost tangible. To Durand, however, a building
owed its character to its purposive destiny: "Ifone disposes

a building in a manner convenient to its intended use, will it
not naturally possess a character and, further, its own
proper charactet?" 11 From this time on, architectural
thought no longer characterized a building as morbid,
frivolous, or gay, but instead it distinguished between a

theater, a library, a market, or a train station, and in so

doing it accomplished its fundamental task in the nineteenth
century: that of naming on the basis of use.

Thirty years later, in 1832, Quatrembre de Quincy, the
intellectual guardian of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, pub-
lished his Dictionnaire h,istortque d'architecture, in which
the reader was to confront the connotational wealth of an

assembled architectural terminology. "The theory of
character," wrote Quatrembre, "should rest on . . . three
principal tools, by means of which the purpose of buildings
can be manifested: first, the form of the plan and the eleva-



2 National Library, Parts. Etienne
B oullbe, architect, 1 7 8 8 . T he building
is giuen its "proper cltaracter" by
alluding to tlrc uniuersality of
knowledge it ltouses through tlte
metaphorica| use of the globe.

3 Brtdge on the Loiie, Chaux.
C laude-N ic olas Ledou,r, arcltitect,
1773-79. The brtdge's pylons are in

the form of boats, for they alone
possess tlte expressiue power that can
euolae the sense of buoyancy.

lt,S Country house near MarLg,
France. Franqois Barbier, architect,
c.1780. In an effirt to euoke mtsticity,
this house makes an immense jump
in scale and becomes a brbken ruin
of antiquity.
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6 Rend,ezaous, Belleaue, France.
J ean-J acques Lequeu, architect,
c.1780. Antique, Gothic, and
R enais sance ornamental features
jurtaposed nert to each other and
seuered from their stylistic contents,
eaoke a sense of mystery, non-place,
and fantasy.
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tion; second, the choice, measure or manner of ornaments and, honoringthe arbitrariness of the sign (its conventional
and decoration; and third, the massing and the genre of.u'na!u4e),13 it brings into prominence the theme of architec-
construction and materials."12 By defining the Iaws of a ture as language and interpretation. It is exemplified by
general theory of character, Quatrembre de Quincy simul- such movements as stylistic eclecticism, historicism, pop .-

taneously linked utility u,ith form (shape, configuration), art, and technological symbolism. The third alliance-utility
ornament, and construction. and construction-questions the relations between usage

and the essential nature of the building. It reverses the
Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, assumptions of the former two alliances, and, grounding its
and, even in the case of certain belated survivals that ex- belief in the long-forgotten ontology of Renaissance
tend well into our own postwar era, this silent pact came to classicism, it reintroduces the old myth of a building's in-
haunt all architectural sensibility. Indeed, it can be said nate attributes. It is exemplified by the structural moralism
today that our modernity is rooted not in the attempt to of Viollet-le-Duc, the disalienated production of William'
apply objective methods in the analysis, study, and con- Morris, the notion of honesty of materials, and the various
struction of buildings, nor in some superficial idea of "prog- functionalisms of the 1920's.
ress" founded on rationality, nor on some "objective" as-
sessment of the building task, but instead, the threshold of It is necessary to examine these three alliances of utility
our modernity is more precisely to be situated in the with form, ornament, and construction in a more systemic
ideological region where utility and representation inter- manner. The_ early nineteenth century capitalized on the
sect. This region, which served as a common meeting second of these relations, that between utility and orna-
ground for representation and utility, for architectural ment. Quatrembre de Quincy clearly established decoration
imagery and essential use, and which united the re- asthetoolparexcellenceforestablishingthecharacterofa
semblances of imagination and the necessities of usage, is btiilding. One can hardly fail to recognize the resemblance of
the region which, in its peculiar obsession for transcribing his words to our own understanding. "Decoration," he
use and need into form, marks the advent of our own con- wrote, "istrulyasortof language, thesignsof whichshould
sciousness of architecture. have a necessary relation with a certain number of ideas. If

decoration ceases to be this, one witnesses a dead language,
This consciousness first emerged at the point when the a hieroglyphic writing, the sense of which is Iost . . . and
essential unity of physiognomy and mores, that had been which eventually becomes a sterile amusement for the eyes
tistablished by the Enlightenment, dissolved. It is possible, . . . what a host of sphinxes, lions, eagles, vases, trophies,
now, from a distance, to "bracket" architectural history candelabras, tripods, altars, wands, crowns, wreaths,
duringthelasttwocenturiesonthebasisof thepreference boughs, Iaurels, etc. have become nothing but fastidious
shown by architectural thought for allying utility either padding, enjoying no other role but of the embroidery or1 a
with form, or with ornament, or with construction. T :-_flrst cloth." 1a

allianc e-utility and form-questions t_h_e f -e,l_AUqnq between
usagdna .Vntax. It assumes composition lo nu ttie primary Paradoxically enough, what was here intended as an ironic
f,ool ofde6ign in the service of satisfying programmatic criticism of eclecticism shares with the latter the very same
needs and arrives eventually at its formalized contributioni categories of thought. For if, in fact, ornament is a lan-
that of planimetric and elevational type. Within such an guage in the service of expressing the purposiveness of a
attitude may be placed Durand, Ecole des Beaux-Arts com- building; if ornament, by its own attributive license, can
position, and elementarist interests of the 1920's. The seci assign meanings and thereby character; if ornament, in its
ond alliance-that established between utility and ephemeral yet sovereign life-span, can undo and then re-
ornam-errL:quegtions the relations between uqage apd q!g- construct systems of expression; then ornament has finally
nification. It assumes the symbolic power of representation become mere clothing-an aspect of pure designation (fig.
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7 Alterno,tiue designs for gates.
J ean-C harles Krafft , architect, 1 7 89

8 House in tlte Chinese style.
J ean-C harles Kra.fft, arcltitect, 1 80 1 .

By borrouing a stylistic morphology
in toto, this house has "operated a
complete clrunge in the outwerd
features of arcltitecture" i?L an effort
to euoke "the tcLste of l{oueLty."

9 Designs for a house. L. A. Dubtd,
architect, 1 803. Two styListicalLy
different eleaations are giuen as
possib\e a\ternatiues to the same
p\an. 'Char&cter' is giuen through
style, 'ruhile th,e uarious styles are
conceiued here as interchangeabLe
clothing.
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10 Various types of porches. J. N. L.
Durand, architect, 1809. This plate
refers to the second stage of
composition (tlte fi.rst being that of
cltoosing the elements of
composition-walls, co|umns, etc. ),
tahereby tlte 'principal parts' of a
building are bottr,.

11 Assembly of the uarious 'principal
parts' of buildings. /. N. L. Durand,
arcltitect, 1809. Tltis plate refers to
the third stage of com'position
wlrcreby th,e building's plan is born.
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6). Devoid of ali its emblematic force, ornament becomes a
simple arbitrator of meaning-in the same way, for exam-
ple, that the royal seal functions as the arbitrator oflegality
and power. Just as the seal is purely an arbitrarv conven-
tion in the service of designation, and power and legality do
not reside within it; in a similar manner, ornament, stripped
of all intrinsic attributes, no,ur,. becomes an unmisted mirror
that owes its existence to its very power of reflection, and
by such reflection, achieves its capacity to designate.

Once character can be established or ascribed through the
meaning of ornament, nothing prevents the families or
species of ornament-the styles-from being endowed with
a similar designatory power (fig. 7); hence stylistic eclecti-
cism. L. A. Dubut, qualified the title of his Architecture
ciaile with the subtitle Maisons de uilLe et de campagne de
toutes formes et de totts genres,15 while J. C. Huet, in his
Parallble des temples anciens, gothiques et modernes, was
able to choose whether "the ordering of a Temple will be
Greek, Gothic, Roman, or Modern, or entirely new" (figs. 8,
9).'6 A church, or a penitentiary, for example, was to be
distinguished as much by the surface quality of its skin as by
the activity it housed. Style was the mannerin which utility
was presented-hence its uniquely privileged position. Util-
ity itself was never to be revealed openly to the senses but
only revealed thr-ough the power of style. Style, as the
marmer- of sensuous representation, in this way became
transcription; its value resided not in its own substantiality
but- in its power to designate, to translate, to stand for, to
refer to, to conjure, to associate with, or to remind of the
_disjanland immaterial domain of utility. Hence, the linguis-
tic potential of style.

Contenr.porary with this alliance established by the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts between ornament and utility was the al-
liance that the Ecole Polytechnique determinedly forged
between utility and form, seen as shape and conflguratio-n.
Rather than anchoring their hopes on the significatory
power of style, the polytechnicians set out to dissect the
building, to discover its elemental particulars and then to
reconstruct it again, fully aware of its syntactic order. To
study architecture, wrote Durand, means to study ,,first,
the elements of the buildings; second, the combination of

12,13 HospituL and Library
prototypes. J. N. L. Durand,
architect, 1809. It is intended ltere
that all hospitaLs or librartes should
be, to a lesser or greater ertent, the
combinatiue syntar of the respectiue
prototype.
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128 these elements, or in other words . . . the composition in
general; and third, the assembly of these combinations in
the composition of this or that building in particular" (figs.
10, 11).17 That structure selected to be the locus ofrelevant
similarities and differences, and which served at the same
time as the classificatory tool of all architectural genres,
was termed the 'type.' "The type," wrote Quatrembre de

Quincy, "is a sort of kernel around which accumulate and on
the basis of which are coordinated the stages and the varia-
tions of forms to which the object is susceptible." ls If style
had the power to designate by semantic reference, type had
an equally effective power to designate by the structure or
by the syntax of the buildingis organization. Its power re-
sided in its ability to define combinatory syntax, from which
everything else takes on a derivational identity; all hospi-
tals, for example, are hospitals because they manifest their
similar use by sharing-to a greater or lesser extent-the
same combinatory syntax (figs. 12, 13). Thu5_, in its sy4t-ac-

tic typologies, form assumes a taxonomic role, and, in
classifying the architectural universe, it thereby designates
character, not by a system of cultural references assigned
by this or that style, but by means of the inner structure-
the constitutional organization-of the building type. It can
be said, then, that at the deepest level of architectural
thinking (not that ofits perceptual iconography, but that of
its classificatory and designatory activity), early nine-
teenth-century architectural theory introduced no real dis-
continuity with the Enlightenment; stylistic eclecticism and
syntactic type find their places without difficulty within the
epistemology of the eighteenth century and its arbitrary
assignment of character. There are, no doubt, differences
between character as physiognomy, character as historical
style, and character as formal syntax; yet, these differences
are ofa thematic and not ofa categorical nature. For style,
syntax, and physiognomy are all simply designatory tools
that allow for the passage from the invisible to the visible.
Style, syntax, and physiognomy are transcriptional devices
whereby the non-sensuous world of ideas is presented in
physical form.

Ofcourse, ideologies or categories ofthought do not appear
or vanish haphazardly. They are instrumental in promoting,
(or not promoting), convictions, beliefs, and attitudes that

have a wide social impact. In fact, their degree of ideological
instrumentality can be measured by the degree of their
institutionalization. Thus, we find that at the end of the
eighteenth century and the beginning ofthe nineteenth, the
belief in the arbitrariness of the designatory power of style
and of form was being, in a very real sense' in-
stitutionalized. The categories of style and syntactic type
not only formed the respective ideological nuclei of the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the Ecole Polytechnique, but
simultaneously they also became instrumental in promoting
the emerging ideologies of consumerism and technological
positivism.

The early nineteenth century witnessed the final economic

emancipation of the Ricardian bourgeoisie. Advertisement,
the showcase, the commercial poster, the diorama, the
shopping arcade were all born during this period. Consump-
tion, at least that stage articulated by Ricardo and Adam
Smith, developed a need to label its objects of production,
for it was by means of the designatory role of labeling that
consumption owed its effective functioning; consumption
without a designation that assigned value to objects was

impossible. A designatory architectural logic was thus wel-
comed in nineteenth century commercial life at precisely the
time when fashion and the applied arts were being
mobilized by commercial enterprise. And since sensuous

appearance was becoming the designatory vehicle that en-

hanced the salability of a product, it is by no means surpris-
ing to find architectural thought developing a parallel at-

titude, by which style and form were treated much in the
same way as clothing-the marks of character and status
continually varying with the dictates of fashion. On the
other hand, for the idea of architectural expression as cloth-
ing to have become possible, it was necessary to have as-

sumed the separation between the outer appearance of the
building and its organization-the distinct identities of style

' and type. Thus, one line ofthought, that ofsyntax, ignoring
j the demands of surface appearance, based architectural in-
I teltigibility on the concept of the organizational, syntactic

type. The other line of thought, that of style, at first ignored
'' the existence of the former, and based architectural intel-
ligibility on the stylistic appearance of a building. Yet both

style and syntactic type, in their determination to point



outside themselves toward the realm of utility, are trans-
parent to designation in the very act of designating. On
the other hand, paradoxically enough, these two notions, by
segregating form from meaning, proved equally instrumen-
tal in the early history of engineering positivism. For, in
order for the positivist dream of the engineer to come true,
it was necessary that the emblematic nature or style be
dispensed with, or, better, that the capacity of style to be,
quite literally, attached to structure. It was only when
architecture was purified of all its stylistic accidents, which
seemed to be elements alien to its essential nature, that it
could become the revelation of its essential truth-its con-
struction. The concept of the arbitrariness of the sign was,
in fact, necessary to the constitution ofthe opposing theory
of "essences," which, in the second half of the century, came
to glorify and even endow construction and function with
moralistic overtones.

This leads us to the third alliance entered into by
nineteenth-century utility, an alliance which was to hold
much of the twentieth century under its spell: that of utility
with construction. Though Quatrembre de Quincy had, in
factl m-eniioned construction as one of the devices by which
the architect might assign character, it was not until the
middle of the century that this connection was given any
serious theoretical formulation. Assuming the arbitrary na-
ture of ornament by declaring that "ornamentation is an
accessory placed on the surface, . . ."ls L6once Reynaud,
the engineer, emphasized the distinction between historical
style and the style of an individual designer, his maniera.
Reynaud wrote: "There are two things to consider when
discussing style in architecture, the style of the epoch and
the style of the artist. On one side, that which constitutes a
sort of distinct idiom, the words and the rules of a language;
on the other side, the choice and the manner of expres-
sion."20 Similarly, Viollet-le-Duc, in his Entretiens sltr
l'architecture, praised Reynaud's axiom-"style is at first
the epoch, man only follows..."2l-snfl added, "there is
style; there are the styles."z2 In thus distinguishing style
from personal manner, Viollet-le-Duc returned to the clas-
sical conception of the natural relationship between the
physical appearance of an object and its essence. In his
Entretiens he wrote: "the engineers . . in constructing a

1lt. A page from Viollet-le-Duc's
Entretiens sur I'Architectlre, 1863.
The traditional orTtament is broken
to its constructional constituents in a
Tvlanner similar to the actual
structural members. Style resides in
the uery act of making.
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15 A page from Viollet-le-Duc's
Entretiens sur l'Architecttre, 1863.
Gotlt;icism is moralized as tlrc par
excellence true style for its fi.delity in
construction as well as its builder's
disalienated social nature.
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ship or a locomotive . . . produce works which have their
own-proper character, u,hich have their style. . . in the
sense that they indicate their destination [purpose]. , . . The
locomotive . . . [in its] exterior form is only the expres_
sion of its power. Thus, the locomotive has style. . j .,,r,
In this way, Viollet-le-Duc restored an ontology of repre-
sentation that, for a century and a half, architectural
thought had been struggling to bury. On the threshold of
the objective puritanism of the Modern Movement, style
thus lost its designatory, affixative, arbitrary role and ln-
stead became once more-as it had been in classical
thought-a natural property of things. yet whereas for
classical thought, the "natural" implied an archaic, original,
divine visitation, for the late nineteenth century nature
referred more immediately to the origin of the building, its
essential, generative force. No longer a decipherable secret
concealed by the building, nature was now to inform the
very act of "making" and, in the process of such a ,,making,"
recognize itself. It is in this sense that Viollet-le-Duc as-
serted that once "the structure the plan . . . and the
means of construction [are] established . . . the building is
dre sed in its own spirit."24 It is essential to note thatihe
act of making does not simply refer to nature but that it ls
nature itself. The nature of the building is interwoven with
the act of making it; and in the act of making resides style
(fig. 1 ). Style is significant not because of its ability to
designate but, on the contrary, because of its essential
fusion with the building's primary reality, because of its
Iicense to merge its identity with the very nature of the
building.

This ontology of style had two broad consequences. The
first concerns the relation of style to history, or, more
precisely, the disappearance of stylistic eclecticism. For the
moment style was conceived as synonymous with nature_
that is, residing within the essential nature of a building_
its role as a linguistic sign disappeared. The Enlight-en-
ment and the early nineteenth century had posited that
style did not exist unless there was a known possibility of
interaction between two elements: the envisioned character
of a building and the known attributes or meaning of a
historical style. The late nineteenth century collapsed this
distinction between the signifler and the signified, and, in so
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16,17 Pages from VioLLet-le-Duc's
Entretiens sur l'Architecture, 1865.
Ornament----lnhether in G othic
voussoirs or feruous boltings-has
become an integraL part of the
re sp ectiu e stntctttral c omp otrcnts.
Style resides in the anatomical
sub stantiality of c on struction.
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132 doing, it denied the possibility of substitution and thus the
designatory power of styles. In this sense, styles were no

longer manners of syrnbolic designation and could therefore
never migrate from their historical birthplace. They were
tied forever to the very historicity of their emergence,
irrevocably bound to the spirit of their birthdate. Viollet-
le-Duc writes: "A Greek or a Roman could have attached
certain ideas to certain forms which for us are lost. . ' .

These forms therefore have no reason to exist [amongst
us]." 25

It is now possible to understand how Viollet-le-Duc could
have launched Gothicism as the true style par excellence
while, at the same time, avoiding the stylistic solipsism of
resurrecting historical style in the name of an organic
idea-at least in his mind and in the minds of his contem-
poraries. For Viollet, Gothicism was itself natural and or-
ganic in the very alliance it established between its act of
construction and the unity of medieval life: in this sense it
had style. Style was present not as a characterizable set of
formal and linguistic elements, but as synonymous with
nature: the constructional and integrated social nature of
the building (fig. l5). This endowment of one "privileged"
historieal style with the moral overtones of a social myth
inevitably led to a fundamental concept for all other ar-
chitectural history.

The very same alliance between style and nature that ren-
dered stylistic eclecticism obsolete and endowed Gothicism
with morality, also served the architectural orthodoxy of
the 1920's. For if one searches to locate the underlying
assumptions which were the necessary preconditions for the
known themes of the 1920's, one invariably returns to this
sameness of style and nature. The Corbusian "Dom-ino,"
the contempt for veneering, the obsoletepochA, the criminal
status of ornament, and, above all, the hostility toward
architectural history could not have entered the architec-
tural discourse of the twenties, even as vague themes,
without this first condition: that style and nature are part of
the same undifferentiated essence.

The second consequence of this nineteenth century ontology
of style concerns the relation of style to the process of

design. It has been said that, in the late nineteenth century,
style coincided with nature and, in turn, nature coincided

with the very act of making; style, therefore' was grounded

in the anatomical substantiality of a building (figs. 16, 17),

and the late nineteenth century mind, in defining style in
this way, could only situate its domain within the very
process of design. Style, then, had no direct or implied
connection with the notion of an origin or an archaic begin-

ning. The origin of style was not thought to rest in the dawn

of a history from which its later attributes would have been

derived. The idea of origin, at least in the late nineteenth
century, referred exclusively to the immediacy of the act of

making, rather than to some archetypal first moment after
which everything is no more than the thick sedimentation of
historical evolution. Time-in the sense of historical

"li6s"-1v2s therefore suspended while the understanding
ofnature and origin, and by definition the understanding of

style, depended exclusively upon what thought had yet to
think, afresh, in the very act of thinking and making, with-
out recourse to the repository of history. Thus, the
nineteenth century produced no theory of origins-unlike
Classical or Enlightenment architectural thought. Thus, it
produced no theory of archetypes, and by implication no

theory of types-unlike, for example, neo-Classicism and

Eclecticism. Late nineteenth century architectural thought,
as well as early twentieth century orthodoxy, in the very
act of renouncing all affiliations between style and a theory
of historical origin, denied the possibility of any typology of
design and condemned architecture ever to think anew,

never to proflt from the past and, in the end, never to be

able to codify its own achievements'
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and refers to those works in which representation and meaning are
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of the treatise.
10. Between eighteenth and nineteenth century architectural
theory (ideology), there occurred an etymological rupture in the
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nification, assigned to conaenance the meaning of "social propri-
ety." The nineteenth century, however, operating ll,ithin the
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13. Against the Hegelian traditioh of the "natural fusion of form
and content," Ferdinand de Saussure proposed that of the "arbi-
trary" connection between the "signifier" and the "signified,"
stressing in that way the conventional pact that endows form with
significance. In his Coilrse in General Lirtgtr[stics, Charles Bally,
ed., Wade Baskin, trans. (New York: McGraw-Hiil, 1966), pp.
68-69, he r,r'rites: "arbitrary means that it fthe sign] is un-
motivated, i.e., arbitrary, in that it actually has no natural connec-
tion with the signified."
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The Dream of a New Architecture

"The architecture of the future" .toas a
continuaL pre-occupation of a
nineteenth centurE caught between
nostalgia and progressiaism.
Finally, the anow of progress, the
mouenrcnt o.f society, the inner
perfectibility of things, the
burgeoning of industrtal wealth,
perhaps the euolution of
species would bring about,
ineaitably, an architecture which
might be abLe to sag that it was
trulg .founded in and of the society of
its time.

For th,ose with a sense of nostalgia
for a mythic past, Gothic or Classic,
a future architecture couLd only be
estabLished out of an empathetic
imitation of past fonns; for those
u:ith a settse of mission toword the
industrial pre sent ----and e specially
the follouters of Saint-Simon---<r new
architecture could onlg be born from
an authentic utilization of the new
materials according to ttew
functionaL demund s. S aittt-S imott
himself had inuented tlte tenn
"auant-g arde," etld his .followers
established the pattern of eristence of
a se|f-appointed elite acting on behalf
of a proph,esied future; tlteir trcirs in
the twentieth century were, of course,
the Futurists.

Rejecting the notion of stylistic
reuiual ott the one hand, und the
unitary idea of industrial and
technical progress on the other, a
small group of social theorists,
arc hitects, and artists --a enerally
identifying th,emselues as thE

followers of C harles F ottrier-looked

to the forms of society itself to
proaide the basis for architectural
renewal. Out of the patterns of social
eristence----and specifi,cally out of the
ideal cotnntttnitarian Life tlrcg
enuisag ed -the F ouriertsts belieu ed
that the stracture, the type forms,
and the skeLetal mise-en-scbne for
harmony toould arise. Tunting
around the propositions of
determinists like Bentham and euen
Pugin, they were, in tlrcory at least,
content to allow a neu social order
the 'itriuiLege of finding its own
appropriate mode of erpression, a
truly organic stgle. In the meantime,
how eu er, architects, left toithout
specifi,c manners or styles, should
eschew any eclectic reuiual and
concentrate on the diagrammatic type
forms of community, which wouLd in
turn clct to consolidate sociability,
which would in turn deuelop a true
architecture for the fi,nal state of
harmony. Tltus Fourier himself
could only draw diagrams oJ'his
phaLanstery, while at the same time
Looking throughout his life for an
architect who might somehow
anticipate the future, second guess
the march of listory, and const?-uct a
picture o.f the new architecture. Flora
Tristan, influenced, by Fourter and
also by Robert Owen, equally
und,erstood the dfficuLty of creating
entirely neu; types of unknown
societies; but she at least thought she
had found tlrc architect to d,o it. His
n(Lme u)as Cbsar Daly. Friend of
Considerant, stud,ent of the young
Romantic FeLir Duban, at tllat time
engaged with Labrouste on the Ecote
des Beattr-Arts, Daly took Fourier,s

system seriously, especially the
notion of histoical progression
through pertods of transition toward,
euentuaL harmony.

Each period was identifi.ed by a
recognizabLe and unique style which
reflected tlte inner constitution of
contemporary societu. E ach
"style-type" was in turn characterized
by a special geometry thttt was "at
th,e. same time its constrttctiue
prtnciple and its mode o.f
expression," and a pattern was
recognizable in th,e succession of
different geom,etries, euen as in tlte
societies. Daly took his models of
classiJication from the natural
sciences, and by the end of his life,
stilL disappointed that the hoped for
harmony had not yet artsen out of
the transitional ec\ecticism of his
time, tlrc theory of euoLution gaue
him new inspiration.

By positing geometry as tlrc
constructiue basis of all style, Daly
was of course folluaing the late
eighteenth century theorists of
architecture parlante, but in a
signiJicantly different way, with. a
more comp\er geometrtcal model and
without the rejection of all ornament
or iconography d,emanded by tlrc
aisionartes at their most rad,ical. It
was perhaps a result of his
understanding of the contradictions
of a nostaLgic futurism that ted, to his
almost complete withdratoat from
practice in the 1810's, to dedicate
himself to record,ing, crtticizing, and,
searching in the work of others for
the germ of a new order. AV

I
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1 Henri Labrouste, frontispiece of the

Revue g6n6rale de l'architecture,
designed 1839. This gloss on

Raphael's School of Athens places
Plato and Aristotle, rePresenting
sentiment and reason-or art and
science-4efore a frteze of workers
whiclt suggests th.e background of
building erpertence to be

accumulated in the Revue.
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Form and Society:
C6sar Daly and the Revue G6n6rale de I'Architecture

Ann Lorenz Van Zanten

As the nineteenth century architect hunted through the
history of his art and its contributing technologies for the
key to a neu,' style of architecture, the architectural periodi-
cal played the not inconsiderable role of fellow-seeker and
sometime guide. It offered descriptions and depictions of
examples from the past and present, heralded new mate-
rials and techniques, proffered advice, attacked or defended
schools ofthought and practice, and encouraged the growth
of professionalism. It generally tended to cover a greater
range of subjects and speak to a wider audience than the
theoretical text or architectural dictionary borrr of a particu-
lar philosophy; yet, with a consistent editorial policy, it was
also a kind of architectural encyclopedia in installments, not
altogether unlike the numerous encyclopedias that ap-
peared, volume by volume, during the first forty years of
the nineteenth century.

The first true architectural periodicals did not appear until
the 1830's, but they accumulated rapidly thereafter, each
one seeking to repair the supposed deficiencies of the one
that went before.l One of the first of any significance was
the Reuue gAnArak de l'architecture et d,es trauaur publics,
founded, edited, and initially published by C6sar Daly (flg.
2). Appearing first monthly, then bi-monthly from 1840 to
1889, it outlasted many journals founded rn'ithin its span of
publication, and was equaled by feu' in quality of production
and breadth of content. It was one of the few architectural
journals to develop and defend a coherent architectural
philosophy which, while influenced by and affiliated with the
work of a group of contemporary architects, was indepen-
dent of any traditional or self-declared school. And it was
probably the only architectural journal actively committed
to hastening the advent of a new style of architecture and a
new societl'.

As the creator and principle theorist of the Reu,ue, Cesar
Daly was in his own lifetime widely recognized and honored
throughout Europe and abroad; but since his death, his
name has rarely appeared in studies of the architecture of
the nineteenth century.2 He and his writings demand re-
consideration, not only because he was an extraordinary
individual, but because his writings exemplify a constant
belief in the immense power of architecture to effect social

good, and in the need for and possibilitv of an architecture lB7
uniquely expressive of its age.3 Daly's thoughts on the
social efficacy of architecture ranged from the utopian to the
practical in their considerations of housing, railways, hospi-
tals, and many other such subjects; but they always em-
bodied the conviction that true utility and the enrichment of
human sensibility must go hand in hand (fig. 1). His ideas of
style and form constituted an alternative theory to those
familiar to us from the mid-nineteenth century-the writ-
ings of Viollet-le-Duc, for example, or the doctrine of the
Academy. The medium of the architectural periodical al-
Iowed this theory to grow over a period of fifty years,
collecting and absorbing current ideas and buildings
whenever they served. For this reason, and for its powers
of dissemination, Daly chose the Reuue as his means of
expression at a time in his life when he could have turned
either to the practice of architecture or to social
utopianism-as a Fourierist-to attain his intellectual and
social goals.

Born in Verdun in 1811 of an Anglo-Irish prisoner-of-war
and a Frenchwoman, Daly spent his childhood in England
and, as a result, retained close ties with England and its
architecture all his life. At the age of fifteen, he returned to
France to study mathematics at the lycbe in Douai, where
he also worked for an architect. In 1831, he walked to Paris,
where he joined the atelier of Felix Duban who, with Henri
Labrouste, was one of the two radical Romantic Grand Prix
winners to have. opened an atelier by that time. Daly be-
came a close friend and subsequent eulogist of Duban, and
through him met many of the Romantic architects whose
writings and projects he later published. Sometime during
the first half of the 1830's, Daly formed his life-long friend-
ship rnith Victor Considerant, a close follou'er of Charles
Fourier, and became involved in the Fourierist movements
of Paris and the Eure-et-Loire. He reportedly served as
assistant architect for the design of a phalanstbre des en-
fants at Conde-sur-Vesgres, a project which was initiated
after an unsuccessful attempt (discredited by Fourier) to
found a full-fledged pltalanstbre on the same property. This
scheme, the remodeling of his own house at Wissous, and
the restoration of the cathedral at AIbi are the only ar-
chitectural projects on which he is known to have worked.



2 Cesar Daly, c.1860.

138 In 1839, Daly left the group at Conde to found the Reuue in
Paris, but he continued to contribute articles (often re-
printed from the Reuue) to Considerant's journal La
Phalange, and he served on the board of editors of the
Dbmocratie Pacifi.que, to which he lent substantial sums of
money. Thus, Iike many of his contemporaries, Daly was

deeply involved in one of the major Utopian movements of
the early part of the century. But rather than pursue an
evidently hopeless communal project, he chose to turn his
convictions to the production of a written instrument of
social good: a journal which would champion professionalism
and professional cooperation and which would provide a

forum for bringing together the current conceptions of his-
tory, science, and art, from which the new architecture ofa
new age of unity was sure to grow.

The principle problem that Daly set for himself and his
Reaue were similar to those which occupied many of his
Utopian forerunners and contemporaries: what is the na-

ture of human progress, how does architecture reflect soci-

ety in the course of that progress, and u'hat is the future of
architectural expression? The idea of progress adopted by
Daly was a synthesis of Fourierist and Saint-Simonian con-
ceptions, inflected by the evolutive theories of Lamarck
and, later, Charies Darwin; while his discussions of ar-
chitecture paralleled the u'ritings of the Saint-Simonians
Leonce and Jean Reynaud in the Encydop\die Nouuel\e
(1834-41). Yet Daly pursued these questions more
vigorously than any other architectural writer, formulating
a theory of his ou,n by the mid-1840's, and becoming en-

tirely engrossed by the issue of education for the architec-
ture of the future, which he called his "Hautes Etudes en

Architecture," by the end of his life.

The title of theReuue gbnbrale de I'cLrchitecttLrelenl itself to
more than one interpretation of its purpose, an ambiguity
often exploited by Daly in his yearly introductions to each of
its volumes. Firstly, and more simply, it was to be a "gen-
eral revieu"' of useful materiais for architects and related
professionals. According to Daly's editorial in the first issue
of 1840, the Reuue was to be a continually expanding an-
thology of practical and aesthetic experience committed to
the furtherance of a unified professionalism of architects

)
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and engineers, archaeologists and industrialists, and others
who might contribute to architectural theory or practice.
The range of subjects covered in the journal was extraordi_
nary_,. encompassing sciences affiliated with architecture,
building methods, technological developments, education,
archaeology and history, aesthetics, and all manner of build_
ing types. Archaeological artifacts, historical architectural
examples, neu, buildings and new apparatus were depicted
in beautifully executed steel engravings which grelv in
number and elaboration from year to year. These u,ere
equaled in quality but never bettered by later periodicals in
France and scarcely equaled at all in journals outside that
country.a The writings of a wide variety of architects, en-
gineers, archaeologists, and critics appeared in the ReuLe
thanks to Daly's intention-not u1*,uys scrupulously
fulfilied-to make the pages of his journal open to all schools
yet beholden to none. It was from the beginning a tour de
force, as were his later published books of plates with ac_
companying essays which made up his ,,Bibliothdque 

de
I'Architecte," begun in the 1860's.5

Secondly, the Reutte r,l-as also to be an instrument for the
recapitulation of the history and breadth of architecture in
the search for a new art. Daly gradually came to see the
Reuue as a chronicle of, and even a beacon for, the
nineteenth century's continual ,,general review', of the past
and present, u,hich picked out the usefui and discarded the
useless as the century progr:essed toward a new organicism
of society and an appropriate new style of architectirre. The
immediate consequence of such a review was eclecticism, an
approach which Daly initially espoused and later merely
tolerated in the belief that it u,as a logical manifestation of
an uncertain, transitional phase of society.6 Eclecticism for
Daly was simultaneousiy a deathbed and cradle, a process of
sloughing off the old and bringing forth the new, while
never becoming an appropriate goal in and of itself. Though
Daly impatiently regarded eclecticism as only the threshold
ofa new, organic, nineteenth century style, he nevertheless
preferred it as a state-though not a finished philosophy_
to Classicism or Gothicism, u'hich he sau, as exclusivist and
backu'ard-looking doctrines, and to Rationalism, u,hich
lacked for him the essential force of human sentiment
needed to balance technologically basecl reason. Daly,s

aversion to these schools of thought was reflected in both l3g
the writers who appeared in the Reutte and the contempo_
rary buildings considered in its pages. Though the Reiue
was initially open to such Gothicists as Viollet-le_Duc and
Didron, their presence was rarely felt after the mid_1gb0,s. z

The classically oriented articles that appeared in the journal
were usually archaeological in nature. And while applaud_
ing many technological deveiopments in architecturl, Oaty
disallowed their use strictly for their own sake and attacked
the Rationalist school for its lack of artistic and sociar
sensibility-going so far as to declare that a building could
just as well be purely motivated by sensibility as b| need,
and that artistic motivation could come before Rationalism
in the choice of a material for a specific form.s As for the
contemporary architecture published in the Reuue, proba_
bly the best generalization that can be made is that lt was
Romantic, emanating principally from the architects who
had returned from Rome in the 1g20,s and 1g30,s to chal_
lenge the prevailing classicism: Duban, Labrouste, Vau_
doyer, Duc, and Constant-Dufeux. The even more Roman_
tic and often hermetic designs of their students were wel_
comed by Daly for their poetic nature as eagerly as were the
railways for their power and scope, for each offlred a poten_
tial source of human unification: one through abstract ex_
pression, the other through physical .orn".tio, (fig. B).

Although Daly could not accept eclecticism as a philosophy,
he did believe that its knowledgeable practice could have
the positive effect of opening the fuli and unprejudiced
course of the past to the architect, thereby suggesting the
possible course of the future. The Reuue h;d a;uidin;role
in this respect: "Only reviews have the leisure [not appear_
ing dailyl to assemble series of facts, to classify them, to
sketch the u'hole of a movement of ideas, to draw from ii its
meaning, and to sort out its consequences.',e Thus, the
Reutte was not only a chronicle or even a commentator but
an active interpreter of the past and present.

Daly himself aspired to sketch the future. He repeatedly
emphasized the importance of knowing and understanding
the u,hole of architectural history in order to be able to
project the coming direction of the art. He urged the use of
scientific method in this study, believing that it could reveal



140 natural laws of architectural development, such as those FORM as the BASIS OF STYLE, and showing also the

which exist throughout the natural ,rd ho-un sciences. As accord which has always existed, in certain periods of his-

the astronomer plots the past positions of a star to estimate tory, between the needs of the spirit and the sentiments of

its future trajectory, so should the architect be able to the soul, between the rational faculties and the aesthetic

determine the trajectory of architectural form.10 Daly be- sensibility. Such is the analysis of the sense to which one

lieved that society proceeds through history in a gradual must attach the expression:'a style of architecture'." "We

course of progress that is marked by organic, auolrtiu" have studied," wrote Daly, "the properties of forms from

phases in which social ideas and sentimenti are consistent the point of view of their dimensions-this is pure or

,-ong themselves, and periods of transition during which abstract geometry-and also, but to a lesser degree, from

theseldeas and sentimert. u." confused and contradictory. the point of view of their materially useful properties-that

Architecture, asthetruestartisticexpressionofthestateof is, industrial geometry, one of the aspects of concrete

a society, is consistent in form in periods of evolution, and geometry-but why have scholars said nothing of aesth'etic

multiple and contradictory in periohs of transition;architec- geometry? That is to say, the relations of forms with the

tural Lxpression manifesis itself in geometric forms which aesthetic sensibility of man, a sensibility at once physical

bear a direct symbolic relation to the nature of the society and moral?" More specifically, he declared, "Movement of

that gave them forth, and whose increasing mathematical linesl Equilibrium of massesl Those are metaphors; but

complexity reflects t'he increasing complexity of society what important ideas are veiled beneath these flgures of

through h-istory; these forms -ry b" studied in terms of an ordinary speech, important by the very fact that they are
,,aesthetic geoiietry" through *ni.h the observer not only offerecl to us by ordinary speech! Is there not, in effect, in

may understand the cor"ru of the architectural past, but the universality of these figures, the proof that at the base

may attempt to project the course of the architectural fu- of human instinct exists the conscience of a permanent

turl. Like -rny of his Romantic contemporaries, Daly con- symbolic relation between, on the one hand, certain consid-

sidered the Middle Ages to have been the last period of erations of lines, and, on the other hand, the static and

organicism and evolution as a logical consequence of the dynamic condition of bodies?"11

consistent principles embodied in that society' and he saw
the nineteenth century as being on the u"rg" of emerging To Daly it seemed that there must be a physiological re-

from the long transition of the Renaissance into a new, sponse to forms and their combinations, just as Miche1

organic, evolutive period of the future. Chevruel (whom he admired) had identified such a response

to juxtapositions of colors.12 Thus, there must also be a

Daly found his methodology for plotting the path of the universal and eternal symbolic language of form, indepen-

future in the nineteenth ceiiury's growing body of sciences dent of associationalism, upon which the architect may

of human perception. He called it "aestiretic geometry," draw. Of this, Daly wrote: "Plastic art is nothing but a

imagining it as 
-only 

part of a body of aesthetic science language by which men express their ideas and their senti-

(,,aesthetic acoustics,,' ,,aesthetic opiics") which would be- ments. I will assert that monuments' pictures, and carved

come the seventh positivistic science in addition to mathe- images are discourses which are heard with the eyes; that

matics, astronomy, physics, chemistry, biology, and sociol- they are symbols which represent the diverse states of the

og:y. Ii was in tnl coniinuous play of tt 
" 

artistic, or senti- soul. Is there not here a language of mimicry, and is it not

niental, and the scientific, or rational, that Daly saw the more universally understood than any spoken language?

development of style and tire historical progress o? architec- Very well, the plastic arts constitute a language analogous

ture taking place. In 186g, he defined style as "a speciaL to mimicry; both address themselves to the sense of sight,

system oybONSfnUCTION and, an AESTHETIC which and the only elements which they employ are form and

belongs to it; constructiue system and. conception of Beauty color." 13 By this interpretation, art became an immensely

both lea4ing to the adoption of a SINGLD CgOUgrruC powerful tool speaking across the ages and the civi]izations



3 Dairy at Marly-le-Roi. Joseph
NicolLe, architect, 18i9. "A ueritable
work of art, a modest work if you
will, but one uthich speaks to all,
those whc; haue ears to lt"ear and eyes
to see."
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lt Table o.l'the histot'y o.f'.frn'm and
society, .from the articLe, "De
l.'arcltitecture de L'aueni,r, d" propos de

La renuissclnce .franqaise," 7869.
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of the world, a potential means to the unification of man.
Yet history demonstrated that this universal language had
always been modified by cultural and temporal preference.
It was this fluctuating history of form that Daly set himself
to chart, with the goal of extrapolating from it a universally
understandable and appropriate formal system for the fu-
ture of architecture.

Thus in one of his early articies Daly made the following
assertions: "All art is symbolic of the material, moral, and
intellectual state of humanity in the diverse epochs of its
development" and "Geometry furnishes symbols to Ar-
chitecture." He continued, in a passage addressecl to a
classicist friend, "Did not the pagans symbolize all the ener-
gies of nature? Did not the Egyptians sometimes place the
heads of animals on human bodies, and sometimes the heacl
of one animal on the body of another animal, with a view to
specifying a symbolic meaning? Is ort itself anything other
than the erpressiort of huntan sentintent by the nteans of
symbols? This latter observation perhaps surprises you, for
probabiy, with your ideas, you will not unclerstand, for
example, that in the geometric lines of an edifice, of which
the combinations are born of the needs of construction and
the state of science, there could be a symbolic value. That is
nevertheless precisely correct. In effect, when one exam-
ines the historic development of architecture, one sees that
human sensibility expresses itself in architectonic language,
by combinations of lines. It follows that the architectonic
ideal of a people must be the expression of its sensibility,
and that between the characteristic lines adopted by di-
verse peoples and their religious and social sensibility,
there is a necessary relation which makes the visible ex-
pression of the former the sign or symbol of the latter.,,r{
The identification of these "characteristic lines,' and their
corresponding states of civilization seemed clear enough to
Daly (fig. 4). For the organic, unified societies of Egypi and
Greece there was the straight line; for the transitional
civilization of Rome, a mixture of the straight line and the
arc of the circle; for the organic society of the Middle Ages,
the arc of the circle and its pointed variation; and forlhe
Renaissance and after, again a period of transition, there
was a mixture of forms.l5 These essentially structural lines,
identified with speciflc phases of a Fourierist cycle of ages

and civilizations, worked in concert with the more continu-
ous, universal vocabulary of lines of composition and
massing-for example, the curve of the bay, or the projec_
tion of the portico or wing-which constituted a significaiive
Ianguage of action within the building, distinct from its
culturally related symboiic expressions.

Accepting the nineteenth century as a continuation of the
Renaissance, both socially and artistically, Daly chose one
of its unfulfilled forms, the arc of the eliipse, as the basis for
a style of the future. His argument that this was a more
complex form than the preceding forms on which it had built
is avowedly evolutionary-Daly did not hesitate to support
the idea of historical progress in art, albeit a p"og""..
marked by the crises and fluctuations of social 

-o" 
"u",individual progress.r6 He expected the nineteenth century

soon to give birth to a new organic age-and probably a
better one than ever before, thanks to the progress of
science. The assumption that the arc of the ellipse and yet
more sophisticated geometrical forms would dominate the
future of architecture matched his expectation of a more
richly complex society.

Daly's system was fundamentally complete by 1g69. Much
of the rest of his career was spent accumulating evidence of
the system's inevitability. Yet while the past became
clearer, the future did not. By pursuing his aesthetic
geometry to the point of actually choosing a form for the
future, Daly raised the contradiction inherent in all such
searches: the impossible reconciliation of a fixed goal with
its spontaneous development. Daly's philosophy oi thu hir_
tory of society and his eclectic program of publishing were
committed to the idea that form and style, being manlfesta_
tions of social sensibility, must rise of their own accord from
that sensibility whenever the society identifies its true or_
ganic nature. Clearly the nineteenth century had never
determined its own character, and Daly was doing the im_
possible by offering a finished formal system to society
without allowing it a chance to develop integrally. ThL
implication was that architecture could actually Lring about
a new world, but it was difficult to develop historical proof
that such a feat had ever before been accomplished in ttre
advent of an organic society.rz Furthermore, Daly must
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5 Reuised table of tlte history of form
and society, presented in a Lecture on
"Les Hautes Etudes en Arch,itectltre,"
at the International Congress of
Arclitects, 1889.

744 have been constantly reminded of the tenuous nature of his

predictions by the fact that architects failed to rally to the
elliptical arc.18 Later issues of the Reuue are generously

stocked with buildings that look to the Renaissance, but not
to that particular form. By 1889, when Daly again gave a
lengthy exposition of his theories, he seems to have re-
signed himself to the evidence of the preceding twenty
years, for the arc of the ellipse has given way to a question

mark (fig. 5).'e

It was ironic, too, that Daly completed his formulation of
the history and future of style just at the moment when his

friends among the architects, whose Romanticism had

seemed to offer the basis of a new, a-historical style, were

nearing the ends oftheir careers, and few ofthe new gener-

ation were appearing to follow their direction. Daly outlived
Duban, Duc, Labrouste, Vaudoyer' and Constant-Dufeux
by twenty years or more; many of their students died before
him, and still the new style had not appeared. It is probably
thus that in his last years Daly turned increasingly to seek-

ing the institutionalization ofthe preparation for a new style
through what he called the "Hautes Etudes en Architec-
ture." 2o

Lacking a current body of architecture to defend, Daly set

himself instead to the formulatiotr of a series of basic and

eternal questions about the nature of architecture-similar
to those he had pursued throughout his u'ritings-u'hich he

hoped could be pursued in a program of stucly to follow the

architectural diploma. If there were few heroes left,
perhaps education and professionaiism could lead the way tc

a new architecture.

Daly's ambition for the architecture of the nineteenth cen-

tury was that it be of its own time, which for him meant that
it must acknowledge its evolution from past architecture.
To be responsive to the present, it seemed, architects must

understand how others had been responsive before them
For Daly, no language was unworthy of study if it coulc

serve to enrich the meaning and comprehension of familial
speech. 2 r So it was with the language of architectural form
from its origins to the present moment. The richest ant

most universal expressiveness in architectural form coult
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not help but serve the unification of society as well.

After a long anti-historical, anti-formal moment, architects
in the twentieth century have again turned to the problems
of signification that absorbed Daly throughout his career. If
Viollet-le-Duc and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts have each
enjoyed a reassessment, then perhaps it is time for Daly to
claim one as well.

X9qIS, qqd there is no reason to believe that Daly ever came to
dislike him as an individual or to disrespect his abilities. He
claimed to have nominated Viollet-le-Duc the Gold Medal of the
R.I. B.A. The Reltte did, hor,,.ever, criticize Viollet-le-Duc,s role in
the 1863 reorganization of the Ecole rles Beaux-Arts. his lectures
in particular. As for Didron. uithin a leu l.ears olthe first appear-
arrce of hi,s Ai2,,o7rr archeologiqrtes, editorial conflict erupt'eh be-
trveen the journal and the Reutte.
8. See particularlv the article of 1862, "Ferronnerie cle la Renais-
sance," *'hich is a direct refutation of the Rationalist argument of
an appr'op|iate ftrrm for everr. material.
9. "lntloiluction." Rp,.trp, vrl. 8, t8lg.
10. .Ibid. Over the years Daly also made man)' comparisons to
geology, paleontologl,, linguistics, ancl a varietvbf otner sciences.
11. "Causerie sur I'esthetique," Ber.rre, vol. 25, t867.
12. In his "De la loi du cotrtraiste sinttrltan1 des couLeurs et d,e
l,'osso,'tit,tent dps obielx colori-s (unsi(lcrcs rl'aprbs celte l,Li(paris,
1839). uhich uas revieu'erl far-orabll in the'fir'st r.olume of the
Ret.'ue.
13. "Du Svmbolisme dans I'architecture,"Eei,ire, vol. 7, 1g47. It is
interesting to note thatthis passage, as u'ell as several others, was
practicaill' paraphrasecl b1' Henrlv Van Erunt in his 1g61 essay
"Greek ]ines" rvith no refel'ence made to Dalv.
11. Ibid.
.15. This .s)-stem is exposecl in the article, ,,De l,architecture de
lavenu', a propos de la renais-sance fi.angaise," of 1969, ll,hich also
served a-s the introduction to the firs[ setjies of Daly's Molfs
historiqtres. Thi-s al'ticle rvas noted in the Belere to be,,t[e
philosophical resume of a u'hole life consecrated to the studr. of
architecture in its lannort rvith general history and contempoiary
societ r'. "
16. Fbr example, he comparecl the trarsitional phases of society to
teelhing, pubertl', anrl pt'egnattc' in humans. 

'

17. One is reminrled hele of Doloies Hayclen's recent comments on
the difficulties of l-ourierist foundations"in America rvhich berieved
that getting a "prol)er" phalansterr- builr uould somehoul make
tnell' n_e\l socret)' come about spontaneousll anrl rvhol11.. See Do_
lot'e.< Havrlelt , S?,', ,, Arrtc.t'ico rr ['tu!,i,ts rCambrirlge. l'976).
18. Of Dall"s friends, only the engineer yvon-Vi'ilarceau would
u.se a ruppl'rsserl eliipri.cal aIc irr br.idge rlesigll. anrl Ruprich_
Robert u'ould use parabolic arches in trvothurchi-s.'There wat alsothe parabolic sle/t, of Constant-Dufeux's tomb for Dumont-
r1'Llri'ille. Whether Dall' ever kneu' of the earlv work of Gaudi is
not apparent
19. In his lecture on "Les Hautes Etucles en Architecture,' at the
^C^ong'es 

International des Architectes held in paris in June, 1gg9.
20. *concept flrst taken yp-Uf Pgt"v in 1872, rvhen Louis Duc gave
l:io-fifths_of h.is prize of 10U.000F rgir.en b1' Napoleon III to-the
Palais rleJustice as the best u,,rk of ar.t t,fihe Second Empire)to
the f cole des Beaux-Arts for a competition devotecl to the ihautes
etudes en architecture" (thereafter knor.n as the prix Duc). 

'-"
21. Fo.r e-xample, Daly liked to use the comparison of the French-
man rvho better unclerstands his language by a knowledge of Latin
rvith the architect '"vho better underi-tands his orvn architecture by
a knou'ledge of its historical prececlent.
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Notes
t. Thq fii'st three perioclicals of an1- substance and cluration to cleal
excluliveh-.ri'ith alchitecture anci closelv relatecl subjects rvere
John Claudius Loudon's At..c l, itprt tt rrtl )l nga z i,, e, I_ondoni, tagl_
18_59. in fir'e volumes: Lurluig Folster"s Allqe,,,ei,,c Brtttzpittttto
tVienna). I836-1918. in eighrl:-three r.olume(: ancl Tl,e i;,.;t l,i-
gineer antl Architect's Jouinit (London), 1887-1969, in thirtl,-one
r,olumes.

?. Onb- Donald Drerv Egbert in his Socicrl Raclicalisnt ancl the
Art's (Nerv York, 1970) has ri-ritten about Daly the man ancl thejournalist. He appeals fleeringil in Chapter XX of Nikolau." p.rl.-
ner'S Sorlp )rcl,itqsl ,t1.nl ll'r.ilrr,s of tl,i \-ittetcetrtl, Certtttty rOr-
ford, 1972), rvith little more than the sentence: ,,Dalv rvas ah.i",.,a
of Donaldson: that.places him." Ancl in peter Collins' Cttangirtg
Ideals in Moderrt Architecture, Dalv ancl the ReL,ue are usecl"a-" 

"a

catch-all reference for a varietl- of ineri." icleas.
3. Biographical in-formation on Dalv remains of a general nature,
mostl!' to be found in necrologies, in a feri. archiv;l-s;u;;;i, ;a i;
his ori-n u'ritings.
4. Some latel Cerpan.periorlical.. pr.oduced high-qualit1. steel en-
gravings. but the English journalj conrinue(l to uie thb less Dre_
crse and 

^elegant_ 
ti oorlblocks. One mr.ster.r' of Da11.'s publication is

how he financed a publication of suih superior appearance at its
commencement.

wrote frequently for the ReL,ue in the early



The types of architectural progress
From J. A. Coussin, Dn G6nie de

l'Architecture, 1822.
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Quatrembre de Quincy

Introduction by Anthony Vidler
It is a significant but little commented upon fact that the
two most influential, compiete, and homogeneous theoreti-
cal statements on architecture in the first half of the
nineteenth century in France were issued not in the form of
the philosophical essays or treatises common since the Ren-
aissance, but in dictionary format: the great dictionaries of
Quatrembre de Quincy and Viollet-le-Duc. The potential for
comprehensiveness, first recognized by Diderot and
d'Alembert in their great Encyclopedia of the 1750,s, and
continuously projected by successive encyclopedic projects
throughout the nineteenth century; the rational classifica-
tion of the material universe, as accomplished in the natural
and physical sciences; the need to ciarify, cleflne, ancl draw
careful distinctions betu,een meanings of words that had,
over time, accrued multiple and ambiguous meanings and
connotations-these reasons and others doubtless recom_
mended the dictionary form to architectural theoreticians.
But perhaps most persuasive was the ability, in the words
of Quatrembre de Quincy in the introduction to his flrst
volume, to "satisfy all classes of readers by embracing the
universality of kno.*'ledge comprised by the subiect." that
is, the dictionary, as opposed to the singly argued treatise,
offered a didactic instrument for students, professionals,
and the lay public that had all the semblance of complete_
ness and all the apparent eclecticism of their needs. His_
tory, philosophy, and techniques could aij be embraced; the
dictionary might be issued in consecutive parts over time
and easily added to in supplementary volumes: in other
words, in an age of expanding readership and scholarly/
academic professionalism,'the dictionary was an easily pro_
Cuced and equally readily consumed object.

Although the dictionaries of Quatrembre de euincy and of
Viollet-le-Duc were u'ritten to advance coherent and en-
Lirely opposite theories of architecture: euatrembre's three
volume "Architecture," in the Encyclop|d,ie M\thod,ique,
appearing between 1788 and 1828, and Viollet's Dictiott_
taire Raisonnl, published in 1875, rvere dedicated to the
neo-Classic and the Gothic respectively: both were ada-
mantly against the eclecticism ofthe,styles,, and both erected
r vision of an ideal past in order to serve as a critical and
rositive instrument in the present. The one, it might be
raid, posited the Parthenon, the other the Gothic cathedral

as the ideal type of its respective architecture; the one
embodied a vision of classic order based on typological ,,im-
itation," the other a vision of social and cul[uraf renewal
based on a structural rationalism ancl a stylistic unity; the
one was a product of the merging of the forms of classical
antiquity and the republican Revolution, the other a procluct
of the new nationalism of the Restoration ,ra .loty
Monarchy.

Both writers, then, are representative of that stage of
modernity when the weight of tradition is invoked to ratify
an uncertain present; neither, while appealing to the new
professionals, had had any professional training in architec_
ture themselves. In their youth, both were thJrepresenta_
tives of radical and critical positions.

Quatremere de Quincy, u,'hile generally seen by historians
as a theoretician of advanced, even reactionary, neo_
Classicism in the first quarter of the nineteenth century,
was _in every respect an intellectual product of the prl_
revolutionary period: trained as a sculptor, he spent rno.t of
the years between 1776 and 1784 travelling in Iialy with his
friends the sculptor, Canova, and the painter, Jacques
Louis David. In 178b he wrote his first memoir, on the
origin and characteristics of Egyptian architecture, pub_
lished in 1803, in u,hich he demonstratecl the superiori[y of
Greek architecture, and two years later, after a briefstay in
London to study.Wren, he received the commission for the
dictionnary from his friend panckouke, the editor of the
EncyclopAdie Mbthodiqu.e. The first volume, published in
1788, embraced A to COL and included an extraordinary
forty-page dissertation on character, extended critiques of
contemporary abuses (especially directecl toward the bar_
ribres of Ledoux) and a long analysis ofthe genesis and form
of the cabarze or hut, type of the temple.

In this latter article he introduced all the themes later found
in the article on type reproduced here. The ideas oftype and
model-"it [the wooden hut] was indisputably the iype of
the Greeks, whence art found a model both solid and
varied"-are already present, as is the concept of type as a
more or less metaphysical entity. ,,This precious type,,, he
wrote of the cabatte, ,,is in some way an enchanted mirror in
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r48 which a corrupted and perverted art cannot bear its aspect

and which in itself recalls its origin, restoring it to its first
virtue." Thus, the idea of type, as in Laugier, is adduced as

a purifying agent-"an inflexible rule which u''ill redress all

vicious usages and errors'" Architecture finds its certainty,
after baroque, rococo, and "visionary" excesses, in the twin
principles of the "positive imitation of types and the ideal

imitation of nature," principles which, as we have seen

(Anthony Vidler, "The Idea of Type," this issue) are almost

synonymous for the late eighteenth century architect'

Perhaps the only slight difference between the idea of type

evinced in 1788 and that formally propounded twenty-seven
years later resides in the lack of clear distinction made at

hrst between model and type, later to become a pivotal

aspect of the theorY.

The underlying neo-platonism of Quatremere's theor/ was

reflected in the initial categorization he developed for the

material of the dictionary: words were selected on the

criteria of their ltistorical, metaphysical, theoretical,

elementary or d,id'actic, and pro,ctical reference' Of these

five divisions Quatrembre himself was principally interested

in the metaphysical-the essence of architecture-and the

theoretical-the principles of architecture. Didactic rules,

practical prescriptions, and the historical developments of

architecture were all in some way already embodied in

traditional treatises; but essences and principles-the en-

tire philosophy ofthe art, based on the highest philosophical

model, the Greeks themselves-were yet to be established'

In this lay the novelty of the dictionary for Quatrembre'
Certainlyihe large number of concepts discussed, and qual-

ities dedned, *ut" this the first truly systematic work of

theory and criticism, one which even Viollet-le-Duc had to

acknowledge as a superb precedent for his own'

"Type" comes from the Greek word "typos," a word which

"*pr"..". 
by general acceptance (and thus is applicable to

many nuances or varieties of the same idea) what one means

by model, matrix, imprint, mold, figure in relief or in bas-

relief. . . .

The use of the word type in French is less often technical

and more often metaphorical. This is not to say that it is not

applied to certain mechanical arts as, for example, in the

word "typography." It is also used synonymously with
"model,'; lttnougtr there is between the two a difference

that is easy enough to understand. The word "type" pre-

sents less the image of a thing to copy or imitate completely

than the idea of an element which ought itself to serve as a

rule for the model. Thus, one should not say (or at least one

would be wrong to say) that a statue, or the composition of a

finished and rendered picture, has served as the type for the

copy that one made. But when a fragment, a sketch, the

thought of a master, a more or less vague description has

given birth to a work of art in the imagination of an artist,

one will say that the type has been furnished for him by

such and such an idea, motif, or intention' The model, as

understood in the practical execution ofthe art, is an objecl

that should be repeated as it is; the type, on the contrary' ii

an object after which each lartist] can conceive works o

art that may have no resemblance. All is precise and giver

in the model; all is more or less vague in the type' At tht
same time, we see that the imitation of types is nothing tha

feeling and intellect cannot recognize, and nothing that can

not be opposed by prejudice and ignorance'

This is what has occurred, for example, in architecture' It

every country, the art of regular building is born of
pre-existing source. Everything must have an antecedent

Nothing, in any genre, comes from nothing, and this mus

apply to all of the inventions of man. Also we see that a
tfrings, in spite of subsequent changes, have conservei

always visibly, always in a way that is evident to feeling an

reason, this elementary principle, which is like a sort c

nucleus about which are collected, and to which are coord

nated in time, the developments and variations of forms t
which the object is susceptible. Thus we have achieved

thousand things in each genre, and one of the principr



occupations of science and philosophy, in order to uncler-
stand the reasons for them, is to discover their origin and
primitive cause. This is u'hat must be callecl ,,type,' in ar-
chitecture, as in er,erv other field of inventions and human
institutions.

There is more than one route u-hich leads to the original
principle and to the type of the formation of architecture in
different countries. The most important are rooted in the
nature of each region, in historical notions, and in the
monuments of the cleveloped art themselves. Thus, w,hen
one goes back to the origins of societies, to the beginning of
civilization, one sees that the art of building is born of
causes and by means that are uniform enough everywhere.
Cut stone never formed a part of any first builclings, ancl we
see everywhere, except in Egypt and India, rvood lending
itself with much more appropriateness to the inexpensive
needs of men or of families brought together under the same
roof. The least knowledge of the narratives of travelers in
countries peopled by savages makes this fact ihcontestable.
Thus, that kind of combination to u,hich the use of woocl is
susceptible, once adoptecl in each countt.1,', becomes, accord-
ing to the need of constructions, a type, u'hich, perpetuated
by custom, perfected by taste, and accredited by immemo-
rial usage, must inevitably pass into undertakings in stone.
This is the antecedent that, in man\, articles of this Dictio-
nqrA, we have given as the type ofmore than one genre of
architecture, as the principle on which is modeled, over
time, an art which is perfecteci in its rules ancl practices.

Nevertheless, this theory, u'hich is based on the nature of
bhings, on historical notions, on the most ancient opinions,
on the most constant facts, ancl on the evident testimony of
each architecture has often had two kinds of adversaries
pitted against it.

Ihere are those who, because architecture d<_res not know
how lo be, nor to provide the image of, any of the creations
of physical or materiai nature, conceive only of another kind
of imitation than that which is related to sensible objects,
and pretend that, in this art, everything is, and ought to be,
iubmitted to caprice and chance. Imagining no other imita-
:ion than that which can exhibit its model to the eyes, they

overlook all the degrees of moral imitation, imitation by l4g
analogy, by intellectual relationships, by application of
principles, by appropriation of manners (styles), combina-
tions, reasons, systems, etc. From thence they deny, in
architecture, everything that is based on metaphorical im-
itation; they deny it because this imitation is not materially
lrecessary. They confound the iclea of tape (the original
reason of the thing), which can neither command nor furnish
the motif or the means of an exact likeness, tvith the iclea of
lhe ntodel (the complete thing), u-hich is bound to a formal
resemblance. Because the type is not susceptible to that
precision demonstrable by measure, they reject it as a
chimerical speculation. Thus, abandoning architecture,
without a standard, to the vagueness of all the fantasies by
which forms and lines can be influenced, they reduce it to a
game rn'here each is the master of regulating the conditions.
From this follows the most complete anarchv in both the
totality and the details of every composition.

There are other opponents whose short sight and narrow
mind can only understand, in the realm of imitation, that
which is positive. The;J admit, if you rvish, the iclea of type,
but only understand it under the form and with the obliga-
tory condition of the imperative modeL. Columns have to
continue to look like trees, and capitals like the branches of
the tree. The tympanum ofthe facacle has to be suppressed.
All the parts of the roof have to be servilely copied in detail.
No convention can be admitted between u,ood construction
ancl its translation into stone.

They recognize that a system of construction in woocl, in a
tradition of constantll' modified ancl ameliorated assimila-
tions, finally has to be transposecl to construction in stone.
But because this last only conserves the principle motifs-
that is to say, those rvhich in causing the mind to return to
the origin of things in order to give it the pleasure of a
semblance of imitation will have saved the art from the
scope of chance and fantasy-they conclude that no devia-
tion from any of the details of the mociel is allowed, and thus
they wish to give an inflexible reality to the world after it
has been made. According to them columns must continue
to look like trees, and no conr,ention shoulcl be admitted
between wood construction and its translation into stone.



150 Thus, in confounding the idea of type-the imaginative
model-with the more material idea of the positive model,

which deprives the type of all its value, both adversants are

agreed, by two opposing routes' in clenaturing the whole of
architecture; the former, by leaving it absolutely void of
every imitative system and freeing it from every rule and

ali constraints; the latter, by fettering the art and constrain-

ing it in the shackles of an imitative servility, which would
destroy the feeling and the spirit of imitation'

We have opened this discussion in order to understand

better the value of the word "type" as used metaphorically
in a number of r,l'orks, and the error of those who either
ignore it because it is not a model or misinterpret it by
imposing on it the rigor of a model which seeks to be an

identical copy.

One further applies the word "type" in architecture to cer-

tain general and characteristic forms of the building which
receives them. This application fits perfectly with the inten-

tions and spirit of the preceding theory. For the rest, one

can also, if one wishes, authorize many usages proper for
certain mechanicai arts, which can serve as examples' No

one ignores the fact that a great number of pieces of furni-
ture, utensils, seats, and clothes have their necessary type
in the uses one makes of them, and the natural habits for
which one intends them' Each of these things has truly not
its model, but its type in needs and in nature' In spite of
what the bizarrely industrial mind tries to change in these

objects, contrary to the simplest instinct, who does not
prLfer in a vase the circular form to the polygonal? Who

does not believe that the form of man's back ought to be the
type of a chair back? That the rounded form should not be

the sole reasonable type of hair style?

The same is true of a large number of buildings in architec-

ture. One cannot deny that many have owed their con-

stantly characteristic form to the primitive type which gave

birth to them. We have superabundantly proved this of

tombs and sepulchers, under the words "PYRAMID" and

"TUMULUS." We also refer the reader to the article

"CHARACTER," where we have demonstrated exten-

sively enough that each of the principal buildings should

flnd, in its fundamental purpose in the uses to u'hich it is

given over, a type which is suitable for it; that the architect

should try to conform to this as closely as possible if he

wishes to give to each building a particular physiognomy;

and that from the confusion of these types is born an all too

common disorder, which consists in using indistinguishably
the same orders, dispositions, and exterior forms in

monuments applied to the most contrary uses (see

CHARACTER).

Note
i.-E ..ry from the.Ozcyclopltdie Mbthodique, Architecture, voi' 3,

pt. II (Paris, 1825).
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Chronology: The Ecole des Beaux-Arts, 16Z1-1g00

Compiled by Annie Jacques and Anthony Vidler

Foundation of the Academie Franqaise.

Academie Royale de Peinture et Sculpture.

Academie Rovale de Danse.

Academie Royale des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres.

Academie Royale d'Architecture.
Under its fu'st Dilector', Frangois Blondel (1617-1686), the members met once a week
to debate_the principles and practice of architecture, coming together "to publicly
expound [in the Academyl the rules of this art [of architecture] drawn froh the
doctrine of the greatest masters and from those examples of the most beautiful
buildings remaining flom antiquity. It is in this Academy that the most able
architects of the realm come together to confer, and to communicate their knowledge
to one another and where are resolved those difficulties found every day in the
construction of buildings. These architects should seriously apply themselves to study,
meeting one day a week to confer and communicate their knowledge to each other.
His Majesty believes strongly in this, as the unique means of ridding architecture of
its.vicious ornaments, of suppressing the abuses that the ignorance ind presumption
of its practitioners have introduced, and of the enrichmenfof those natural beauties
and of those g'rfaees that have been found so commendable among the ancients. He has
also desired that a register be kept of the proceedings in each ofthese conferences
where the principle difficulties which are found in buildings should be discussed and
resolved. Within this Academy his Majesty has also rvished that the truest and most
correct rules of architecture should be publicly taught two days a week in order to
form. a college, so to speak, of young architects. .qnA to give ihem more courage and
passion for this art he has ordered that from time to time a prize should be proposed
for those who are the most successful, from which he ivill chbose a good numbei to
send afterwards at his own expense to Rome; so that nothing is lacling, for his part,
in appointing them perfectly and rendering them capable of serving in the condutt of
his building works. Nevertheless it is true that knowledge of the frecepts of
architecture does not suffice of itself to make an architect, this quility presupposing
many other talents. His Majesty has wished that in the second hour of the tes"sons of
the Academy the other sciences which are absolutely necessary to architects should be
taught publicly; as those of geometry, arithmetic, mechanics (that is to say, moving
forces), hydraulics (u'hich treats of the movement of waters), the art of the sundiail
the military art of fortifications, perspective, the cutting of stones and diverse other
parts of mathematical science whose principles are already developed by the treatises
composed for this purpose."
In this way, a^s outlined by Biondel in his cozrs d'Architecture (r67b-1678l the Ecole
of the Academy incorporated theory and scientiflc courses as well as competitions that
anticipate the eventual Prix de Rome.
At its inception the Academy itself comprised only six members; v'ith Biondel as its
president and a secretary.
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Acaclemie Royale des Sciences.
Academie Royale de France a Rome.

1669 Acaclemie Ro1'ale de Musique: Frangois Blondel appointed Geometer to Academie des
Sciences.

1671
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Philippe de La Hire, another mathematician, became the Professor of the Academy
succeeding Blondel.

Jules Hardouin Mansart, Superintendent of Buildings, moved to enlarge and define
the organization of the Ecole by endowing it with official statutes.

An annual competition was established with two medals (one gold, one silver);
gradually the custom of giving to the winner of the first medal a pension for a stay of
trro or three years in Rome became established in the first half of the eighteenth
centrry, although this still remained an instrument of ministerial favor.

Letters Patent issued for the Ecole of the Academy: these cgnfiImed the existing
state; the Professor of Architecture had the right to select six students, and each of
the other Academicians a single student. This brought the total number of students to
twenty-eight. These had the right to entitle themselves "students of the Royal
Academy" and compete for the annual medal.

The flrst of the regular annual competitions.

Jacques Frangois Blondel (L705-1774) founded his own school of architecture (rue de la

Harpe) in direct competition of that of the Academy. Although the Academicians opposed

this new school at flrst, authorization was given in 1743 and the King endowed six
scholarships for intending entrants to the Royal Corps of Engineers in 1750. Blondel's

classes were held from eight in the morning till two each day, with theory taught in the
morning. Physical education was taught three times a week except in November and

Decemfer; in the summer, visits to blilding sites wele organized twice a week. Three
levels of courses were offered; "Elementary" for future patrons of architecture, public
and private; "theory" for architects, painters and sculptors; and-"technical" courses for
constructors ancl contractors "who have need of a less transcendent theory."

Blondel, chosen by D'Alembert and Diderot, publishes the article "Architecture" for the
flrst volume of the great Encyclop\die, thus establishing himself as

architect-philosopher.

Blondel appointed to the AcademY.

Blondel named Professor of Architecture at the Ecole, and closes his orvn school. First
systematic regulations for the Ecole.

Creation of the pnr d'bnutlation, a monthly competition for stucients at the Ecole.

Jacques Frangois Blondel, Cours d'Architectu.re; completed by Pierre Patte after
Blondel's death in 17?4; this work of the grarid Blondel remained the primary theoretical
treatise of academic teaching for much of the nineteenth century.

Second set of regulations for the Ecole.

Decision by the Academy to examine the entries for the Prix de Rome s5rstematically.

(April) Students demand to be present at meetings of the Academy and juries as rn'ell as

changes in the rules for the Grand Prix.

r776
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(June) Academy begins to revise its own statutes in anticipation of reform moves.
(september) The commune des Arts, headecl by Jacques Louis David, demancled the
suppression of the Academies of Painting and Sculpture.

Academy of Architecture completes review of its statutes; project for creation of a
National Academy of Arts.

Decree forbidding Academies from holding elections for nerv members.

(Juiy) Convention establishes second Commune des Arts.
(August ) The Committee of Public Instruction passes lau' against Academies; but almost
immediately the School of Architecture reopened under the Professorship of Julien David
Leroy (Adjunct Professor from1762, ProfessorfromlTT4 on death of Blondel), and A. t,.
T. Vaudoyer (1756-1846).
Grand Prix submissions for 1793 judged by jury of the Convention headecl by David rn'ith
Leroy.
(December) The commune des Arts, judged too acaclemic replacecl by a soci6t6
Populaire et Republicaine des Arts.
(November) Establishment of National Jurl' of Arts.

(April) Subjects of the competition opened by the Decree of the Convention judged by
jury, November; jury composed of Lerov, Boull6e, Ledoux, Pe},.e the younger, and 

-

Rondelet.
Placard afflrecl to u-all of house of Committee of Public Instruction (copieci by Jean
J_acqugrs Lequeu): "To citizens of the competition. Artists who clemand thatlustice
shouldte doneto 1,ou, awakenl A party is formed among the members of the Jury of Arts
Inamed] after the clecree of the National Convention; founded apparently on some esteem
in the u-orld this partl' has prer,ailed over the u'hole assembll', A species of fool in
Architectut'e, the septuagenerian Boullee is at the heart of it; this man has everything
going for him there . . . Defy Dardel, however he dissimulates, he hates artists, and 

-

watch out for the lgheecller Leclou-x, r,latch over the phlegmatic charletan Leroy. . . .,'
(December) Foundation of Ecoje Centrale des Trar.au_x pubtics.
Louis Pierre Baltarcl (1764-1846) Professor of Architectur.e.

(September) Ecole des Travaux Publics becomes Ecole Polytechnique, a two-year school
preparing students for entrv into professional schools of Artillerl:, Military Talents,
Briclges and Roads, Mines, Maritime Tajents, Teleglaph, etc. The Department of
Architecture, within the se_ction.of descriptive geometi.y, is supervised by J. N. L.
Durand, a former pupil of Boullee and Perronnet.
(october) Convention issues decree on Public Instruction, creating the Institut
Nationale cles Sciences et des Arts, and merges the olcl acaclemiei into three classes:
Mathematical and Ph1'sical Sciences; Moral ancl Political Sciences; Literature and I'ine
Arts. The thircl class u'as etrdou'ecl u,ith six chairs of architecture, all of which were
occupied b1, olcl academicians.
Lerol"s School gir,en autonomv fi'om the Institute ancl tramecl the Ecole Sp6ciale cle
I'A'chitecture.
The Institute was given responsibility for designating the winners of the Prix de Rome.
The fu'st Institute jury u'as held in 1797.

Ecole movecl from the Loun'e to Le vau's Collbge cles Quatre Nations, renovated bv
Vaudoyer.
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L54 Leroy diecl, succeeded by L6on Dufourny (1754-1818). At this time, the Ecole had six
students.
Reorganization of the Institut Nationale into four classes, separating Literature from
Beaui-Arts. Beaux-Arts thus becomes a fourth class, divided into flve sections: Painting
(ten chairs); Sculpture (six chairs); Music and Declamation (three chairs); Engraving
(three chairs); and Architecture (six chairs).

(4 October) The architect Heurtier presides over the flrst session of the Institute newlv
ensconced in the Colldge des Quatre Nations.
G. Rondelet opens course in stereotomy.

A. L. T. Vaudoyer appointed Secretary-Archivist to the Eco1e.

(26 April ) School of Architecture endou.ed with a site for neu. buildings on the site of the
ancient convent ofthe Petits Augustins, which had under the Directory been occupied by
the Mus6e des Monuments Frangais of Alexandre Lenoir.
The architect Debret (1??7-1850) chargecl with the construction works' The first
building, the Batiment des Loges, not completed until March 1829.

(9 July) Royal Orclinance reconstituting the Fourth class of the Academy into an

Academie ries Beaux-Arts with forty-one members in Painting, Sculpture, Enppaving,
Composition, and Architecture.
The duties and rights ofthe Secretarl'Perpetual are fixed; Quatremere de Quincy the de

./aclo incumbent establishes control through this offlce of the membership of.all 
.

commissions and the preparation of elections for new members. Part of his duties include

the reading of historical notices and the proclamation of Grand Prizes.

Dufourny dies.
L. P. Biltard appointed Professor of Theory in his place. At this time, the Ecole has

thirty-eight students.

(4 August) The Ecote reorganized and officially granted statutes.
The Ecole was clividecl into iwo sections: one of architectru'e and the other of painting and

sculptule. The administration was ensured by a body of professors regulating all the
inteinal problems as well as fllling vacant posts by elections. The section ofarchitecture
was enlarged to four professors of Theory, History of the Art, Construction,
Mathematics and divicled into two classes: a fu'st class limited to fifty, comprising the
medallists and logl.sles; and a second class of unlimited numbers, acceding by competition
to the first class. From 1821 these were reversed: a competition was instituted for entry
into the second class and the number of students in the flrst class was no longer limited,
entry being granted on a certain number of credits. The monthly competitions

Gmitlatiorl) fermittecl these credits to be gained in the different areas of the curricu]um.
The Rome competition remained directly managed by the Academy of Fine Arts; it was

reserver.l for French students of the Ecole less than thirty years o1d.

The ateliers were outside the official organization of the Ecole. To open an atelier it was
enough to be askecl for by some twenty students: the principal ateliers of this period were

thosJof Vaudoyer (father and son), Delepine, Blouet, Gilbert, Huyot, Lebas, Ginain,
Labrouste, Andre, among others. Many patrons of ateliers were also members of the
Institute and professors at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.
This system functioned during the entire flrst halfofthe nineteenth century. Despite_this
apparent autonomy, the Academy exercised great power over the Ecole through the
agency of Quatremere de Quincy.

1806

1807

1816

1818

1819



1822 Huyot (1780-1840) appointed to the vacant chair of History (created by ordinance of
1819).
Huyot together with Rondelet had collaborated with Quatrembre de Quincy on his
Di ctionnaire H istorique d' Architecture.

1826 Students riot during a lecture of Quatrembre de Quincy (a eulogy to the architect
Bonnard); the lecture hall cleared by police.

Henri Labrouste, in Rome, sends back a report criticizing the jury system; becomes a
hero figure to the younger students who ask him to open an atelier on his return to Paris
the next year.

Felix Duban appointed architect of the buildings on the site of the Petits Augustins.

(23 January) A study commission set up to examine rules of the Ecole and the Academy
in Rome, composed of adversaries of Quatremdre de Quincy (including Duban,
Labrouste, and Delacroix who had written against Quatremere in the Reuue de Paris of
1829). This commission was not renewed by the Minister on the protest of the Academy.

Labrouste named adjunct architeet to Duban for the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.

Students again riot in lecture of Quatrembre (eulogy of Delabarre).

Raoul-Rochette (1790-1854) succeeds Quatremdre as Perpetual Secretary to the
Academy.

Chair of History vacant; Lebas appointed but fails to lecture in flrst year.

1829

1840

1841 (13 June) M. Lebas announces opening of course in History, but fails to announce that he
was not giving the course that year. The students waited in the lecture room for over an
hour.
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1830

1831

1832

1835

1836

1.842

7844

Victor Baitard named Adjunct Professor in Theory to help his aging father.

The Commission on Historical Monuments demands that a course in medieval
architecture be instituted at the Ecole.

L846 Constant-Dufeux opens his course in Perspective, Lebas his course in History. Daly
reports that sleep overcomes the audience, for Lebas whose monotonous tone of voice
caused Morpheus to vanquish Clio.
Abel Blouet (1795-1853) succeeds Baltard the elder as Professor of Theory.

1848 (December) Commission composed by Labrouste and Adolphe Lance proposed reforming
teaching in name of Central Society of Architects and add teaching in:
1) Drau.ing and modeling of flgure and ornament;
2) Elements of statics and applied mechanics;
3) Physics and chemistry applied to building;
4) Practical construction;
5) Administration, jurisprudence, and accounting of buildings;
6) History of architectwe from antiquity to present; and
7) Practical application oftheory with obligation to follow execution ofpublic buildings.



156 1851-1852

1851

1852

1856

1862

1862-1863

1864

The Ecole has 281 stuclents. There were seventy-three in the fir-st class of which flftyfollowed coul'ses, the rest fell out. There lr.ere zos in the seconcl class, of ivhich
:y^:,1,J^ :l{_lt 1".:lgl!, followed courses assicluously, with sixty falling out. The targesarellers (out of thrrty_seven) were: Blouet with sixty_three students; 

"Labrouste wifififty-nine.students; Lebas with fifty-four students; and constant-Dufeux withtwenty-nine students.

Laborde- suggests the reorganization of the Ecole by means of courses in aesthetics,general history, the history of architecture, literature, and archeology.

violiet-le-Duc begins his campaign against the Ecole in the Ret,tLe Gartorale.

Labrouste retires from his atelier; Viollet-le-Duc takes over some ftfteen of his student
11! ope,ns a public atelier with announced six part course to be pubrished.
Albert Lenoir takes over medieval history for Lebas (historian i1.." a""tf, of Huyot).

Students protest over outcome of Grand prix. In competition for a paiace for the
Governor of Aigeria, Emmanuel Brune and A. F. V. Dutert submitted design in Arabianstyle; prize given to l'. W. Chabrol r,vhose clesign was classical.

Viollet-le Duc petitions for refor.m of the Ecole to Napoleon III.
(13 November) Decree of.reofganization, signed by Marshal Vaitant, Minister of theHouse of the Emperor.'The Ecole, he statecl, "hacl ceased to be in t.,u"rnony with themarch of ideas and the needs of the present.';
The decree of 13 November 1863 moiivated by a report by the Superintendent of FineArts, the count de Nieuwerkerke, contained i.ong othei clausesii," rotto*ing
measures: the direction of the Ecole was taken out of the hancls of the AssembTy ofProfessors and giv-en to a Director named by the Minist.", u..i.i"Jty-, uigt", council
of reaching, presided over. by the Superintlndent of ri." ert.;ire "judgement of thePrix de Rome was confined t'o.a-spgiar jury, drawn by lot, pariry irlm insicle theAcademy and partly from outside. rhe age timit of the ."rirp"till1,, *rs rowered to
twenty--five years, the second prize was suppressed, and the'scholur.tip 

"u,tu."d 
to oneyear; official atelier.s were set up in the Bcoie (the three architecturat aiJUers were underPacc.ard, Laisne, and constant-Dufeux), open to all those *t o ,uii.h.a conditions of

admission set by the professor in charge of the atelier. Obligatorj co;r.". *u." provide4
common to both sections in history', iesthetics, archeolog!, and perspective. 

-

Several new professors-were appointed (consLant-Dufetil,'A. pu.."iJ, ch. J. Laisne,
Ig"r."{ (history and archeology), Viottet-te-Duc (historv of a"t urJ aestf,etics) and Millet(administration and construction).
The Academy, as well as-the students, reactecl very strongly against this decree u,ithout,however, much result; the essentials of the reform were-sustained. viollet_le_Duc,
imposed as Professor of Aesthetics, was violentiv contested.

(16 January) The new regulations of the Ecole published.
(29.January) Viollet-le-Duc opens his course on tire History of Art ancl Aesthetics. CesarDaly reports, "his discourse responded mediocrely to tti6 neeJs eilhe situation.,, Hislecture drowned by the calls of itudents protesting age limit for the Grand prix.

Emile Trelat establishes a new school, the Ecole Centrale d'Architecture, in support ofViollet-le-Duc.
1865



(27 November) A neu' set of rules publishecl for the Ecole creating a ciiploma for
architectural students.

1871 (13 November) Thiers restores to the Academl' the juclgement of the Rome prize ancl the
privilege of presenting three of its own carrdidates for the Dilector of the Acad6mie tle
France.

1E(i7

188:l

1886

1889

1894

1902

t57

The last official texts concerning the organization of the E cole cles Beaux-Arts date from
1883. Their object u'as to establish a closer link betu'een the Ecole and its ateliers by
reserving access to the latter to students only. They instituted courses of figure drawing
and ornamental modeling for the sturlents of the seconcl and first class in order to relale
more closelv to the teaching of the three arts.
Between 1887 and 1888 tu'enty-tu'o architectural diplomas rvere awarded. Numerous
foundations of prizes by inclivicluals had led to the Blouet Prize (1854), the Rougevin
(1857), the Jay (1873), and Godeboeuf (1881) Prizes, together rvith collective prizes-the
prize of recognition of American architects, 1889. In 1883, the locale, now too small, llas
extendecl b1' the purchase of the Hotel de Chinay. In 1890 the total number of stuclents
was approximately a thousand, with many American ancl su.iss in the section of
architecture.
There were no ue\r texts before 1968, the date of the creation of the pedagogical units of
architecture.

The international congress of architects protests against the ignorance of the students of
the Ecole in historical st1'les; demanclerl a chair in French archeolog-v.

Charles Garnier reports to the Academy that a chail in medieval architecture would be
not only useless but dangerous.

(28 November) Julien Guadet (1834-1908) opens his theorl' cour.se in the Ecole.

Julien Guadet, ElOments et Thborie de I'Architecture.



Forum: The Beaux-Arts Exhibition

Edited by William EIIis

William ElLis is o?i Ass?sloiil Pro.fessot'
ot' At'chitecttLre at City College of' Neu
York, an Assisia ril Pt'oJessor (Adjunct)
at The Coolter LIrtion, Neu,Yu'k, and a
FeLLotLt of the l'n,stitute for Aru:hitecture
s'nd Urban Sfuidies.

160 The follouittg cornm,entaries utere
presented at tlrc "Beaur-Arts Exltibition"
.fontm held at, tlLe Institute for
Architecture and Urban SttLrJies on 22
January 1976. Th.e erhibitiott trnder
di.scirsszon u:as "The Architecture o.l'the
Ecole des Beaur-Atts," held ot tlte
Museum oJ'Modern Art, 25 October 1975
to 6 January 1976. Erhibition Director:
Arthur Drexl,er.

George Baird
The Beaux-Arts Exhibition was mounted
with the intent to shock, and it has
succeeded. Arthur Drexler sees it as a
frontal challenge to the current practice
of mainstream modern architecture. And
Acla Louise Huxtable thinks the
exhibition focusses a "crisis" of modern
architecture.

Given this, it was with some surprise that
I r,liscovered my own first impression of
the exhibition $,as one of an evidently
continuous tradition linking the
Beaux-Arts to the Modern Movement I
thought I was familiar with.

The exhibition shows the Beaux-Arts to
be no less "object-fixated" than the
Modern Movement. The entire exhibition
includes only t$'rl projects u'hose designs
disclose any real response to the
constraints of actual urban situations.

Then too, there is evident in the drawings
that familiar, still impressive, ancl even
poignant evolution, running from the
followers of Boullee and Ledoux through
to Labrouste, Guadet, and Tony Garnier.

So I don't think the exhibition if,sell offers
any very explicit new lessons for a
redirected approach to architecture.

On the one hancl, the impact of the show
may be beneflcial. It may contribute to
the growing movement toward the new
and more sensitive relationship of
building typologies and urban
morphologies. (This despite the fact that
the exhibition does not illustrate this
particular aspect of Beaux-Arts practice.)
It may strengthen various tendencies
which take a more supple stance vis-a-vis
architectural history and the historical
artifacts amongst which almost all our
new buildings are erected. It may
contribute to a greater formal facility
amongst designers, as compared with the
club-footed moral earnestness which has
too often passed for facility during the
past decade.

Yet, given its lack of explicit directives, I
don't think we have much osszrance that
these beneflcial outcomes will follow. I
have fears of possible-and perhaps
equally likely-zrilbitroiate impacts of the
exhibition. I fear that we may u'ell hear a

Yamasaki of the 1980's speak of a new
"architecture of delight"; I fear the
architects of major public buildings will
find in the Beaux-Arts a new justification
for clesigning buildings like Edward
Stone's Embassy in India, or Kennedy
Center. Then too, rve may face a
resurgent vulgar historicism.

So it remains for me unclear what will be
the import of the exhibition for the
apparent discontinuity in modern
architecture today.

Let me conclude by indicating a parallel
of this discontinuity with one in the
exhibition itself. Garnier's work is
programmatically inventive, formally
incredibly suppie and technically highly
ingenious. Yet it lacks propriety, it is
ultimately unserious. In both its
strengths and its weaknesses it reminds
me of the contemporary work of John
Portman. In short, to use Colin Rowe's
elegant distinction, "we are here, once
more, in the area where the physiqu,e and
the norale of modern architecture, its
flesh and its word, are again not
coinciclent. "

Now it has been a major accomplishment
of Rowe's career to radically debunk the
relations u-hich were presumed to hold
between physiELe and morale in moclern
architecture generailv. And I don't think
it is too much to say that one of the
historical effects of the Beaux-Arts show
is to bring to a close this demolition job
begun b.v Rowe thirty years ago. Yet nor,l'
that the job is complete, there is still a
question which has to be asked: what is
one to make of the fact that, before the
mythology of the Modern Movement was
finally conventionalized, the diverse and
heterogeneous intuitions of Le Corbusier



and Mies and Duiker anci Chareau in
respect Lo presunted relations of phgsique
and, nt.ctraLe released an incredible
creative force? Could it be that the
psychological pou.er of those intuitive
convictions rvas at least as significant a
historical influence as the disillusionment
which has follorved? And if that is so, horv
far, creatively speaking, should we expect
to be able to go, in oul'ne\,,, mature, and
disillusioned enlightenment?

William J. Conklin
MOMA's retrospective of last century's
architecture was presented with
astonishing seriousness, and, for a
moment at least, caused every viewing
architect some heady doubts about his
ou,n position. Such, presumably, u'as the
purpose of the shou'. Scholarly research
in the history of architecture is
fascinating and certainly entirely self
justifying, but interpretative perception
demands a viewpoint, and requires us, as
latter day modernists, looking from our
orvn moment, to see the shou'over the
shoulder, backwards, back through the
decades of revolution.

Why did the heroes of modern
architecture ridicule and despise this
reigning School of the Beautiful Arts?
Surely not simply because of its romantic
imagery and its grand illusions. The
modernists evolved a far more extensive
panorama of dream sets. And the
revolution surely wasn't really simply a
protest against those French friIls, those
supposedly leaky cornices which Wright,
of all people, complained so much about.
No, the violence of the revolution speaks
of something which the modernists saw in
the Beaux-Arts as incredibly antagonistic,
alien, morally wrong, and personirlly
hateful. Like the trn'elfth centwy
architects' violent destruction of the
pagan Roman temples, Gropius, Corbu,
and Mies saw banishment of historical
imagery as a prerequisite for the new
free world they were flghting for. Such
emotion tells us much more about
perception, architects' values, and
architecture.

In normative, non style-bound terms, if
such is possible at all, we can deflne
architecture as the physical setting which
we as self-conscious designers produce to
accompan)' human activity. The
relationship between the tvro, that is-the
setting and the activity, is dialectical and
interactive. Thus when an architect
designs, he begins with a sel of human
activities, inevitably a selective act, and

proceeds to create a responsive surround. 161
The design of the surround then enhances
and elevates the activity. On the other
hand, when we perceive architecture or
architectural intentions, as in the
Beaux-Arts drau'ings, we immediately
understand the set of human activities
which r,r,'ere selected by the architect as of
first importance. This selection process on
the part of the architect is the raw
statement of his own values.

The radical schism betu.een the
modernists and those drafty Frenchmen
can thus be seen to lie not really in the
surface forms of their architectural
solutions, but in the kinds of human
activities which each of the two groups of
architects designated as centrally
important.

One clue to Beaux-Arts intentions lies in
their concept of mauche, the sequential
set of spaces and forms which surround
the process of entering a building. This
particular human activity, that is the
process of entering, is given centrality
over all other human activities in
Beaux-Arts beliefs. Mountainous steps
lead to grand halls which then prove to
have been only foyers for the climactic
spaces u'hich follorv. The symphonic
spatial surround glorifies the human
activity converting it into a fantastic
ceremony.

The modernists on the other hand saw
this set of values as the mythology of
kings and priests and as degrading and
devaluing to the wide range of human
activities which they chose to see as the
real fabric of human life. In fact they
attempted to actually be unselective in
their choice of activity concerns. Thus
Gropius' Total Architecture, which meant,
as a goal statement at least, concern for
each physical and mental human activitv
which could be identifled. Consequently,
the modernists' concern with working in
factories, with seeing in schools, with
liuing and, meeting in housing, with



162 bathrooms and surgical suites. All the
human activities that were repulsive and
beneath the dignity of the Beaux-Arts
architect became the central concern of
the modernists. The inner heart of the
modernists' revolution was this reversal
in the rank order of human activities,
totally upsetting what they saw as the
topsy-turvy values of the Beaux-Arts. All
of the machines and the steel which were
hidden beneath the Beaux-Arts pochi
were brought out into the open and
extolled.

Should we then, as we join the party and
march up those great steps, see MOMA's
Beaux-Arts Ball as a kind of memorial for
a fallen foe? The minister of architecture
sounds terribly serious, but who could
really criticize him for that? The
important thing to remember, after we
have forgotten the party, is to be really
serious about the range of human
activities which we chose to designate as
of concern and, just possibly, the
modernists in their concentration on the
work station may have indeed
underplayed the importance of the act of
getting there.

Ulrich Franzen
It is worthwhile to look at the exhibition
in terms of u,hat is communicated to the
viell'er.

The absence of a considered and generous
text establishing a theoretical framework
creates a sense of inarticulateness. This
and the narrowness of the work shown
(mostly student work) deny to the viewer
the complex and rich flelds of
architectural thought of the nineteenth
century. The presence of the arbitrary
tastemaker seems to lurk beneath the
surface, foreclosing access to history.

For the Museum of Modern Art's
Department of Architecture to announce
in 1975 that modern architecture is dead,
as if there had been a sudden and divine
revelation, is at best an amusing public
relations device in the face of the very
general questioning of the Modern
Movement even among trade journals.

If the intention was to re-open the
nineteenth century's extraordinary
dialogues which lie at the heart of modern
architecture-why then did the Museum
not turn for guidance to those who have
for twenty years struggled to build
bridges to the nineteenth century?

The major figure to lead this movement is
Vincent Scully. I think this exhibition
should have been his to direct.

The exhibition ignores both the cultural
and formal context of the Beaux-Arts
and, as a result, gives us an arbitrarily
selected and incomplete fragment of the
Ecole's work. Why \\'as an effort not
made to reveal in both formal and
theoretical terms the extraordinary
dialogues within the broad framework of
the Ecole-Garnier, Labrouste, and
Viollet-le-Duc? The exhibition creates the
impression of a hermetic style which, of
course, the Beaux-Arts was not.

This narrowness of focus also precludes a

discussion of the questionable tendencies

of the Ecole to flirt with the architecture
of tyranny. The Napoleonic scale of some
proposals clearly intrigued Hitler
sufflciently to make him the foremost
twentieth century patron of the
Beaux-Arts, followed closely by Stalin,
who decreed the Beaux-Arbs style as the
appropriate symbol for his dictatorship
while throwing the Constructivists into
jail.

At a time when responsible studies of
nineteenth century ideas are so urgently
needed, one is confronted with student
work. Clearly the curator believed that
these drawings were of unusual quality.
Unfortunately we cannot accept even this
decision as sound, for Jean Paul Carlhian,
a Beaux-Arts trained architect, wrote in a
recent article about the Ecole that after
the conceptual design was completed, "all
that remained was to present the design
in the best possible light to the jury. . . .

Such tasks were often entrusted to a

fresh crew of specialists in the atelier u'ho
went fro$ project to project practicing
their skills at the expense of the author
(if they were inexperienced) or showing
off their talents (if they were experts)."

It appears, in fact, that the Beaux-Arts
student drau'ings were produced under
conditions many architectural students of
today would flnd familiar.

We are at an important juncture, where
meaningful connections with the origins of
modernism in the nineteenth century
would, indeed, create a varied theoretical
base for our work today. This historic
opportunity r,l'as not well served by the
exhibit. Perhaps to the historical scholar
any progress in the right direction is
better than none. However, for those.who
are searching as active designers through
the debris of leftover modernist polemics,
the show at the Museum is cast in the
same Messianic mold of its past positions'

The exhibition was a game and costly try
bv the wrong team at the right time'

tll''Bst* t



James S. Rossant
I missed the gala opening for I was out
west and I was not prepared for the
frantic architectural scene I found on mv
return. New York architects ll'ere not "

only reduced to selling apples, but they
were blinded b1' the glitter of the progenl'
of the.Roi Soleil: The exhibition oi tte
Ecole des Beaux-Arts. There were even
voices who said of modern architecture
that it was finally dead. The shorv's
timing makes it appear that it is another
manifestation of nostalgia mania of the
seventies-and perhaps it is. Coming
along after oldies revivais like ,,Irene,"
movie revivals from The Thin Mart kt
King Kong, all kinds of funny shoes,
pants rvith pleats, Bette Midler, Ruby
Keeler, Art Deco, and bankrupt banks;
antique stores specializing in horrors from
my aunt's apartment, artists like
Lichtenstein duplicating them . . . ancl
finally direct from Paris, the Beaux-Artsl

The Museum of Modern Art has an
unquestioned influence of architectural
taste and fashion, but in golden oldies
revivals? What was really behind this
exquisite and elegant exhibit of dusted-off
drawings at the Modern? True enough,
the Ecole des Beaux-Arts u-as the
dominant influence in architectural
education on this side of the Atlantic well
into the thirties and well beyond the
years of its pre-eminence in Europe.

Could it be that the real thrust behind
the show, the message might il'ell be that
we should emulate this great Academy
and even . . . perhaps create a new one
here? The Modern, having apparently
failed to establish for all an internationai
style or a Miesian style, might be out to
form a new academy. If this is the intent,
the new academy is stillborn.

The nature of the drawings themselves of
course, put to shame, in sheer brilliance,
modern architectural rendition, leaving us
breathless. But the drawings add little to
a fresh understanding of the work. The
drawings were not an especially creative

way of looking at buildings, the elevations
and perspectives were simply feats of
endurance and incredibly long arms. As
Corbusier learned, there was much more
to be found in the simple, almost crude
diagrams of Augu-qte Choisy, in his
Histoire de l'Architecture, than in all the
Chinese ink and color u'ashes of Prix de
Rome. And then the Beaux-Arts student
had more time to draw; if he lvished to
know more about how buildings were
made after four years at the Ecole, he
had to go to the Polytechnique for
engineering and take four more years,
but if he was of a good family, no matter.

But if the drau'ings rn-ere the thing, why
MOMA? Simply to shock? The regulation
place for a drawing show is the Astor or
the ne.nl Cooper-Hewitt. Perhaps the
Modern means to give a lesson in
pre-modern art history. The sholr,.'s
catalogue makes some references to the
superfluousness of the Beaux-Arts in
terms of its socio-economic relevance. It
is a gloss job however, and not serious
history. These reasons for the value of
the exhibit are not quite convincing.
What the message the Beaux-Arts show
really brings us I think is this: that
architecture can be programless and
abstract, and the more abstract the
better; and as the catalogue indicates we
need strong, formal medicine to put our
buildings and cities in order. There is
great appeal and a kernel of truth in this.
There are also dangers.

Even to Sullivan (a member of the Ecole),
"the discipline of the Beau.x-At'ts settled
dor.l,n to a theory of plan, yielding results
of extraordinary brilliancy," but he added
that "it was but an abstraction that was
intellectual and aesthetic" and in the end
lacked, and I quote, "primal inspiration,"
it had what is more, "fatal residiuum of
artificiality. "

In fact, with some exceptions, Le
Corbusier's work is compositional and
closed ended.
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But Le Corbusier, Sullivan, and their
comrades believed that form must florn'
out of function, progllam, and content.
The teaching of the Beaux-Arts was
swollen u'ith style but starved of content.
This brought its clou-nfall. Beyond this, it
was a very pretty exhibition that offered
welcome relief from more pictures of the
Chrysler Building.

And after all Le Corbusier salutecl the
pl,an generatezr, despite his spoken
distaste, even hatred, for the Academy



Paul Rudolph
164 I will confine my remarks to two subjects:

urbanism and drawing. The catalogue
informs us that: "It was a kind of
planning that couid clarify equally well
the nature of individual buildings and
their urban relationship to one another."
This statement is difficult to reconcile
with the known practice at the Ecole of
giving imaginary, often flat sites for
student projects, with not even the points
of the compass indicated. In practice,
Beaux-Arts notions of urban design
usually meant placing freestanding
buildings in axial relationships to each
other-regardless of climate, site,
approach, typography, or use.

It was ironical that the twentieth century
architectural revolution was weakest in
its theories regarding urban design. Le
Corbusier wanted to tear down
everything in sight and build his
freestanding skyscrapers in parks,
thereby removing them from the noisy
diversity of the true city.

Those concerned u'ith urban design today
cannot look to the Ecole for guides, in
spite of the effectiveness of the 1893

Chicago Fair and other great Beaux-Arts
planning efforts in this country. Their
ideas of urban design and planning were
applicable when starting afresh, but
unworkable in terms of adding to, or
revising existing conditions. Exterior
space, apart from courtyards formed by
the buildings themselves, was almost
never deflned in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts
system. Ironically, the Modern Movement
that followed promulgated the clear,
freestanding building unrelated to its
surroundings despite the fact that it was
supposedly anti-everything at the Ecole.
It was the unrelatedness to reality, the
speciflc, the casting out of all that u'as
regarded as being ugly or not ideal, the
solving of problems not connected with
society that finally Ied to the Ecole's lack
of r.itality.

Gropius was content to make diagrams of

the path of the sun to deterrnine the
placement of his buildings, unrelated to
human psychology. It is noteworthy that
Marie-Antoine Delannoy's project for the
restoration of Tiber Island in Rome is
regarded by the authors of the Museum's
catalogue as presenting, and I quote, "A
cluttered . . . image of Roman urbanism,
with monumental public buildings
crammed against ordinary houses." One
can argue that the history of urban design
is exactly this-the monumental public
building crammed against the ordinary.
One depends on the other, to a large
extent. St. Peter's Plaza is effective only
as a result of the diverse, small scale,
winding complex streets, intersections,
and small piazzas beyond its great space.

Mussolini almost ruined it by opening the
large gathering space to the river beyond.
It's the same with almost every other
Italian design worth discussing. Every
medievai cathedral town depends on the
juxtaposition of its cathedral to the
cluttered housing beyond. Even in New
York, Times Square, with its clutter,
complements Bryant Park's sense of great
repose. Outdoor rooms of a city need
different characters for different
purposes, just as interior spaces do.

As Camillo Sitt6 has pointed out, the
urbanism of Rome involves placing all but
twenty-four of its 350 odd churches
tangentially next to other buildings, in
order to provide open spaces in front of
them, so that they might be given
emphasis and their presence be clearly
visible. In fact, the art of urban design is
based on appropriate and varying
psychological environments.

The great difflculty with the Ecole, in
terms of urban design, was that it almost
always thought in terms of freestanding,
isolatecl buildings, complete u'ith
symmetrically arranged major and minor
axes of planting leading from the
buildings. This cannot possibly be a model
for urbanism in the twentieth century
because of the demands of mass
transportation coupled with sheer size

unknown before the twentieth century,
not to mention any number of other
important factors.

The catalogue further informs us that:
"The anti-historical bias of tu'entieth
century architects is to be anti-urban."
Every revoiutionary must of necessity
overstate his case in order to be clear,
and so it was u,ith the revolutionary
architects of the twentieth century. The
rhetoric of the twentieth centurY
revolutionary architeet attacked the
immediate past, but Sigfried Giedion
"partner in charge of the history of the
Modern Movement," clearly indicated the
necessitv of understanding the history of
architecture as a guide to the here and
now.

The highly seductive and finally nostalgic,
prettified drawings shown in the
exhibition, are the grand-daddies of the
ubiquitous, overly commercialized,
gouache renderings so much valued by
U.S. commercial architects and real
estate interests. I wish there had been an

additional section to show what finally
comes out in the actual production of
buildings. The show sees the Ecole as

notions of presentation only. We u'onder
if the Museum is planning such an
exhibition for us. Drawing for any
architect is merely a tool to be utilized.

Much was made at the Ecole of the ability
to "read" the plan volumetrically by
rvidening the highest volumes of space

and making them darker. This, of course,
could be related only to masonry
construction, since the height in masonry
construction is directly related to the
thickness of the bearing walls or piers.
However, in steei or concrete
construction it would be almost impossible
to imagine the Ecole des Beaux-Arts plan
renderings of a cage type building.

Much has been made of the ability of the
Ecole to produce great draftsmen and the
superior architectural education derived
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from such a -system. Equally, much has
been made of twentieth centurv
architectural schools' ability to produce
beautiful models, and no drau'ings
whatsoever. The fact is that both are
necessary. Volumetric relationships,
masses, relationship of solids to voids in
three dimensions, especially large scale
relationships to land forms, and the
clariflcation of systems and their
relationship to each other can often be
best studied in model form. The
implications of interior architectural
space-sequences of space and light,
reductions of scale, attitudes to the
relationship of interior to exterior space,
the psychology of space, the effects of the
near and the far, color, are all best
studied by drall'ings. Needless to say, the
way an architect studies any-thing is up to
him. What works for one does not u'ork
for another.

But it is really ridiculous to say that
schools oniy make models, or schools only
make drawings. Of course, many schools
don't make either. Drawings and models
are no substitute for the imagination.

I believe that the best lessons of the
exhibition deal with the understanding of
architectural scale. The Ecole understood
the uses of massing, light and soticls,
progressions of space and clearly thought
out relationships to sky and ground, to
heighten the readabilitr. of the buildings.
Furthermore, they used classical
elem-ents, painting, sculpture, mosaics,
moldings, and other architectural
accoutrements of incredible variety to
reduce the scale of their compositions and
!o give a sense of humanity to the whole.
The great lessons of the Ecole are most
clear there. We do not have a twentieth
century equivalent of much of that.

I believe that we are very much indebted
to the Museum of Modern Art for putting
on this show of the Beaux-Arts and
giving us a focus for the discussion of
architecture.

Denise Scott-Brown
O 1977 (submitted in writing)
The bizarre union of MOMA and the
Beaux-Arts is spawning
misinterpretations of architectural history
as individuai protagonists realign
themselves to meet the new alliance. In
the reshuffle, the Beaux-Arts itself is
being reinterpreted to teach, I fear, the
wrong lessons.

The Modern architectural establishment is
picking up the Beaux-Arts for several
wrong reasons: for its elitist programs
("history," "urbanism," and "pro bono
publieo," in the catalogue preface sound
like code words for upper class
architecture), for its good drawings, and
to find some way of accepting, at last, the
flfteen-year-old critique of the Modern
movement, without appearing to cat'e in;
particularly without having to accept the
call of Modern architecture's critics for
social relevance, openness to the pluralist
aesthetic and understanding of the
everyday environment. Beaux-Arts will
enable Arthur Drexler, for instance, to
"reexamine our architectural pieties,,, as
he puts it, r;i,ithout having to heed
Herbert Gans or learn from Las Vegas.

There are better reasons for learning
from the Beaux-Arts:

P rffi s sionalisnz. Beaux-Arts
practitioners had enormous professional
skill. This \r'as parrly o\4.ing to the
rigorous training they received. partly, it
was engendered and supported by the
confldent and masterful world,s view
inherited by the nineteenth century rich
men's sons who became architects. But
mostly, Beaux-Arts expertise and skills
were a heritage built up in classical
architectu-re over ttuo liundred vears of
evolutionary rather than revolutionary
change.

Programs. Despite the elitism of their
school projects, Beaux-Arts architects
evolved and handled new programs for
new building types that resulted during

the nineteenth centurv from the industrial l6b
revolution. Available classical formulas
and accepted planning processes were
made to accommodate railroad stations,
public libraries, art galleries, power
stations, and even skyscrapers.

Techniques. Beaux-Arts architects
unashamedly stressed the ,,Art of
design." They were technically competent
owing to their long and rigorous training,
but they regarded knowledge of
construction and detailing as
unremarkable, because they relied upon
traditional and accepted ways of doing
things. These ways were abandoned wittr
the revolutionary changes of the Modern
movement. Modern architects are much
given to talking and thinking about
technology, and the movement's early
innovators, in that their training was
traditional, were able to back tlieir talk
with technical and craft skills. Later
generations who faced the new materials
and methods of the twentieth century
without this training, tended, for
ideological reasons, to overestimate the
"imperatives of technology" in the
construction industry. Particularly in
America, where skilis training was
reduced when architectural education was
elevated to graduate level, architects lost
their technical skilis and are still having
trouble regaining them. Of course,
Beaux-Arts architects drew very well too.
This was part of their technical and
professional competence as well as part of
their art. But we should not see driwing
as their only technical competence nor tf,e
only one we can learn from. We have yet
to evolve tried and true techniques foi
using the conventional building methods
of our time as suavely as the Eejaux-Arts
architects used theirs.

Aesthetics. Part of Beaux-Arts technical
competence lay in design. Beaux-Arts
architects accepted well-defined aesthetic
criteria for the composition of the formal
elements of buildings. These criteria
guided the design process and provided



166 explicit standards for architectural
criticism. No such shared standards exist
now, or, at least, none have been
explicated. The average school jury today
flounders on undeflned territory when it
touches on aesthetics and, where
aesthetic certainty exists in the
profession, for example on design review
boards, it supports a deadening
architectural mediocrity. Our Modern
means of aesthetic control, "total design,"
aesthetic zoning and design review, are
arguably more coercive than were the
orders, massing, or axial planning. If we
are looking for aesthetic unity perhaps we
should try to discover our own shared
aesthetic values; but there is probably no
possibility of broad-based aesthetic
consensus for us today. Perhaps we
should not seek it, but rather, try to
enjoy our diversitY.

Relation to the city, relation to history.
These often are, but need not be, code
words for ruling class architecture set in
plazas, We can learn other lessons from
Beaux-Arts urbanism and historicism.
For example, Burrrham conceived of
Chicago as a set of urban systems Iong
before today's urban systems analysts.
Beaux-Arts urbanists and architects dealt
in multiple scales. Their urbanism
suggests a view of the city as a plurality
and an ordered complexity. Their
familiarity and ease with history enabled
them to accept the concept of multiplicity
and to take a richer, more inclusive view
of architecture and its possibilities than
did the Moderns. Because they considered
themselves part of a continuous historical
tradition, Beaux-Arts architects did not
feel the need to return to first principles
for every problem and could build on the
experience of others.

Sgmbolism. Beaux-Arts architects and
urban designers, who used the
architectural symbolism of the classical
tradition, knew that its meaning would be
shared by their clients and a large public.
Modern architects deny the existence of

svmbolism in their work and hope that
"the people" will eventually understand
lhe new architecture. In the 1920's, faced
\r'ith Modem art and the International
Style, some Beaux-Arts architects
adapted their decorative systems to
Cubism. The resultant Art Deco
architecture u,as the Beaux-Arts'reply to
the Modern movement. Art Deco was the
last gasp of the craft of architecture.

E ducation. Beaux-Arts education
influenced world architectural education
and still does. It gave us the studio
system and juries, learning-by-doing and,
through the chan'ette and the atmosphere
around the Ecole, learning by
camaraderie and high endeavor.
Unfortunately, later versions of the
system, partieularly in America, seemed
to pick up the Ecole's authoritarianism
and miss its countervailing high spirits as

well as its skills training. But Modern
education revisionists rvho decry the
faults in the system, risk chucking out the
baby with the bath water. Studio
education is a major contribution of the
Beaux-Arts to us.

In sum, we should not yearn for
Beaux-Arts programs or for the society
that commissioned those programs, but
should rather lbarn from what
Beaux-Arts architects did very well. We
should learn from their ability to work
freely within an accepted formula or set
of formulas, lessons about breadth and
openness, order, suavitY, skill and
symbolism, that r,l'ill be usefu] for a new,
evolutionary architectural era.

MOMA is a Johnny-come-lately to the
Beaux-Arts scene and is there for the
wrong reasons. Even in the recent past
MOMA was a po'rnpierl of the Modern
movement and an arch enemY of the
Beaux-Arts. Those u'ho continued or tried
to recreate an interest in the Beaux-Arts
had to contend with the architectural
establishment that MOMA represents. A
twn around in thinking is assumed by

Drexier when he states in the catalogue
prelace that Modern architecture's
"Messianic fervor seems naive when it is
not actually destructive," and that
"Italian design in the sixties replaced
moral imperatives with irony and humor."
This change of heart was ardently fought
by MOMA when it u'as first suggested by
some social planners and a few architects;
yet such a change had to come about
before MOMA could accePt the
Beaux-Arts. MOMA still cannot accept
the pluralism of the everyday landscape,
or the message of Gans, or the question,
"Who decides what is pro bono publico'!"
Therefore, I fear that current
establishment interest in the Beaux-Arts
will be a fad and an evasion-a
continuation of Modern purism in a nern'

guise. This would be unfortunate. A
thoughtful reassessment of Beaux-Arts
architecture could be a stimulus to new
architectural sensibilities for our time,
and an important contribution to a

nondoctrinaire, humanist, late twentieth
century architecture.

Note
l. Pompier was a term used bY Beaux-
Arts architects to describe the most rigid of
their members. What we call Beaux-Arts,
they called pompier.



Yincent Scully,
extemporaneous remarks
I must really avoid the hot seat that Rick
Franzen would like to place me on. I
don't think I should have organized the
show, but I do think there is a point
involved here. Like evel'\'olte so far I am
surprised by the polemical nature of the
remarks that have been published about
the show, both for and against it. Since I
was never imbued il'ith the Gropius spirit
I never really felt that the Beaux-Arts
was the scarlet \l'oman, or the u.hore of
Babylon, or any of the terrible things that
the Purists held it to be. So I don't find
the show offensir,e or treasonable or
anything like that. On the other hand, I
don't flnd it startling or new either. It is
simply one more item in something that
has been going on for a long time, ancl
that is the proper uritirtg of nineteenth
century architectural history.

I don't think that proper history has yet
been written for France. On the other
hand, the show is lucky to have the
services of the young scholars who are
now writing that history. Unfortunately
their text is not yet available. And that
might have answered some of the
questions about the rather polemical tone
of the blurb which was given out u,ith the
show and, perhaps, the rather
thoughtless character of some of the
captions. And there is no doubt in my
mind that when the text is published it
w'ill demonstrate what Corbusier ,qaid a
long time ago, u'hich rvas that modern
architecture began in the 1830's and lrz
France. I think the show helps document
that.

Now, previously, those of us who worked
on England and America-and I think of
course of Hitchcock, Summerson,
Pevsner, and others-founcl some decades
ago that things really did seem to begin
to happen afresh in the 1830's and 1840's.
The movement that can be called
Romantic-Realist or more generally
Materialist, begins at that time and
develops a whole new theoretical and

physical approach to architecture. The
exhibition shou's that, in France as well.
It starts with the earliest drawings, those
of the Ecole, shortly after Napoleon, or
even earlier. We find in them the
Romantic-Classic sensibility that some of
us at times have seen as the beginning of
modern architecture. I lvould look at
them now as a kind of false dawn, those
purely geometric drau,ings. They still
have fundamentally Renaissance and
Mannerist characteristics of form; and
still, for all the clarity of their geometry,
they have some of the casual detailing
and the gentleness of line rvhich can be
traced back to Palladio's drau'ings and to
Renaissance drawings in general. And
that connection with the Renaissance
coincides u.ith the theorv of Ledoux and
Boullee and the other people of the late
eighteenth century, u.ho were still talking
about the Idea in architecture in u'hat
were sti1l largely' neo-Platonic,
Renaissance terms. When we get,
hou,ever, to the generation of Labrouste,
it seems to me that is where things
change: that rs, uhen thel'begin [o be
pre-occupied, exactly as thel'rrere in
England and America at the same time,
with the material fabric of the building,
and they begin to try to reconstruct the
theory of architecture and the practice of
architecture according to tllol. Not
according to a theory of ideal harmonic
proportions which is fundamentally
Renaissance and still in Ledoux and
Boull6e, but instead u'ith a rea-ssessment
of the physical operation of the buildirry
fabric. In England with the
Ecclesiologist, then u'ith Ruskin, and in a
variety of forms, rve get that, largelv in
terms of brick construction and of the
"reality" of materials and so on. In
America, deriving in part from England,
especially from Loudon, we begin to get
the same thing with Downing in the
forties: a preoccupation with the structure
of the wood-framed wall and the
expression of that as a skeleton on the
outside of the building. It is the same
material principle u'ith both. Now, in

Labrouste, we flnd exactly that,
especially at the Bibliothbque Sainte
Genevibve. And it seems to me that there
is a change in the drawing at that
moment. It becomes infinitely more
intense: much harder, much heavier,
much sharper on the paper. We can feel a
new kind of focus, a new kind of probitv
of the physical mass, if I may use that
word, of the drau'ing itself. It is the
working out of a deepll. structural,
material sense in the character of the
drawing. Then, when u,e move on to
Charles Garnier, r,r.e flnd, in the drawing
as in the buildings, a kind of neo-baroque.
The form takes on a kind of impressionist
richness of color and illusionism and a
softening away from that preoccupation
with the fabric torvard more concern with
r,oluminous spaces. Much the same
happens in the United States during that
period. That is the difference between
Richardson, say, concerned as he is with
the continuitr. of the surface and the
interior volume, as against Furness
earlier, u,hose u,ork in fact also derives
from the Beaux-Arts through Hunt and
who is preoccupied u'ith the impressive
physical action of the fabric.

This has nothing to do u'ith polemic in
any \{ay, it is just a historical thing that
is there. I think maybe if the show had
gone on to the other Garnier, later, we
would have gotten into that neo-classic

-that neo-neo-classic-reaction, u,hich
was to coincicle rvith a new interest in the
machine and so on and which would have
led on there, as elsewhere with Wagner,
Behrens, and everybody else, to
Corbusier and the Modern Movement
itseif, and to the entire demonstration of
the correctness of Corbusier's statement.

So I think that the shou'does fill in
history and can serve us well, though it is
not a pioneer in conception. Still, it is a
pioneer in bringing all these drawings
together and in enabling us to read that
development in directly graphic terms. It
is a terriflc graphic presentation. I'd like
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168 to make one more point in terms of what
we can maybe learn from it now. For
example, consider the interest in
semiology at the present time. Here
again, Beaux-Arts practice, as worked
out by Labrouste and as Neii Levine's
brilliant book on the Bibliothbque Sainte
Genevibve u'ill eventually show, was
consciously concerned with semiotic
values. It began of course with the
expression, in the wall, of the space, ancl

of the structure that makes it. Such
expression has been familiar to modern
architecture recently in the work of
Kahn, which derives in part from that
Beaux-Arts idea. But Labrouste also had
something else in mind' He u'anted to
wrap that structure and that space in an
envelope which was readable (legible, is,
I believe, his word) in terms of what the
building was for, of what it meant. He
does that in the Bibliothbque Sainte
Genevieve very directly. In fact, he
writes all over the non-bearing wall
panels between the piers. They are like
leaves of a book, and they bear the names
of the authors whose rvorks are preservecl
behind them. Ali that is pretty obvious,
but Labrouste goes much further in
another drawing in the exhibition. It is

the one he sent back from Rome, after he
had been there for five years, of a strange
surrealist bridge between Italy and
France. It was intended to celebrate his
return to France after the completion of
his studies. As you knou', that final
drawing which the Prix de Rome lr"inners
were required to send back to the Ecole
after their years in Italy was the only one

in their whole career of which they cbose
the program. And the flrst thing we feel
in Labrouste's is that he has lost his
mind, that all that work, all that
preoccupation with the past, all that
reconstruction of Greek monuments, has
somehow destroyed his brain. Then rve

see that what he is doing is ruthlessly
jettisoning it all. As much as Corbusier
was ever lo do later, he is throwing it all
awav. And he can throrv it awaY I
suppose because he has already had it'

He does not need it anymore. He shows
us the view toward France antl each of
those attenuated memories of triumphal
arches at the ends of the bridge have
been turned into pure signs resembling
the signs of Las Vegas, or the facade of
the fire station in Columbus, Indiana, by
Venturi-rvith, it rvoulcl appear, the name

of the country it opens torn'ard on each

side. And when u'e look at this strange
signboard bridge with those two phalli
standing up, on both sides of it, this
weird little bridge going over this
no-rn,ater river on this no-place land, we
think, as I say, that he has lost his mind.
Then it makes us laugh tike mad, this
crazy tight little thing. Then all of a
sudden it almost makes us burst into
tears. Because, after all those years, after
ali that work, after all that Italy, he
doesn't shou,' us the other side at all; he
just says "France."

Peter Smithson
It is an unenviable task to foliou'St.
Vincent and St. Paul. . ' . My little paper

will probably sound like a pale apocryphal
shadorv.

At the exhibition I felt profoundly that by
1900 the Beaux-Arts really had had its
last cltarrette. One expelienced again
what I believe those who u'ere young in
the twenties feit about it being at a dead

end.

Norv the interval between 1900 and 1976

is extraorclinarily long; in that long period

of detachment from the classical tradition,
we have I think acquired a sense of its
strength; recoverecl a picture which
u'ithin the Beaux-Arts had become

fizzed. The death of the Beaux-Arts has

enabled us to see with fantastic clarity
the space modes that were taken from
Rome. I feel that through scholarship,
and the repeated visits to antique remains
bv manv of my generation, the sPace

rnnaes of Greece-and Rome and the high
Renaissance become to us extremely
taneible. The death of the Beaux-Arts has

givEn us back the classical tradition.

I feei ambivalent about having lhe show
at the Museum of Modern Art. I share
u.ith Ulrich Franzen the feeling that
really there have been at least three
major shifts of space sensibility within
Modern architecture since the twenties,
none of lr'hich have been demonstrated at
the Museum. It is a museum of nodertt
art. ancl that is the place where those
sensibilities should have been
demonstrated. It is the only place where
it is likely to be demonstrated; simply
because ihere is not the energy' the cash'

in any other institution.

But of course I liked seeing the originai
drau.ings. And, inevitably, I liked the
same ones that Vincent Scully liked.
Slightly different ones by the same
gentlemen because I, too, like built
architecture, and it seems to me that the
Beaux-Arts in its late period had become
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unbuilt ai'chitectule.

Now, I have had two extraorclinary
experiences in the last six u.eeks. I hacl a
stop-over at the Llnion Station in
Washington-rvhich is an extraordinarv
'unbuilti building-and I had to go ancl'
get my sailing permit from Gropius'
federal thing callecl the John F. Kennecly
Administration Builcling in Boston-rl'hich
is another extraordinary'unbuilt'
building. If you are strancled as I u,as in
the Exit-Visa room of the Gropius
building it is neither u,orse nor better
than being in the left luggage offlce of
Milan railu'a1'' station or Union Station in
Washington. All are very ordinary u,orks,
two at the end of the line of one tradition,
one at the beginning of another.

The drawing in the exhibition I liked best
fittecl two of my obsessions-the Doric
order, and the notion of initiators and
successors r,r'hich I notv pick up ivith St.
Paul. There is this fabulous drarving, I
think by Labrouste-the man that did the
library----of his speculative reconstruction
of the temple of Paestum in which there
is this incredible business of giving a
place for reneu'al rvithin the pet'manent
fabric. It has a place u'ithin itself, as it
were, for successive generations. The
drawing by Labrouste of the cross section
of the temple has this extraordinarily
exquisitely drau'n armor, chain, ete.,
fixecl onto the fabric; that is, vou feel the
building is designed u-ith those in the
head of the designer. And that is the way
I am trying to design. I wish it to be built
and I wish it to have the feeling that
things are going to come to it. Therefore,
I got a lot out of the exhibition. But I
would have preferred to see it in another
gallery, for personal, almost political
reasons-to do with the public front of
the developing language of our present
architecture. I would submit that we
actually are in a very, very early phase of
the new language and that boringly
enough, if you simply put together the
dates of the Pazzi Chapel of 1420 and

Oud's Caf6 de Cluny of 1920, our present
period does not bring you as far as
Bramante. I feel that's a highly
appropriate moment to flnd myself in.

Robert Stern
With regard to contert, there has been a
notable absence of serious speculation
about whether the Beaux-Arts exhibition
and in a larger sense the nineteenth
century academic tradition of western
architecture, offer useful messages to us
today; and more importantly whether or
not present day sensibilities correspond
more to the late nineteenth century than
to the so-called Heroic period of
modernism.

Most of the commentary inspired by the
exhibition has ignored the relationship
between the Museum's decision to
organize the exhibit at this time, rather
than ten years ago when the historical
investigations of Reyner Banham, William
Jordy, and even my own began to call
attention to the influence of the Ecole's
program on the early history of the
Modern Movement, and when through the
examples of Kahn's work, its influence
was being felt in contemporary practice.
The interest of a decade or so ago
focussed on the ordering principals of
Beaux-Arts design rather than on its
semantic implications. It was largely
concerned with classicizing ideas of
spacemaking rather than those lessons of
image and decoration which seem more
important today. Thus the question of
timing seems critical. Had the Museum
presented a Beaux-Arts exhibition in
1965, its intentions might have been
directed toward further buttressing its
long established advocacy of orthodox
modernism. But its appearance in 19?5
suggests that MOMA is attempting to
re-establish its credentials in the rapidly
changing post-modernist architectural
scene.

169

Nou'it seems to me the Museum's timing
is right. Because as I hope to make clear,
architects seem ready to receive a
diversity of images and messages from
the nineteenth century. We are entering
a period once again when architecture will
become involved u'ith symbolism and
allusion as well as issues of abstract

Itu



170 formal composition. And for the first time
in many years architects seem capable of
holding more than one idea of
architecture in their heads at once,
without feeling guilty or schizoid. They
are able to develop different solutions for
different situations. Universal order is no
longer a goal or even much talked about.
Cultural pluralism and post-modernism go
hand in hand. And this, more than anY
other single factor, it seems to me,
explains why post-modernist architects as

they emerge as a group and not orthodox
modernists can learn from and allude to
historical precedent and in particular to
that of the nineteenth centwy. Arthur
Drexler seems to recognize this when he
states in his very cautious preface to the
catalogue that we would be well advised
to examine our architectural priorities in
light of an increased awareness and
appreciation of the nature of architecture
as it was understood in the nineteenth
century.

So we are confronted by a provocative
exhibition presented with virtually no
reference to the cultural situation which
a) presumably ealled it into being: b)
caused it to be regarded as important:
and c) caused it to be received so

enthusiastically if so uncritically. How
very different one might observe from the
then newly-founded MOMA's flrst and to
date most effective intervention in
architecture-the Modern Architecture
exhibit of 1932. The catalogue and the
separately but simultaneously published
book, The International Style, gave the
new architecture an instant pedigree and
provided the would-be modernist with
what amounted to a hand book of how to
think and design.

Thus far the only substantive criticism in
the press has been focussed on the
drawings rather than on the buildings
they represent. But even these comments
have not gone very far and it seems
appropriate to make some observations at
this time. The drawings are a mixed

blessing. Some are beautiful. Many more,
at least for me, are lugubrious and
lifeless, especially when one compares
them to real buildings. Even the best of
them are not really beautiful enough to be
in the Museum of Modern Art unless they
are viewed in the context of executed
work. They do however seem to offer the
following lessons. First, the lesson of size.
Without great size, a) the development of
omamental detail is impossible; b) it is
difficult to include in the initial
architectural conception those elements of
design which give architecture its
semantic character; the size, the plaques,
the painted sculpture, and the carved
symbols which mediate between the
grandeur and abstraction of the overall
design and the particularities of
programmatic, urbanistic, and cultural
content.

The second lesson is that of graphic
appropriateness. The drawings in the
exhibition are renderings rather than
sketches and, if chat"relfes in the studio
system of the nineteenth century are
anything like what they were in the
waning days of the Beaux-Arts in
America, not to mention todaY, the
drawings are probably by no means the
exclusive work of the architects whose
projects are depicted. Nonetheless, they
are full dress examples of the kinds of
drawings which are inextricably involved
with the design values that the students
and teachers of the Ecole held dear. They
are large in size and they are also to a
remarkable extent perceptual rather than
conceptual in intention. Though the
Beaux-Arts knew about axonometric
projection to my knowledge it was used
by Auguste Choisy-from whose book Le
Corbusier picked it up---only as an

analytical tool. For the purpose of design,
as opposed to analysis, the plan was the
focus of energy and concern. Drawn large
with much attention lavished on the floor
surface, the typical Beaux-Arts plan
drau,'ing was as decorated and
embellished as the elevations and

sections-at least one of which was cut
along the axis perpendicular to the
principle facade. The elevations and
sections show the character of the
building on its exterior and reveal the
extent to which that character infused the
bounding walls of the principal interior
spaces.

The third iesson is that of color. One of the
most obvious charms of the Beaux-Arts
drawings we see in the Museum is the
use of delicate washes of color. And the
use of color is not a device to tart up the
drau'ing, as in so much of our current
rendering but rather as an element in the
design process; one which we have lost
and one which we should probably seek to
recapture.

A number of myths which have been
evolved about twentieth century
architecture have gained such
unquestioned currency that the
nineteenth century has all too easily been
weighed in the balance and found
wanting; a conclusion which is unfair and
uninformed.

The first myth is that of typological
primacy; I won't but remind you of the
pitfalls that this particular notion has led
architecture through. For example, the
fifty year old search of the Modern
Movement for typological perfection in
the area of housing. As a resuit, we have
watched the extinction of a noble
tradition of housing design in Paris,
Amsterdam, London, and New York
whose built examples now fifty to a
hundred years old continue, despite the
polemic of the Modern Movement and its
CIAM to function, and to be admired;
from theBeaux-Arts Parisian apartment
house to the low rise Beaux-Arts
solutions of Clarence Stein, rich and
humanistically responsible housing design
was produced for all classes while the
Modern Movement's polemicists who have
preached reform, mass-production, and
the like have succeeded in producing very



little in the way of housing that is
admired outside the circle of the Modern
Movement itself. Ironically, the myth of
typological primacy has recently been
confounded by the architectural passion of
the 1970's-the recycling of old building.
Everybody is doing it, and it is an
amusing about-face in light of the
modernist search for the typological grail.

The second modernist myth, that of
constructional honesty and technological
responsiveness seems as obvious as the
sins which have been committed in its
name. The exhibition put to rest the, for
me, unsubstantiated conviction that raw
concrete and exposed brick or cinder
block are beautiful, carry special values
or even some special morality. Certainly
the general public has always preferred
expressive camouflage to the "let it all
hang out bare bones aesthetic."

The flnal mlth is the criminality of
ornament. First of all, Adolf Loos never
really believed in it in his work and I'd
rather put my monev on the Kdrntner
Bar and the Josephine Baker house than
on his rather contrary, narroty-minded
essay on ornament which few architects
in the Anglo-Saxon world ever read
before Banham's translation,in the late
1950's. But more importantly, orthoclox
modernism never really believed in
architectwe without embellishment; r_rnly
it surrendered that search for a
semantically charged ornamental system
which every prior architecture had
undertaken in favor of an obsession with
"integral" ornament: the % inch shadou'
joint, the veneered plane, the ubiquitous
abstract easel painting, and small scale
constructivist sculpture.

The Beaux-Arts exhibition reminds us of
the poverty of our orthodox modernist
architecture. Trapped in hermetic
abstraction, the Modern Movement fails
us because it seals us off from the very
cultural and visual connections that were
the stock and trade not only of the

Beaux-Arts but of nineteenth century
architectural pluralism-or eclecticism-if
vou prefer the word.

The nineteenth century believed in an
architecture which did not concern itself
merely with a functional, constructional,
spatial flt. It struggled toward semantic
articulateness. To the Vitruvium triad it
added a fourth goal-appropriateness

-and it is the continuous struggle to
make forms which are meaningful in a
broad cultural context that the
architecture of the nineteenth century
offers great lessons for today. Ventur.i
and Moore began to redefine for us a
modern position in architecture that
draws on historic issues-modernism and
nineteenth century eclecticism-to
establish a new ll'orking strategl'u'hich I
will call post-modernism for want of a
better term. I believe that to succeed, the
post-modernist attitude must be
re-established or re-afflrmed in rvord and
deed, the beliefs which were implicit in
the vast amount of architecture of the
nineteenth century, especially the belief
in the power of architecture to achieve
symbolic meaning through not only
allusion to other moments in architectural
history but to historical and contemporary
events of the social, political, and cultural
nature. are central to the emerging
post-Modern position. And a
post-modernist attitude must also carry
with it an affirmation of belief that
architecture is for the eye as rvell as the
mind. Such seems to be our best hope for
capturing the affection of our very
disaffected constituency: the public.
Architecture after all is not built
sociology or even built theory. It is art
and I thank the Museum of Modern Art
for giving us cause for the first time in a
very long time to think about architecture
as art again.

Robert Yenturi (submitted in writing)
Despite the established power of the
Modern movement, interest in the
Beaux-Arts and some Beaux-Arts
influence survived into the 1970's. Critics
of the exhibition at the Museum of
Modern Art have mentioned the influence
of his early training on Louis I. Kahn, but
they ignore an equally significant survival
at Princeton in the work ofJean Labatut
and Donald Drew Egbert.

To an architect trained at Princeton in
the 1940's, the recent exhibition does not
appear to be an innovative step nor does
acceptance of the possibility of learning
from history mark a significant departure.
The Beaux-Arts tradition continued at
Princeton in the teaching ofJean
Labatut, the chief critic there, and the
study of architectural history was a basic
eiement in the architectu-re department's
curriculum. Indeed, the Department of
Architecture ll'as part of the Department
of Art and Archeology, as the History of
Art department at Princeton was then
called. In that department, Donald Drew
Egbert's course in the history of Modern
architecture influenced several
generations of architecture students.

Labatut was an extraordinary teacher,
partly because he rvas not a pontpier, bul
a critic u'ith a rich and broacl base in
philosophy, aesthetics, and history that
supported the principles of architecture
he espoused. Although a Moclern
architect, Labatut kept alive traditional
architectural techniques of detailing and
profiling and the broad organizational
principles of Beaux-Arts design that were
being forgotten elservhere in the scramble
for technological effects and functionalist
composition. Labatut's students used
historical analogy as a tool for
architectural design u,hen history u'as
"bunk" in the Gropius-Bauhaus-Harvard
educational environment that dominated
America for three decades.

Egbert, equally influential upon Princeton
architecture students, also took a stand
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172 that u'as unpopular in his field which was
dominated by Sigfried Giedion. For
example, for Egbert, the influence of the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts was an important
part of the complex architectural history
of the nineteenth and twentieth centwies,
whereas for Giedion its influence lvas
merely a "transitory fact." For Giedion,
although history was not exactly bunk, it
was subject to simplistic and personal
interpretation that allowed, as

"constituent facts," some of the historical
antecedents of Modern architectwe (for
example, some Baroque architecture and
certain industrial forms) but excluded, as

"transitory facts," other important
antecedents, the main one being the
architecture of the Beaux-Arts. Egbert's
history of Modern architecture u'as
inclusive; a complex evolution rather than
a dramatic revolution, made up of social
and symbolic as well as formal and
technological imperatives. His manuscript
for a book on the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.
started over thirty years aElo, included
original ideas on a symbolic functionalism
in that movement. Unfortunately this
nork was laid aside u'hiIe he completed
his monumental Social Rod'icalism, attd
the Arts. Egbert's article on the changes
at the Ecole during the Paris uprisings of
the late 1960's u'ere publishecl at the
time; it is fortunate that the larger r,l'ork
will now be posthumously published
(edited and completed by David van
Zanten, Princeton University Press).
Egbert's interpretation of Modern
architecture in Sociol Radicalism and the
Arls countered that of Henry Russell
Hitchcock, u,hose influential work on the
International Style earlier deemphasized
the radical social content of the Modern
movement and set the stage of the
dominance of formalism in Modern
architecture at MOMA atrd in American
architecture as a w'hole since then.

Although Labatut and Egbert were
isolated phenomena in mid-century
architectural eclucation, and although
their influence watred at Princeton in the

mid-sixties when the Department of
Architecture was reorganized, they were
far from insignificant. Louis Kahn's
reapplication of his Beaux-Arts training
and his use of historical analogy in design
can be traced directly and indirectly to
his contacts with Princeton in the 1950's.
Our work, particularly Comp\exit'y and
CoyLtradictiott, in, Architect'nre but our
subsequent u.ork as well, owes a
considerable debt to these two teachers,
as has the work of other Princeton
graduate architects and educators. It is
significant too, that two of the three
historians u,ho worked as Arthur
Drexler's collaborators in the MOMA
exhibition, David van Zanten and Neil
Levine, were Egbert's students at
Princeton. Ironically, the unpopular
stance of Labatut and Egbert has now
been adopted by the very group that
decried them, and in the take over, these
original protagonists have been ignored.
We think all theil students rvould rvant to
see due credit given these teachers and to
insure that their work is remembered and
recognized.

Anthony Vidler
"I admire the dazzling manual skill
acquired by the students through the
instruction of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. I
could wish that the head might command
the hand. I recognize the elegance which
guides the solutions of plan, facade and
section. But I should like to see
intelligence dominating elegance and not
being disregarded."

Between 1923, u'hen inVers Urte
Architechte Le Corbusier referred to the
students of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts as

"blue hortensias and green
chrysanthemums. . unclean orchids"
that "enter into the town in the spirit of a
milkman who should, as it were, sell his
milk mixed with vitriol or poison," and
1933, when he published his direct attack
on the Academies-{roisade, or th,e

twiLight of the Acadenties-Le Corbusier
was consistently on guard against the
academic mind, the academic plan, the
academic establishment. Against the
styles, against the programs, against the
pemicious hi,erarchy o.f priuilege, against
the patronage and clientele system, and
most of a1l against the stultifying
formulae of academic education. The
rejection of the League of Nations entry
reinforced his cmsade; the monumental
reaction of the eariy thirties confirmed his
worst fears: "Russia in this year, 1933, is
under the influence of the Academy.
Germany the same. France . . . u''e will
seel"

Yet five years later, visiting the United
States, in a long and often ambiguous
lexl, Whert the Cathedrals were White,
Corbusier i-q forced to come to terms u'ith
the Beaux-Arts as another reality;
American academicism is the architecture
of the great cities-the school of McKim,
Mead, ancl White, Russell Sturgis, rvhile
flltered through the lenses of Letarouiliy
and Rome, is still academic at its base: the
teaching of the schools of architecture

-he visited Princeton and made a rude
joke there lvhich rvas not apparently
appreciated-was still Beaux-Arts in its



essence. The great German visitation had
not yet taken root. "In New York then, I
learn to appreciate the Italian
Renaissance. It is so q-ell done that vou
could believe it to be genuine. It even has
a strange new firmness which is not
Italian but American." He hesitates to
like the Beaux-Arts customs house, but
later, the schools are discussed, and it is
the elegance, the draughtsmanship, the
facility of the Beaux-Arts student that he
admires, and admits to be a product of
the French Beaux-Arts-against the
practical spirit of the Americans, he
yearns for "the virtue of the plan, the
elegance of the solution, eminently
French values."

In assessing the present exhibition, tve
are not flghting the same battles as the
Europeans-our defenses, in America,
are not aroused for the new spirit, nor for
the carefully' worked aesthetics of
neo-plasticism or purism; nor, and this is
more signiflcant are we fighting any form
of rearguard action for a lost social ethic.
In the U.S. modern architecture was, and
is, not the same as in Eulope; its ends,
its aspirations, its forms, ancl its roles
have not been the same flom the very
beginning. In Europe modern
architecture forged itself not onh' as an
aesthetic but as a social movement: its
was the expression (horvever misplaced in
retrospect) of social democracy,
sometimes even socialism in action-it
was avant-garde, and proglessive, rvhen
the idea of progress rvas not a cheap
dream of cars and suburbs; it was the
restoration of the conditions of life, on the
premises of a nerv technology, a new
equality, a neu, vision of u.orld order. The
merging of Saint-Simon the technocrat,
and l'ourier the social harmonist, was
premised by the Radiant City.

But, in America this vras never the case.
As with the flrst acloption of the
Beaux-Arts in the nineteenth century, the
only recognizable export from Europe
was the style; its forms may have been

meticulously correct---+ven as Le
Corbusier now shelters the beach house
elite of Long Island-but its ends were
different. The Beaux-Arts monument in
the U.S. was the elegant shelter ot'a
society in full development-the
confirmation of the expanding world of
industry and capital.

Similarly, u'hen flnally the Modern
Movement was imported into the U.S.
(by the mechanism, it is interesting to
note, of an exhibition at the Museum of
Modern Art), it was as International
Style, nol movement. And this style
rapidly became the everyday dress of the
new monuments of commercial
progress-Mies, with his simple and
easily reproduced wrapping for banks,
caught on more swiftly than Corbusier.
Americans, always uncomfortable with
the brief, and temporary, identification of
modern style with the social premises of
the new deal, were relieved to see the
divorce between art and societv ratified
by the art exhibition.

So nou', u'hen the Beaux-Arts is again
imported, a great deal of talk is heard
about the end of social engagement-as if
there ever had been any; the death of
modern architecture-as if it had ever
been more than an imported style, readily
discarded when the packaging of space
demanded a different economy, a
different image.

Secondly-the paradox of the schools:
Corbusier waged his polemic against the
academies in favor of his training as a
craftsman; Gropius likeu,ise, erecting the
arts and crafts mor,ement as the stick
u,ith which to beat classical academic
formulae. Gr<-rpius was to some extent
successful in breaking the academic
system in the U.S. too, the workshop, the
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Bauhaus course, the tabula

Ironically, the schools that now produce
recognizable modern styles-Yale,

Princeton, the Institute, and its affiliates, 173
have essentially reverted to a real
Beaux-Arts (in the very best sense of
course) attitude to design; most students
of Eisenman, Graves, and the like ean
easily assimilate the lessons, if not the
styles, of the student work on display at
the Museum, into their own work. They
have, after all been working with Colin
Rowe's edition of Letarouilly for some
time.

Thus the event is not an event; merely a
confirmation of a situation, a symptom of
a mode of conceiving architecture that
was always academic in essence, and
perhaps, until some critique or progress
finally takes hold in the U.S. to allow
movements to emerge as fully fledged
criticisms of the existing order, it always
will be.



Henry Cobb (in resPonse)
174 Peter Eisenman said to me a few days

ago that, in his judgment, the show must
be considered seminal. Since I am inclined
to be suspicious of hyperbole I think that
statement is worthy of examination. One

way of looking at it is to ask whether or
not the show has opened our eYes to
something hitherto unperceived, moved
us in some way, awakened sensitivities
which we had not known were there. I
think on that score my answer would
have to be negative. With respect to our
perceptions of the world, the show is
more a symptom than a cause. I agree
with what Bob Stern said, that we were
ready for the show, more than ready. It
is interesting that he did not refer once in
his discussion to anything contained in the
show while he referred many times to
real buildings. It seems to me that there
is a very good reason for that, it is simply
that the show is an exhibition of student
work-some of it brilliant student work,
but as many of the speakers have
suggested, work that can only be viewed
as immature, not notable as architecture.
And perhaps that is the reason whY
several speakers seemed to focus their
remarks on those parts of the exhibit
which reveal the development of a real
architect making real buildings. For my
own part, I was moved bY and found
fascinating that part of the exhibit that
dealt with Labrouste's work, showing his
development from a talented student to a

mature artist. But, with that exception, I
didn't find the show to be seminal, and I
think most of the remarks here tonight
confirm that. Nonetheless, in light of the
content of the show, it would be
appropriate to ask whether this show
might be seminal in what it says about
architectural education.

While recognizing all the negative aspects
of the training of the Beaux-Arts that
Franzen pointed out-the latent
totalitarianism, the social inequality, the
whole paraphernalia of power implicit in
it-it seems to me that what is exciting
about the show is that it is probably the

largest display of student work ever
exhibited anywhere. And the didactic
methodology that lies behind that work
deserves particularly close examination
today because, really ll'hile whatever rve

might say about the tradition of our
profgssion and our art, I think the
problems of education in architecture are
really not only not solved but hardly
properly defined. It seems to me that the
show asserts in a very positive way that
the training of an architect should be
about the shaping of space, about learning
how to construct a concept of sPace

through graphic means without actually
having to build a space. There is a
concern, an excitement, and a drama of
that experience in the show. In a certain
sense I felt a iittle depressed that so

much of the work is so terribly immature
and even uninteresting. But when I
looked at it as a record of a pedagogical
method-a way of learning hou' to make
architecture-I found it to be very
exciting.

Arthur Drexler (in response)
Whatever you may think about
Beaux-Arts architecture, the exhibition
had a special interest because the original
drawings had not been seen before.
Students at the Ecole during the
nineteenth century never saw all the
projects you saw at the Museum. The
most they could have seen, apart from
published reproductions, u,'ere the
drau'ings done by their contemporaries

-but the 240 drawings in the show
covered more than 100 years. It seemed
desirable to give everyone a chance to see

what rve-I mean the heirs to the Modern
Movement-have always condemned as

utterly worthless, if only because what
we think are problems new to us were
anticipated and discussed endlessly in the
nineteenth century.

Some architects and journalists have
assumed that there were ulterior motives
attached to their exhibition, especially
because it was presented by the Museum
of Modern Art. Some observers thought
the show was meant to bring on a

Beaux-Arts revival. That was not the
case. But insofar as such fears are
prompted by the show being an implied
criticism of the Modern Movement, Lhe

fears are understandable.

It is not just architects who are aware of
serious problems with the philosophy of
modern architecture. There is a vast
audience out there that is not pleased
with what pleases us-with what we talk
about when we meet among ourselves.
Several people have touched on this
tonight. I am reminded of a conversation
I had in London with a well-known
architect-educator-critic, who urged me to
consider very carefully the dangers I was
bringing down on us all by having an
exhibit about the dreaded Beaux-Arts.
He thought that modern architecture has
become a rather dismal affair, and that its
effect on the cities has been disastrous,
but he saw any criticism as a betrayal of
the class struggle. In his mind, modern
architecture is ultimately justihed as an
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instrument of proletarian revolution.
Despite all evidence to the contrary, he
sees the modern architect as having
removed or lessened class distinctions.
Therefore r,,.e ought not remind people of
the sinful splendors of the Beaux-Arts.

Unfortunately that '*,as impossible, but it
will be out in June of 1977, and I think
that when you have had a chance to read
it the subject will seem a little less
alarming.

t75

Anthony Vidler commented, I thought
quite appropriately, on this mythic
perception of the architect as an agent of
social reform. If architecture has any
social meaning, it must be that its forms
validate rather than undermine the
institutions of society. But replacing one
set of architectural forms with another
will hardly correct disorders that are
primarily social, not architectural. And a
preference for certain kinds of form may
itself be part of lhe social disorder.
Brutality in architecture, for example,
remains brutality for its onn sake
whether paid for by capitalists or
communists.

In any case there is an educated'public
that does not see the forms \ :e no\\'
associate with modern architecture as

either beautiful or suitable. No purpose is
served by pretending that modern
architecture is universally admired. It
isn't. To recognize this does not mean
that we must have a revival of
historicism, although coping with history
is still one of modernism's chief problems.

Student reaction to the exhibition was
even better than had been hoped. No
previous architectural exhibition brought
the letters, group visits, and intense
discussion with students that this one did.
The students liked the drau'ings and
recognized that there *'as something to
be said for an architecture whose
substance made one want to draw it. AII
the students and many young architects
seemed to sense a kind of freedom, a
wider range of possibilities-their feelings
were very different from the sense of
betrayal expressed by many people here
tonight. I wish we had been able to have
the book ready in time for the exhibition.
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